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INTkohlICTIoN

1:111'I11 mcdichic today goon well beyond Iho con
veto of .1 !cam phyniolan who coven lit!' lin. 1111111'0d

Al111010. II IIi doVcluplIW iniu a cooperative mniti-
dinciplInary effort incorporating tho theory, know-
ledge and nkilln From Ihe varionn medical fields,
c'f.prcin phyHiology, phynical ednation, hiomychAnicu,
nutrition and the behavioral noioncon. Thu emphanin
in shilting to the total phynical and psychonocial
health, development and Weil-being of the athlete who
from an early ago to late adulthood participates in
both competitive and recreational activition.

Sports medicine materials available Lo synchron-
ized nwimming have primarily come from Physician and
Sportsmedicine and Swimming World on such topics as
physical conditioning and ear, eye, knee and shoulder
problems, Very little data and information specific
to synchronized swimmers has been collected until
1977. It was at this time that the AAU National
Synchronized Swimming Committee established a compre-
hensive and organized training program for coaches
and athletes at the new United States Olympic Train-
ing Centers. Much of the collected information and
data is made available in this book through the
cooperative efforts of NACWS, the AIAW Synchro
Coaches Academy and the AAU Synchro Sports Medicine
Committee.

You will find contained in this book, information
on general physiology and cardiovascular condition-
ing, flexibility exercises, body composition, strength
training, nutrition, coach-athlete interpersonal
relationships, coping with competition stress and
performance anxiety, eye care and other topics of
interest to coaches and athletes. Many of the arti-
cles are useful for those .working with younger ath-
letes as well as international level. competitors.
Some of the more technical articles may be difficult
to understand, depending on the reader's background
and interest. Nonetheless, the decision was made to
include them as reference material. For example,
specific shoulder and knee anatomy may be of interest
only after injury occurs, whereas the chapter on
general injury care may have wider interests and
application. The same may be said for the chapter
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Syllchro Magazine. 11902 Red hill Avenue,
Santa Ana, CA 92705. (Rohs Bean has an on-
going series of figure skill analysts, coach-
ing tips and judging aspects.)

My thanks go to C. Harmon Brown, MD. FACSM
(Chair of women's track and field development and

former olympic coach) who serves as the medical
advisor for AAU Synchro, Kathy Kretschmer (San

Francisco Merionnette Assistant Cocach, former
world champion and representative to the Athletes
Advisory Council of the US Olympic Committee) and
Dale Waddell (former coach of the Hayward Area
Recreation District Flying Fins) who head the manu-
scripts for both content and readability. Topper
Hagerman, PhD (head of the exercise physiology lab
at the US Olympic Training Center Squaw Valley),
provided, the design and means for much of the physi-
cal data collection, as did the Work Physiology Lab
at Ohio State University. Without all of their
dedicated efforts and helpful feedback, this publi-
zation would be less valuable. Special thanks and
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Sports medicine tH much more than an Area of
interest for physicians who enjoy working with ath-
letes. It enlists the interests and services of
people from a wide variety of special fields in-
cluding physical educat ion, exercise physiology,
biomechanIcs, kinesiology, physical therapy, ath-
letic training, sport psychology, sport sociology
and sport history. It is comprised of four parti-
cular areas: the medical and paramedical super-
vision of the recreational and competitive athlete;
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between aerobic and anaerobic forms of exercise and
explained how muscles convert the foods that we eat
into energy:, showing that carbohydrates and fats
are the sources of this energy when 'processed through
several complex ,chains of chemical reactions. Train-
ing schedules can thus established based on a more
precise knowledge of an individual's maximum capac-
ities and the-time necessary to recovery from Parti:-
cular exercise loads. We know that the use of drugs
and vitamins are not the means toward successful
sports performance so that we can refute the Claims
of the hucksters who tell us that they are.

The psychology of practice and competition has
been extensively explored and described in.a- volu-
minous literature. National teams now have team
psychologists who work with groups and individuals
to help them understand their motivations, toward
sport and to overcome the problems and frustrations
which may prevent them from reaching their ,goals.
Experience has shown that it is equally important
for the psychologists to work with the coaches as
well as the athletes.

Some of the most remarkable contributions of
sports science have been in underStanding the prob-
lems posed to the athletes by their environment.
We know how the human body reacts to high ambient
air temperature and humidity, to extreme cold and
high wind Velocity, to low barometric pressure at
altitude and to increased pressure in underwater
activities and we know the counter measures that
can be taken-And how to treat the injuries and ill-
ness that occur when these measures are not taken
or prove to be ineffective.

Because injuries are inevitable concomitants
of sports, physicians have been provided with an
.2normous volume of externally caused traumas and in-
ternally generated overuse injuries to manage by
surgical and non-surgical means. As the result of
this experience techniques of treatment have been
developed which now return the majority of injured
athletes to their sports, ordinarily without resid-
ual disability. The demands of sport which require



that function be restored to normal, or as close to
that as possible, have forced the development of
procedures which are now applied regularly to non-
athletes as well.

Synchronized swimming as a recreational acti-
vity has been applied only minimally so far to the
uses /of handicapped persons, as a means of develop-
ing Individual physical. fitness, and to the purpose
of rehabilitating the convalescent ill and injured
through a pleasant, expressive, rhythmical exercise
program. This still awaits a more general knowledge
of the sport, and a,greater availability of time in
exfsting pools, experienced instructors and funds
for\programs. Future growth in theses areas will
emphasize the important interaction between this
sport and the entire field of sports medicine.

4



WORK (EXERC1_SE) PHYSIOLOGY:
USEFUL CONCEPTS FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS

Donald i. Kirkendall, PhD

When the synchronized swimmer.takes her place
at the start of a competition, her training ideally
has prepared her for all aspects of that competition.
She must have achieved a level of skill in her tech-
nique,s and a level of physical fitness necessary to
carry out her routine. Upper and lower body stren-
gth, sufficient conditioning, significant body flex-
ibility and physical power are but a few of the
components of fitness that the synchronized swimmer
must contend with in her training. When Comparing
performances, the athlete who usually succeeds is
the one who can sustain performance at a higher and
more intense physical work level and, if performing.
at a submaximal level, can perform more efficiently.

All coaches are concerned with the condition-
ing of athletes under their charge, for without
physical fitness, performance rapidly declines. It
is helpful to both coaches and most athletes to have
an understanding of work (exercise) physiology and
how it applies to physical conditioning and perform-
ance. Work physiology is that special area of
human physiology that examines the effect of physical
stress (exercise; athletic performance) on physio-
logical function. In this section you will be in-
troduced'to the major concepts involved, and subse-
quent authors will provide some useful information
and programs specific,to the training of synchron-
ized swimmers.

We can classify any exercise on a basis of the
interplay of 3 factors; resistance (amount of.force
the body must produce to overcome resistance),
speed/power (the rate at which a movement is per-.
formed; power = work per unit of time), and duration
(length of time the activity is to be performed.)
(Figure 1) It is advisable to orient yourself with
the graph realizing that exercises located near the
origin (intersection of the 3 axes) are the least
strenuous and those farther out on any axis repre-
sent more strenuous activities, with the boundaries
depicting maximal exercise. In the course of this
and other sections, you may find it useful and

5



necessary to refer to this figure.

SPEED/POWER

RESISTANCE

DURATION

Figure 1 - INTERPLAY OF SPEED, RESISTANCE AND DURATION

1 = Distance running, 2 = Wei.ght lifting

In order to perform physical work, it is necess-
ary to provide the cells with a fuel. Nutritional
aspects of performance will be dealt with more comp-
rehensively. in the section on nutrition*; however,
as we ingest nutrients they are digested and absorbed
by the stomach and intestines and affect physiology.

*Ed. note: see Porcello, pp. 66-88



Three foodstuffs are considered in exercise;
fats, carbohydrates, and proteins. Fats are broken
down to their component fatty acids and glycerol,
reabsorbed in the intestine, first to the lymphatic
system then to the blood stream and then adipose
(fatty) tissue. Fats are stored until needed to fuel
the muscles for exercise. Carbohydrates are broken
down to simple sugars and reabsorbed, reassembled
in the liver and muscles as glycogen after intes-
tinal absorption and vascular transport. Proteins
are reduced to their component amino acids, absorbed
and transported to the cells to be used as building
blocks cf muscle and bone or as components of er-
zymes, hormones and buffers., Proteins generally add
little as a fuel for exercise.

We perform work in one of 2 ways; aerobic, in
the presence of oxygen, or anaerobic, without oxygen.
The intensity and duration of the exercise dictate
the system which supplies the major amount of energy.
(Figure 2). In aerobic exercise, glycogen and fats

100

CONTRIBUTION

TIME

Figure 2 PERCENT CONTRIBUTION OF THE RESPECTIVE

METABOLIC PATHWAYS
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supply the fuel and in the process are broken down to
CO, and H

2
O. The metabolism of these fuels produces

a Nigh energy compound (ATP) which contains energy
stored within the chemical bonds of the molecule.
When ATP is split, energy is liberated and work can
be performed. In the process, CO2 and H

2
0 are the

subsequent end products. In anaerobic exercise a
similar, if less efficient, process occurs except
that the end product is an acid; lactic acid to be
specific. Obviously, aerobic metabolism yields
more easily eliminated waste products. And, con-
sidering the supply of fats in the body, can supply
energy for extended periods of time. Anaerobic met-
abolism, on the other hand, has specific limits on
how long it can keep supplying energy (less than 1
minute of sustained, maximal, totally anaerobic
work in the absolute, Lheoretical state); hoWever,
it can supply energy very rapidly. Both systems
operate in conjunction with each other and are never
completely independent of the other.

So far we've seen the ingestion of nutrients,
their storage as fuels and their being metabolized
for work with or without oxygen. But how does the
oxygen get to the cells to be used in metabolism?
Oxygen is picked up from the lungs and attaches to
a molecule in the red blood cell,. hemoglobin, for
the transport to the cells which are in need. The
blood then passes to the left side of the heart
and pumped to the body through arteries. They branCh
ever smaller until capillaries are observed. Capill-
aries, the smallest of vessels, are where the ex-
change of gases, nutrients, and waste products take
place. Oxygen is passed to the tissues and CO is
picked up and transported through larger and la2 rger
vessels and eventually reaches the right side of
the heart where it is pumped to the lungs to be
excreted. This process must occur because the body
has, for all intents and purposes, no real ability.
to store oxygen, and CO2 buildup could cause chemi-

. cal changes that are not compatible with performance.

COMPONENTS OF FITNESS

Ii, considering the concept of "phyaical.fL Jess,
it must be clear that no one component best represents

8



the concept. The demands of the sport define the
emphasis on the components necessary for success-
ful performance. A marathon runner obviously needs
a high degree of aerobic endurance when compared to
a 100 meter sprinter while the reverse is true o2
a speed/power component. In considering fitness,
we see a number of components of which the coach
needs to be aware when designing a training program.
Emphasis of the following elements will vary with
respect to each sport. Reference is also made to
the classification figure when visualizing some of
the components.

Aerobic Capacity: This more than any other vari-
able has been utilized as an excellent (best?)
measure of fitness, more specifically, endurance.
Two factors are contained within; i.e., the ability
of the central cardiovascular system to transport
oxygen to the working muscles and the ability of
the working muscles to use the oxygen delivered.
When the body is at rest, it is in what is referred
to as a steady state; i.e., the energy demands of
the body are being met by the oxygen supply. If
work is to be, done, with CO2 and H90 as the desired
waste products, a "-',ew, higher steady state is nec-
essary. As more oxygen is needed to supply the
working cells, it is necessary to breathe more often
and more deeply. Also, the heart rate increases
to move the oxygen rich arterial blood to the mus-
cles faster. The body does not jump to this new,
higher, working steady state; there is a period
where anaerobic means supply the energy and this
means some buildup of lactic acid. This lactate
buildup is not usually decreased until the end of
the exercise or during much less intense periods of
exercise. To rid the body of lactate, oxygen is con-
sumed and lactate proceeds through aerobic metabolism
to CO

2
and H2O. Thus, the reason behind extended

heavy breathIng following exercise, to partially rid
the body of lactate accumulated when adjusting to
changes in work intensity during the exercise.
Activities which train the' aerobic system are those
of low speed and resistance and high duration; e.g.,
running, swimming, bicycling, rowing, cross - country.
skiing. Most people in the field Advise that about



20-30 minutes of continuous exercise 3 day/week is
the minimum needed to place an adequate training
stimulus on the aerobic system. Field tests of
aerobic power are available. Two of the better
tests include the 12 minute run (total distance
covered in 12 minutes) and 1.5 mile run for time
(average values for women are about 1.25 mlles and
15:00' respectively). The more aerobically fit ath-
lete will run farther in 12 minutf. or faster for
the 1.5 mile run. At present, a similar swimming
task has not been validated. However, following
the 1:4 conversion (energy to 1/4 mile swimming =
1 mile running)- might give n, a5 yet unvalidated,
statement about aerobic swmTing capacity.

Anaerobic Capacity: This aspect eniails the ability
to perform explosive activitiel, of ,hort duration.
While it is the least understood of the components,
a couple of things art,, known. There are 2 factors
here also, a power component for maximal, intense
short term activities (less than 10 sec, the ATE' -
PC system) and another for slightly longer (less
than 1 minute) intense activites. Research indi-
cates that the former factor, needed for activities
like weight lifting competitions, is trainable, i.e.,
we can indrease the body's ability to turn over ATP
for such requirements while it appears that the latter
factor is not. This means that neither training pro-
gram used in research has been intense enough to
cause a change or the methods for quantifying changes
are not discrete enough. Until we get more conclu-
sive information, it appears that the body already
contains sufficient capacity to perform explosive
efforts lasting under 1 minute. Consult Figure 2
again. Remember that 'the energy systems are very
closely integrated and that these time spans men-
tioned are determined.in theoretical -situations
where only that one system is functioning. Therefore,
it should be fairly clear that because we cannot
separate these factors, it is very difficult to
study. While this is true, it appears that resistive
exercises (strength training) interval training
and/or circuit training seem to have positive effects
on performance tests that supposedly measure anaero-
bic power.
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Strength: Strength is normally defined as the ability
of the muscle to provide a maximal force with a single
contraction. Strength increases can be trained by
isometric ("same length"),' isotonic ("same tension")
or isokinetic ("same velocity") methods. All methods
will increase strength, the basis of which appears
to be a change in the size, not in the number of
muscle fibers.

Development of strength over the range of motion
of a limb is quite important. This means that
strength should be developed at each angle of motion
that the limb moves through. As a result, isometrics
only strengthen the muscle at the angle at which it
was trained. More traditional, isotonic, methods are
better. Free weights, or machines (e.g., Universal
or Nautilus) are isotonic means Proper execution
of the movement will ensure that flexibility is not
sacrified. Isokinetics (e.g., ¶ybex, Minigym) allow
maximum force to be generated at all ranges of motion
at controlled velocities. One added benefit of iso-
kinetics is the-reduced amount Jf soreness usually
associated with strength training. While free weights
appear to be the best method of increasing strength,
for athletes new to lifting, the machines are pro-
bably the easiest and safest devices for strength
training. Women should not shy away from training
with weights because they are afraid of "bulking
up." In order to add a great deal of muscle weight,
the hormone testosterone is needed. As women produce
little of this hormone, there are usually only slight
increases in muscle mass. Yet, they will still in-
crease strength. While men will show greater abso-
lute gains in strength, if the same results are com-
pared on the basis of non-fat weight (weight of the
body minus the weight of fat) the women actually
show greater gains. This may be p4rtially due to the
fact that women had little experience with strength
training programs and, therefore, have more room for
improvement. Details about weight programs can be
found in sections on weight training* and circuit
training.**

*Ed. not*: see Ruggieri, pp. 113-124
**Ed. note: see Ruggieri & Raipa, pp. 107-112
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Power: The power (the amount of work that can be
done in a specific time span, i.e., force x 'distance

time) component is one which has considerable
interplay with the central nervous'ssystem and hered-
ity. Production of power depends on the reception of
the stimulus (e.g. hearing the starting gun), pro-
duction of power (recruitment of the particular
muscle fibers specific to high power output) and the
amount of high power fibers that a person was born
with. Power is quite specific to the sport, that is,
power for the shot put does not necessarily transfer
to the power needed for, say, soccer goalkeeping.

Flexibility: The range of mevement through which a
joint moves is referred to as flexibility. This
component is particularly important in synchronized
swimmers. With little flexibility of the legs and
hips, the proper execution of split positions can be
quite difficult. It should be emphasized that flexi-
bility appears to be specific to the joint and is not
a general whole body trait. Detailed information
about flexibility can be found in Burke's article
on warm-up and flexibility.*

Basis of 'Fatigue

A major limitor of performance is not one easily
defined or measured, but here are a number of vari-
ables which contribute to fatigue, which is most
evidenced by a loss of motor skill; i.e., an in-
ability to correctly execute a skill.

Lactic acid has been looked into extensively as
a, cause of fatigue. One of the p-oblems with lactate
is that it causes a change in the normal chemical
balance (pH) of the system, and this change (decline)
in the pH can hinder the ability of the cell to pro-
perly produce energy. It is possible that this
culprit may be one of the major limitors of perform-
ance in synchronized swimmers. Psychological fatigue
is a factor, but is not considered in this section.

In longer duration activities, like the marathon,

*Ed. note: see Burke, pp. 16-28
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losses of muscle glycogen, body water (dehydration),
increased body temperature and mineral losses* all
contribute to the physiological aspect of fatigue.
Due to the time element of the synchronized swimming
routine and the nature of the sport (i.e., a water
sport, therefore little chance of overheating because
the water is helping to keep the swimmer cool),
these sources probably contribute little to the feel-
ing of fatigue perceived by the athlete.

The Specificity of Training Concept

It should be evident that a specific exercise
_causes specific changes in the cells and the body.
Endurance exercise (low power and resistance and
high duration, 1 in Figure 1) causes increases in the
aerobic component while high strength exercise (high
resistance, low power and duration, 2 in Figure 1)
train for increases in factors associated with an-
aerobic fitness. No one method of training will
increase the body's capability to perform at all the
extremes in Figure 1. The muscles respond to specific
types of overload. For example, running on level
ground places different demands on the body than not
only bicycling, but also uphill running as well. As
a result, a training program needs to encompass the
components as they are used within the sport. If a
sport is by nature endurance oriented, then power
and resistance are usually sacrificed, meaning that
one rarely sees a distance runner lifting heavy weights
nor do you often see .a 100 meter sprinter putting in
extended miles in preparation for his event. They
train specifically for their event. This should not
be construed as "playing your way into shape."
Strength and flexibility training, for example, may
be necessary as supplemental training methods for
optimal performance. If the coach examines the
performance critically, the need for stressing the
required components becomes obvious. The adequate
performance of many of the skills depends on out-
standing flexibility. Some of the dynamic, explo-
sive movements demand that a certain amount of power
specific training be incorporated into the training
regime while the aerobic fitness of the performer is

*Ed. note: see Porcello, pp. 66-88
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of concern allo:sfin th execution with minimal
fatigue. Neither ;11oll Id the :;trenth et the athlete
be overlooked riml,lv !;ex ti:Iture of
sport. it is , Mart. AdV:11110US to con-
struct a training prolam that %;ill he specific for
the event as this will usually hring .-tht the phy-
siological preparation necessary for optimal per-
formance. it is the purpose of this volume to supply
some needed intorm,ition to help you construct the
best program ':or your personal situation.
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WARM-UP AND FLEXIBILITY AS PART OF
TRAINING AND PERFORMANCE PREPARATION

Edmund R. Burke, Phi)

This chapter is composed of information on such
topics as (I) the eitects of warm-up on performance
and injury, prevention and care iii, muscle sore-
ness, and (3) the importance of flexibility and
flexibility exercises.

WARM-UP

Many coaches wonder how important warm-up is
and what form and length of time should be spent
on warm-up prior to competition and training. There
are a number of physiological reasons why warming-up
should be beneficial. Besides an increase in the
speed and force of muscle contraction, ventilation
and oxygen transportation is increased, and so is
blood circulation. With these, "second wind" is more
easily achieved and the strain on muscles, tendons,
and ligaments is decreased.

Astrand (1978) states warm-up would give the
benefit of higher muscle temperatures during swimm-
ing and that the chemical processes used to produce
energy will be increased. For every degree rise in
body temperature metabolism within the muscle cell
will rise approximately 13%. At the higher temper-
ature, the exchange of oxygen from the blood (hemo-
globin) to the muscle would be increased. Nerve
transmis ion travels faster at higher temperatures
and improves both the contractile force and contrac-
tile speed in the muscle. All of these as well as
other factors have been shown to be affected by
warm-up.

There are two types of warming-up: active and
"passive. The first type is most commonly used and can
be subdivided into two subtypes: related and un-
related. Related refers to performing the specific
skills of synchronized swimming such as figures,
movement progressions, the routine itself, or free
swimming. Unrelated warming-up usually consists
of exercising the large muscles of the body in ways
not related to synchronized swimming, such as cal-
isthenics or flexibility exercises. Related warm-up
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has the effect of raising body temperature and effect-
ing the nervous system while unrelated works on
primarily raising the body temperature. Passive
heating by hot baths, hot showers, Turkish baths,
diathermy, and massage have been found to have some
effect on increasing performance. When possible
(if a pool is available) active warm-up should be
used, however, unrelated and passive warm-up will
be of some use if no pool time is available before
competition.

Warm-up should be intense enough to increase
body temperature, but not so intense that it will
cause fatigue. Obviously, the intensity and duration
of warm-up must be adjusted to the individual swimmer.
Better performance results when a 15-30 minute rather
than a 5 minute warm-up is used.

There is also a psychological effect inherent
in warm-up, since it helps the athlete to achieve
a state of mental readiness. Warming-up through
related exercises appears to improve coordination
by developing the swimmer's kinesthetic awareness
and will establish a neuromuscular pattern of per-
formance. The warm-up should begin to taper off 10
to 15 minutes prior to competition and end 5 to'10
minutes before performance if. possible. This will
allow recovery from any slight fatigue without losing
the effects of the warm-up. While active warm-up
may be impracticable before final competition (be-
"caase of bathing suit and make-up considerations)
unrelated and passive warm-up should be used.

One of the real values of warm-up is in its
use as a preventative measure. It has been shown
by Start and Hines (1963) that adequate warm-up
prevents strains, muscle tears, and muscile soreness
that would probably occur if the swimmekswent into
full performance without it. Morehouse an-&-Miller
(1971) state that those muscles mostoften injured
are the muscles which oppose the strong contracting
muscles. When not prepared these opposing muscles
relax slowly, thus restricting free movement. Thus
it seems that muscle injury is indeed a real possi-
bility when vigorous exercise is not preceeded by
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proper warm-up.

In summary, the best available evidence justi-
fies the following principles for warming up:

1. Warm-up should be hard enough to increase
body temperature, but not so difficult as
to cause fatigue.

2. Warm-up increases the speed and force of
muscle contraction.

3. Warm-up is important fOr the prevention
of muscle soreness and injury.

4. Warm-up brings on second wind more readily.
5. Whenever possible, a related warm-up is

preferable so that a practice effect may
be achieved at the same time.

6. If active, related warm-up is impossible,
passive or unrelated warm-up can be used.

MUSCLE SORENESS

At one time or another, every synchronized
swimmer experiences muscle soreness that can be
attributed to such things as starting a weight train-
ing program, a sudden increase in aerobic swimming
yardage or effort, or the addition of difficult
figures. The pain usually sets in between eight
and twenty-four hours after exercise and is normally
gone itt,a few days.

One commonly held theory attributes the speci-
fic soreness to tissue damage, such as microscopic
tearing of the muscle or connective tissue. This
hypothesis was developed by Hough in 1902, but was
neither proven by him nor anyone else since then.

Some authorities attribute muscle soreness to
incomplete removal of muscle metabolites. Either
the production is so great or blood flow is so
reduced (or a combination of both) that there is
an accumulation of substances that are toxic to the
muscles and nerve endings. Such excessive fluid
accumulation might account for swelling of the mus-
cle, making nerve endings more sensitive. This form
of muscle stiffness is the type which usually occurs
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after several days of hard practice. As a result
the muscle becomes swollen, shorter and thicker.
A good warm-up or massage can help reduce this sore-
ness.

Work by DeVries (1974) has led to the "muscle
spasm theory" of delayed muscle soreness. The
sequence of events may go as follows: 1. the syn-
chronized swimmer works out hard; 2. there is temp-
orary lack of blood flow to the muscles; 3. this
ischemia (lack of blood flow) causes pain in the

_nerve endings, probably activated by the release of
a "P substance': across the muscle membrane into
the tissue fluid; the pain initiates a reflex
toxic muscle contraction (spasm); 5. the spasm
prolongs ischemia and the circle is complete.

Much of DeVries research leads to the use of
static stretching to redUce soreness. Electromyo-
graphic equipment (which-records electrical activity.
of the muscles), showed less activity in muscles after
the use of static stretching. Symptomatic relief
seems to parallel lower electromyographic values.

Recently work by Abraham (1977) has given
support to the concept that exercise induced sore-
ness may be related to the disruption of connective
tissue in the muscle and/or to their attachments.
Tremendous stress is placed upon the synchronized
Swimmer's muscles and tendons performing eccentric
contractions during a-routine or while lowering a
heavy weight. In contrast, during concentric
(isotonic,isokenitic) contractions, only the con-
nective tissues associated with the tendons are
stretched. The tension developed during eccentric
contractions is, after all, greater than that possi-
ble during other types of contractions, and this 'has
a greater effect on the swimmers connective tissue
'causing muscle soreness.

What does DeVries and Abraham's research mean
synchronizedynchronized swimmers? By following a sound pro-

gram of warm-up and stretching, the swimmers may have
a certain degree of control over muscle soreness.
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To traLn the swimmer properly and avoid undue
soreness, the coach must stress the athlete's body
to the correct degree and then allow it to recover.
A progressive program calls for the continual ad-
justment of the difficulty and intensity of the
workouts. When the swimmer is in top shape, adding
something new such as weight work, hard intervals,
or difficult figures should be done gradually.

FLEXIBILITY

Klafs and Arnheim (1977) consider flexibility,
or the ability to move freely in various directions,
one of the most important objectives in conditioning
their athletes. Good flexibility will increase the
synchronized swimmers ability to avoid injury.
Since it permits a greater range of movement within
the joint, ligaments, and muscles these tissues are
not so easily strained or torn. It'also permits her
a greater range of movement in all directions. There
definitely appears to be a relationship between
injury and joint flexibility. The "tight" synchron-
ized swimmer performs under a considerable handicap
in terms of movement, besides being much more injury
prone. Stretching also provides an excellent form of
active unrelated warm-up.

The range of motion, measured in degrees, around
a joint or group of joints is referred to as flexi-
bility. For example, the flexibility of the elbow
jo'int is the range of movement from full extension
to complete flexion. A synchronized swimmer's abil-
ity to perform a swordalina rotation is dependent
upon the flexibility around several joints including
the knees, hips, and spinal column.

Three factors limit flexibility. The first,
the bony structures of the joint, cannot be affected
by stretching exercises. In some joints the body
structures are the predominant limiting factor. The

elbow and knee joints are examples. Second, the
amount of bulk surrounding the joint. An example
is the restriction of elbow flexion by the mass of

the biceps muscle. At most joints, however, the third
factor predominates. This factor is the degree of
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extensibility of soft tissue around the joint:. These
soft tissues include the ligaments, tendons, and
muscles. Stretching of the soft tissues through
flexibility exercise gradually increases the distance
they can be lengthened, thereby improving the range
of motion. The shoulders and hips are excellent
examples of joints where flexibility is only slightly
limited by the bony structures and can be greatly
increased through stretching exercises. Interestingly
enough% a high degree of flexibility in one joint
does not necessarily indicate a similar level in
another joint. The "flexible" athlete must work
on all joints of the body.

Some interesting aspects of flexibility are
that it can be systematically improved; it is not
a difficult component of fitness to modify. Con-
sidering these facts for such reasons as enhanced
skill execution, possible injury. prevention - it
would appear that fifteen to thirty minutes of
stretching would be a valuable addition to a train-
ing program.

Two forms of exercise have been used to stretch
muscles and connective tissues, ballistic and static
stretching. The first method of ballistic stretch-
ing puts the body part into motion and carries it
through the range of motion until the muscles are
stretched to their limits. Unfortunately, actions
of this kind elicit a reflex in the opposing muscles
(antagonist muscles) which limit the range of motion.
Static stretching involves placing the muscles at
their greatest possible length and holding that
position for a period of time. Reaching down to
touch the toes with the knees straight and then
maintaining that position for approximately 30
seconds is a static flexibility exercise.

Both methods are effective in developing flexi-
bility, but there are a. greater number of advantages
associated with the static' method. There is less
likelihood of overstretching and injuring a muscle.
Static stretching seems 'to relieve muscle soreness,
while the ballistic method may cause soreness.
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liatha yoga 1H also an excellent means of appoach-
ing static stretching. The liatha yoga approach Is
stow, smooth, and coordinated; movements flow 10
rhythmically controlled breathing. Although some
of the positions in yoga appear passive or r2laxed,
they arc actually posktive and dynamic. Slowly
stretching'muscles to full length and then holding
them in absolute stillness causes blood to circu-
late evenly throughout the body. This allows the
range of motion to be increased in all muscles, lig-
aments, tendons, and joints. Special emphasis is
placed on increasing or renewing spinal flexibility
by stretching. Each pose is a means to feel inwardly
and discover your own areas of strength, flexibility,
and energy. If you are. already stretching regularly,
yoga can enhance the effects by giving .you a focus.

Before portraying some static and yoga stretch-
ing exercises, let's review some of the basic princi-
ples:

1. Flexibility can be limited by bone structure
or by soft tissues. When it is limited by
the soft tissues, great improvements can be
brought about by the proper stretching
methods.

2. Stretching by jerking or bouncing methods
invokes the stretch reflex, which actually
opposes the desired stretching.

3. Static and yoga stretching is safer than
ballistic methods because it does not impose
sudden strains upon the tissue involved.

4. Stretching provides an excellent form of
active unrelated warm-up.

5. The basic guidelines are as follows:
Teach the athlete to stretch within
their limits, without straining. When
they begin the stretch, the first 20
to 30 seconds are spent in an easy
stretch, they should re relaxed. Next,
have them go a little' further so the
stretch becomes more intense but it
should not cause actual pain, Straining
will keep them from relaxing, both
mentally and physically.
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B. Do not. let them hold their breath while
stretching. Thin wilt only cause ten-,
!lion and detract from the relaxed, state.

C. Stretching Ls not a contest, the ath-
letes should not compare themselves.

D. Variety is the key, so why not create
three or four different programs.

Below are a series of stretching exercises which
can be used in a routine. The books listed in the
references by Anderson and Luby also contain many
more to expand your program.

(1) UPPER CHEST - Pectoral is
major and minor

.(2) YOGA - Leg abductors

(3) "J" STRETCH - Works on
lower back, buttocks, and
back of legs

(4) "CASTRO" STRETCH- back
of legs, hamstrings and
gastrocnemus
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(5)

TOE POINTER for
front of feet, ankles
and thighs

(6)

SHOULDER & UPPER BACK -
excellent for upper back
and shoulders

(7) TRUNK TWISTER - hip
and back muscles

(8) DONUT STRETCH - hip and
front of thigh

(9) GROIN STRETCH - lower
back and groin muscles

(10) TAIL LEG STRETCH - excellent
for quadriceps
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(l I) TOWEL STRETCH - pull towel up
and over shoulders, excellent
for shoulders

(12) HUPLERS STRETCH -
excellent for
hamstrings and back

(13) SPLIT - lower back,
hamstrings and hips

(14)

SLIDE - slide arms back slowly, good for shoulders,
upper chest and back
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(Ll) TOE TOUCH himuirlugs,
switch legs

(16) REACH BACK - thighs, stomach,
hack and shoulders

(17) ELBOW PULL -
shoulders

(18) ARM RAISE
shoulders, neck
and trapezus
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(191 t()k t.01
hA,I, AWL h:twkttlur,s

(?(1) SIDE LEG STRETCH leg
abductors, hips, hack

(21) (22) (23)

SITTING HURDLES - hamstrings, quadriceps and
back

EXERCISES NUMBER -

4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, and 23
should he repeated with both sides of the
body.
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SPRAIN - A stretching or tearing of ligaments and
connective tissue.

STRAIN - A stretching or tearing of a muscle, tendon
or muscle fascia.

SUBLUXATION - Incomplete or partial dislocation.
SYNOVIAL FLUID - A clear fluid the function of

which is to serve as a lubricant in a joint,
tendon or bursa.

TENDON - A band of dense, tough tissue forming the
termination of a muscle and attaching the
muscle to a bone.
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IN-JURY INM'ECTION

To propcvly evaluate an Injury a 1roceIls should
be used to evaluate the extent of an injury. We
should he able to reveal the site of the injury and
estimate its severity. Detection of the injury can
be done in a'number of ways. Injury evaluation can
be simplified if the coach understands the mechanism
or sequence of, the injury. Evaluation is continued
by methodically inspecting the injury.

Injury evaluation can be simplified if we follow
an orderly sequence. This evaluation technique
should he used for every injury, no matter how severe.
The following three steps should be followed:

History: Take a good history pertaining to the injury
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sequence. Ask the individual such questions as:
How did it happen?
When did it happen?
Have you injured this area before? If so,
what happened then?
What kind of pain do you feel?
Was it evaluated by a physician?
Did you hear any noise when it happened?

After you have collected data about the injury,
then ask the athlete to point to the area that "hurts
the worst." If they are specific in their reaction,,
it will make the evaluation somewhat less complicated.

Inspection: Visual examination will give the evalu-
ator pertinent information about the injury. By
looking at the injury we can note any obvious de-
formity, swelling, and skin coloration. It is ad-
visable to compare the injured body part with the
opposite body part if this is possible. When we
compare the "good" to the "bad," we actually have a
good basis of comparison.

Palpation: PalpatingPalpating or feeling the injured area
with your fingers often can reveal several factors,
namely the extent of poi

1
t tenderness and whether

the injury involves sof -tissue orbbny tissue.
Palpation can oftencleAermine a 4eformity that may
not be noted in the visual. examination. While pa;.-
pating the skin, be aware of body temperature. ---/
Note if the area is colder or warmer than the rest
of the body. These can be important signs of circu-
latory impairment (colder) or inflammation (warmer).
During palpation twe can palpate bony prominences,
ligaments, tendons and muscles. -Following palpation,
the examiner might ask the individual?'*o gently move
the body part to her point of pain. Movement should
not be done if you suspect a fracture and/or dislo-
cation. In less severe injuries, such as strains
and sprains, range of motion testing is done. First
have the athlete actively take the extremity through
pain free range of motion. Then passively take the
athlete through range of motion to the point of pain.
Lastly, manually muscle test the injured part through
range of motion. Manual muscle testing can
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distinguish which muscle or muscles are strained.
Range of motion testing allows you to note any in-
crease or decrease in motion and to compare strength
between the "good" and the "bad" extremity.

The above three steps may seem involved but
even the most inexperienced trainer or coach can
and should try to follow the three steps. Remember:
H.I.P. - history, inspection, palpation. It will
make your evaluation easier. Collect basic informa-
tion and as you become more aware of conditions your
evaluations will become better. It is most important
to take a good history. As a good history gives the
physician pertinent information, it will also enable
you to possibly eliminate certain problems and most
of all, if the injury is related to a certain techni-
que the swimmer is using, maybe she needs correction
on that technique. Many chronic conditions occur
and persist because the swimmer is not performing
the technique properly. If this is the case, the
coach can try to eliminate or lessen the problem
through coaching.

COMMON ATHLETIC INJURIES AFFECTING SYNCHRONIZED
SWIMMERS*

Acute Conditions

Strain is a stretch, rip or tear in a muscle, muscle
fascia or tendon.

Etiology: muscle imbalance
abnormal muscle contraction
_abnormal range of motion (forceful)

Symptoms: muscular spasm
loss of muscle function
pain
swelling
indentation due to muscle tear

Sprain is an overstretching or a tear of ligaments
and connective tissue around a joint.

*Information adapted from Klafs, C.E. and Arnheim,
0.D.: Modern Principles of Athletic Training,
St. Louis, 1977, The C.V. Mosby Co.
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Etiology:

Symptoms:

forceful abnormal range of motion
in a joint

twisting
swelling
pain
skin discoloration
joint instability

Contusion is a crushing of soft tissue (a brut // e).
Etiology: compressive external force to soft

tissue
Symptoms: skin discoloration

pain
swelling
possible limitation of movement --------

due to pain

Dislocation is a total disunion of bone opposition
between articulating surfaces.

Etiology: external force causing the joint to
go beyond its normal range of
motion

Symptoms: loss of limb function
deformity
swelling and point tenderness

Subluxation rs a partial or incomplete dislocation.
Etiology: same as dislocation
Symptoms: sensation that something "slipped

out" and back in
loss of limb function
swelling and point tenderness

Fracture is an interruption in the continuity of a
bone; a broken bone.

Etiology: compression of bone
crushing force to bone
overstretching or sharing trauma

Symptoms: deformity, bony devi,ILLon
swelling
direct tenderness
crepitus ("crunching" or grating

effect)
false Joint
discoloration
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Chronic Injuries

Tendinitis is itlammation of a tendon of a muscle.
Etiology: 'improper care of muscle strain

sequelae of acute strains to a muscle/
tendon

improper performance technique
overuse syndrome

Symptoms: pain on muscle function
pain at tendon attachment
crepitus (feels "crunchy" or raspy)
swelling

Bursitis is inflammation of a bursa.
Etiology: trauma

overuse in a abnormal fashion
Symptoms: swelling

pain
limitation of range of motion

Synovitis is inflammation of the synovial membrane,
often known as "water-on-the-knee" when the knee
synovia is inflamed.

Etiology: trauma
overuse in an abnormal fashion

Symptoms: swelling
pain
limitation of range of motion

Chondromalacia is a degeneration of the back of the
patella (knee cap).

Etiology: several minor or severe injuries to
the knee or patella

Symptoms: chronic pain
weakness in quadriceps muscle group
catching or locking sensation
point tenderness around patella
swelling

SHOULDER

The muscles are the locations for most shoulder
injuries in swimmers. This can be attributed to the
great amounts of work and forces applied to the
shoulder while sculling. The muscles stabilize the
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shoulder and compensa:.- The weakness seen in
the bony and ligamentoll .:Ingement. Common muscle
injuries include muscl,! ;Ilains and tendinitis.
Therefore, it is important to understand \the basic
muscle arrangement and muscle functions of the
shoulder.*

Knowing the anatomy is important but you, can
easily check which muscle or muscle groups are in-
jured without specifically knowing the exact muscle.
Figure 5** shows the muscle testing done for the upper
arm. Each movement can be checked by you applying
gentle resistance through the full range of motion.
If the swimmer has pain when you resist the movement
then there is a possibility of a muscle injury.
Always resist the athlete through all ranges of
motion to decide which muscles are injured. It is
important to check the opposite shoulder's range of
motion so that you can compare the increase or de-
crease motion noted on you evaluation.

ELBOW, WRIST AND HAND

It is felt by the author that the bony struc-
tures of the elbow, forearm, wrist and hand are not
frequently injured in synchronized swimming. Tbk
most common injury seen in this area would be muscle
strain often induced by overuse. The prime movers
and their functions have been listed in Figure 9**.
If you should desire more information regarding this
region, please refer to the references at the end
of this section.

*Ed. note: see Daniels, Appendix A, pp. 184-195
** Ed. note: Figure numbers appear out of.order

but are placed correctly in this article.
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a. Shoulder flexion

a. Shoulder abduction

e. Ekternal rotation of
shoulder

Elbow flexion.

b. Shoulder extension

d. Shoulder adduction

Lit
f Internal rotation of

shoulder

h. Elbow extension

Fig 5. Muscle Testing of the Upper Arm
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KNEE

The knee is often injured in synchronized
swimming due to the stresses applied to it during
the eggbeater kick. This kick can traumatize the
knee unless the knee is strong and the proper tech-
nique is used.

There are a number of injuries and conditions
which occur at the knee joint. Evaluation for lig-
ament, meniscus or cruciate injuries should be done
by an, orthopedic physician. When in doubt of your
evaluation, consult a physician. Fewer or even less
severe injuries may be noted if the muscles sur-
rounding the knee joint are strong. It is important
to condition the knee joints throughout the full range
of motion. Often muscle injuries occur to a joint
when a muscle group on one side of that joint is
stronger than the muscle group on the opposite side.
Therefore, equal conditioning should be done to both
sides of the knee joint or any joint within the body.
To compare strength between the hamstrings and quad-
riceps use the muscle testing techniquos,,in Figure
8.* Manual muscle testing is a means to Compare each
knee's strength in the hamstrings or quadriceps
muscle groups. These testing techniques should also
be used when evaluating muscle injuries at the knee
joint.

Wens km

F151.0 Muscle Testing of the Knee

*Ed. note: Figure numbers appear out of order,
but ire placed correctly in this article.
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NORMAL RANGE OF MOTION
1

Shoulder

Flexion - 90
o

Extension - 45 0
Abduction - 180 Adduction - 45
Internal Rotation - 55

o
External Rotation - 40 ° -45°

Elbow

Flexion - 135
o

Extension - 0
o o

-Supination - 90° Pronation - 90

Wrist

Flexion - 80° Extension - 70

Hip

Flexion - 120
o

Extension - 30
o

Abduction - 45 -50° Adduction - 200-30°
Internal Rotation - 35

o
External Rotation - 45°

Knee.

0
Flexion - 135

°Internal Rotation - 10
Extension - ,00
External Rotation - 10

o

IAdapted from Hoppenfeld, Stanley. Physical
Examination of the Spine and Extremities. New York,
Appleton - Century - Crofts, 1976.
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IMMEDIATE INJURY CARE

Acute in°juries will need immediate treatment
following your evaluation. Treatment phases can.be
divided into two categories--early phase and late
phase. Early phase of injury _treatment involves
four procedures: cold application, compression,
elevation and immobilization. It is easy to remember
the letters I.C.E. for ice, compression and elevation.
These steps are designed to hinder swelling and de-
crease 'effusion of fluids to the injury site.

EARLY PHASE OF TREATMENT

Cold Application

. .

Cold application will cause capillary vasocon-
striction thus decreasing the amount of blood flow
into an area. Along with vasoconstriction, cold will
decrease muscle spasm, inflammation and pain sen-
sations.

Compression

Compression is provided by the application of
an elastic bandage. Choose the correct size for the
area you are wrapping. I feel it is best to apply a
spiral wrap with app.roximately 1/2 to 1/3 of the
strength taken out of the wrap for compression to an
acute injury. ,Be,aware that the wrap may cause con-
striction of blood vessels it applied too tightly.
instruct the athlete that if she feels a tingling
sensation, lack of sensation or any other abnormal
sensation, that she should remove the wrap and re-
apply it with less pressure. Be sure the athlete
knows how to apply,the elastic bandage. It is best
to remove it at, bedtime and rewrap the injury in the
morning.

Elevation

Elevation requires the injury be elevated above
the level of the heart, if possible. This will
prevent fluid accumulation at the injured area.
Elevation enhances venous flow and will hopefully
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minimize swelling in conjunction with ice and com-
pression.

Immobilization

Immobilization varies dependent. upon the speci-
fic injury. If a physician ordcrc complete immobili-
zation of the upper extremity he will use a sling or
shoulder immobilizer. Lower extremity immobiliza-
tion is done with the use of crutches and joint immo-
bilizers. Partial immobilization or rest may mean
the athlete does not perform an activity that aggra-
vates an injury. Often times a few days, rest can
make a great difference when treating chronic condi-
tions such as tendinitis or bursitis. Consult a
physician when immobilization and rest are indicated.

SUGGESTED COLD THERAPIES

It is important to note the length of time cold
applications are used and the frequency of treatments.
Ice bags, cold whirlpools, cold hydrocollators, ice
slushes and ice towels are applied 20-30 minutes.
After approximately 30 minutes the body reacts to the
cold and begins vasodialation to warm the body back
to normal temperature. Therefore, instruct the
athlete to remove the ice after 30 minutes. Patient
tolerance should be noted during the treatment. If
she complains of any side effects, such as extreme
pain, nausea or discomfort, remove the ice and select
a different.cold therapy. Cold therapy can be used
during the first 1-72 hours, depending on the sever-
ity of the injury.

Ice Bags

Plastic bags filled with ice are the most econ-
omical cold modality. Commercial cold packs can be
purchased if .you do not have access to ice cubes.

Apply the ice bag to the area using a wet towel
or wet elastic wrap between the injury and the ice.
Ice bags should be applied for 20-30 minutes, a min-
imum of three times daily for the first 1-72 hours.
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Cold Whirlpool

Average temperatures for a cold whirlpool range
from 40 -60 F. Length of treatment time is 20-30
minutes.

Cold Hydrocollators

Cold hydrocollators are commercial cold packs
kept in, a stainless steel unit at 10 F. They should
be wrapped in a wet towel and applied to the injury
for.20-30 minutes, three times daily'for the first
1-72 hours.

Ice Slush

A bucket of water filled with ice chips. This
method of cold therapy tends to be the most uncom-
fortable. Ideally, treatment time is 10-20 minutes.
The athlete will immerse the extremity in the bucket,
remove when painful, and return it to the slush as
tolerated. This is used mostly for injuries to the
hands and feet.

Ice Towels

Wet towels containing ice cubes or chips.
Treatment time is 20-30 minutes, three times daily
for the first 1-72 hours.

Ice Cups

Ice cups are paper cups filled with water and
frozen. Peel the paper back, smooth the ice with
your hand, and rub ice directly onto the skin.
Treatment time is between 7-10 minutes. This cold
modality can be used the second day of cold therapy
if desired. Some therapists and trainers feel that
due to the fact that the ice is rubbed directly.to
the skin, chilling is rapid, and the body in turn
will rapidly start vasodialation. If so, ice cups
are not indicated in the first 24 hours because we
do not want to increase blood flow to the area.
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LATE PHASE OF TREATMENT

The last phase of troPtrPnt is designed to en-
hance the healing procc-L, Llzbling the athlete to
return to normal activIts. During the last phase,
heat therapy, rehabilitaciye exercises and strength-
ening programs are used.

The heat therapies can be divided into two
groups: superficial heat and deep heat modalities.
Most coaches and athletes have access to the super-
ficial heat modalities. Deep heat modalities re-
quire a physician's prescription and a physical
therapist to apply them. Therefore, I will not go
into detail concerning the use of deep heat modal-
ities.

Superficial and deep heat modalites cause vaso-
dialation of blood vessels thus causing increased
circulation, relaxation and analgesia. Therefore,
heat treatments will enhance healing. It is import-
ant to begin heat therapy when you feel the bleeding
and swelling have stopped. If you begin the heat
treatment too soon you will cause increase edema.
Late phase of treatment usually starts after 48-72
hours, depending on the severity of the injury.
Consult your physician when in doubt.

SUGGESTED HEAT THERAPIES

Warm Towels

Place towels in sink under hot water, wring out
and apply to injury. (If they are too hot to pick up,
they are too hot to use.) Change as they cool down.
Length of treatment time is 20 minutes, three times
daily.

Warm Shower

Suggest that your athlete stand in the shower
for 20 minutes, three times daily. This is ideal for
shoulder and back injuries. It is suggested that
they do this prior to entering the water if they have
an injury to either the shoulder or back.
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Warm Whirlpool

Average temperature for a warm whirlpool when
treating an extremity is between 95 and 105 F.
Full body whirlpools should never exceed 100 F.
Treatment time is 20 minutes at least twice a day.
Gentle exercise can be done while in the whirlpool.

Warm tub soaks or the use of a bucket of warm
water can be substituted. Always check the temper-
ature. What seems warm to you may be hot to another.
Depend on a thermometer and not your hand.

Hot Hydrocollator

Hot hydrocollators are commercial hot packs.
They are canvas bags filled with a silicon material.
They are kept at approximately 150 F in the hot
pack unit. They should be wrapped in at least eight
layers of towelling. Length of treatment time is
20 minutes, three times daily.

Heating Pads

Heating pads can be set at low, medium and high.
Caution the athlete that the heat should be a "com-
fc:rtable warm" sensati-on. Anything other than that
is too warm. Treatment time can be 20-30 minutes,
three times daily. Warn your swimmers not to go to
bed with the heating pad on. It is electrical and
can cause severe burns.

Deep Heat Modalities

Deep heat modalities include ultrasound, short
wave diathermy and microwave diathermy. All three
are good when applied properly and under a physician's
supervision.

Heat therapy can cease when the athlete feels
normal, pain is diminished and normal range of motion
is attained. It may be necessary to continue rehab-
ilitative exercises even though you have stopped
heat treatments.
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COMMON ORTHOPEDICTROBLEMS
AFFECTING SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMERS

Marti Tucker, BS, RPT

Evaluation of our swimmers during the weight
training sessions' at Squaw Valley, revealed some in-
teresting.observations regarding faulty posture and

wmuscular eaknessec. Information from both coaches
and swimmers was also gathered at Senior National
meets through posture clinics and informal sessions.
Discussion took place on the most common. joint
strains, sprains and/or irritations familiar to
.synchronized swimming. Generally, participants
are in good physical condition with very few in-
juries encountered in our sport that would require
extensive physical therapy treatment and /or sur-
gery. However, we felt that it would be valuable
to both coaches and competitors to discuss the above
mentioned affectations and offer suggestions,
corrections, and exercise programs to avoid further
complications Cr extensive injury.

Weight training and flexibility programs are
equally important in developing strength and en-
durance and in prevention of injury. Since these
topics are being covered in other sections of this
manual, they will not be discussed in any length,
only, to emphasize that these two entities, in addi-
tion to good coaching, nutrition and a strong water
training program, seem to be making the difference
in development of the top caliber swimmer. Briefly,
I will mention that in observing the swimmers work-
ing out on the various stations of the Universal
Gym, the muscle groups that appeared weakest were
the' arm muscles, including the shoulder rotators
and the deltoid muscles, the triceps and biceps of
the upper arm, and wrist flexors/extensors. All
of these are extremely important to the skill of
sculling and more specifically, support sculling.
The abdominal (stomach) muscles also showed weakness-
es when the girls performed bent knee sit ups on the
slant boards. These muscles are instrumental in
maintaining good posture and also strong, straight
vertical positions in figures. Finally, the quad-
ricep and hamstring muscle groups which are respon-
sible for full extension in ballet legs and strength
in kicking (particularly eggbeater), and the tendon
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and ligamentous structures surrounding the knee
joint, proved to be weak.

POSTURE

What is posture? It is the proper balance and
alignment of the spinal curves of the body in the
upright position. If one were to drop a plumb line
through a side (lateral) view of the body, it would
cross the mid-ear lobe, mid-shoulder, midway between
the chest and back, mid-hip bone area, and slightly
forward of the knee joint and ankle bones. In
observing alignment from a rear (posterior) or
front (anterior) view, the plumb line would coincide
with the midline of the body with fairly equal dis-
tribution on either side of the line. If both legs
are equal, the hip bones (pelvis) will be even as
will the shoulders.

Evaluation of the synchronized swimmers at the
training camp and at national meets, indicated many
typical posture faults including slight forward
head, rounded shoulder, "sway back" (lordosis),
protruding, stomach and "back knees" (hyperextension).
One of the key factors for control of good posture
is adequate abdominal strength and proper "pelvic
tilt" (flattening of the curve in the low back).
The angle of the pelvis (hip bones) determines the
angles of alignment of the upper curves of the spine
and if properly controlled, will improve and main-
tain a more erect posture. In more detail, common
posture problems view from the side, include:

Forward Head - The head and neck are held for-
Ward and downward with the chin pulled toward
the neck and the face downward.

Round Upper Back - Also known as thoracic ky-
phosis. The normal curve of the thoracic spine
is increased and may be accompanied by a sway
back and rounded shoulders.

Round Shoulders - The shoulders are forward
with the tip of the acromion forward of the
gravitational line. The shoulder blades are
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separated and their borders appear pointed or
prominent.

Hollow Back (Sway Back)- Also known as lumbar
lordosis. The normal curve in the lu :tbar spine
is exaggerated. The pelvis tips down in front
and the abdominal muscles become stretched. We
then see the stomach protrude and the back mus-
cles and posterior ligaments in the lumbar re-
gion are shortened and become tight, holding
up the back of the sacrum (tail bone) and ro-
tating the pelvis forward.

Hyperextended (Back) Knees - In observing the
legs from a lateral view, the backs of the knees
are excessively curved (bowed) backward with no
indication of even the slightest bend or flex
at the posterior surface of the joint.

Posture faults viewed from the bark (posterior)
are generally termed as Scoliosis, a word derived
from the Creeks, meaning twisting or bending. Very
few spines are straight laterally, and what is seen,
are defined curves to one side or the other of the
spine. The most common scoliosis is the "C" curve,
which consists of a long convexity to one side. The
"S" scoliosis consists of reverse curvatures, later-
ally in one direction in the upper back and the
opposite direction in the lower back. There can be
unevenness of the shoulders with one lower'than the
other and some rotation in the spine. This causes
prominence of the ribs in the posterior aspect on
the side of the curve, with the corresponding shoul-
der blade pulling away from the ribs. If there is a
difference in leg length, or hip jont problems, the
hips (iliac crests) will be uneven.

A method of practicing good body alignment is
performance of the Standing Pelvic Tilt. Stand with
your back to a wall and with both heels about 10
inches from the baseboard. You may begin with knees
slightly bent and the shoulders forward, if necessary.
Flatten the low back against the wall by pulling up
the front of your pelvis, hold it as you straighten
your knees and-raise your shoulders. Walk one foot
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at a time back toward the wall, maintaining the
pelvic tilt until your heels are about 5 inches
away. Hold this posture and walk away from the
wall. THIS POSTURE SHOULD BECOME A HABIT.

Contributing facto s to "sway back" posture
of the lower spine with 'ynchronized swimmers could
be the over emphasis on ached backs in split and
walkout positions in figures. Coaches often stress
increased flexibility of the spine without the
accompanying abdominal strengthening exercises to
counteract this extreme body position. The "sway
back" posture is often comparable to the typical
"gymnast's walk." "Back knee" or hyperextended knees
in swimmers may stem from thestressing of full
extension in ballet leg positions which tends to
over-stretch the hamstring musculature in the back
of the knee. Forward head and rounded shoulders
can be a problem of the "too tall" adolescent affect-
ed by peer pressure, and inner emotions also plays
a role in this lazy posture. We see the shorter
`girls stretching to their full height by standing
on their toes, protruding the chest and arching the
low back. The full bosomed girls, affected by peer
pressure or modesty, often assume a round7shouldered
posture for concealment. Muscular tension, parti-
cularly in the neck, shoulder and shoulder blades
is occasionally experienced by swimmers before com-
petition and can have an adverse effect on posture.
The practice of relaxation techniques can aid in
decreasing much of this tension.

Perhaps, in some ways, our swimmers are too
flexible and we need to counteract this with a
more intensive muscle strengthening program to pre-
vent joint laxity, muscle weakness and poor body
alignment. The coach can play an important role in
spotting obvious posture faults and if in need of
professional advice, can contact a physical thera-
pist who could conduct a postural screening evalu-
ation and suggest appropriate exercises to correct
the problems. "Good posture is a good habit. Once
well established, it should take little voluntary
effort to maintain it. Attainment of good posture
should not be regarded as a rigid disciplinary
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measure, but rather as the development of a habit
which Sont:ributes to the well-being of the individ-
ual."

Two basic exercises for increasing abdominal
strength are: 1. Pelvic Tilt - on floor with knees
bent and feet flat. Tighten the abdominal muscles
and squeeze the buttocks together. Flatten the low
back against the floor by rocking the hips back
(pelvis). Hold five counts and release. Do not push
down with your feet or hold your breath. 2. Sit Up
(Curl Up) - same position as above, doing pelvic
tilt first. Tuck chin and slowly raise your head
and shoulders (curl up) and reach for your knees
with both hands. Hold five counts while breathing
out slowly. The feet may be hooked under and object
for stabilization. You may also vary the position
of the arms by crossing them on the chest or putting
the hands behind the head. If one has access to a
weight training room, abdominal strength can he en-
hanced by performance of the sit up on a slant board,
hooking the feet under the cushioned pads for stabil-
ization. When this is mastered, use of a 5 lb. hand
weight held behind the neck can be employed for added
resistance.

KNEE PAIN

The most common irritation of the knee joint
experienced by our swimmers seems to be chondromal-
acia of the patella (knee cap). This is a degenera-
tive process, cause unknown, which involves the under
surface of the knee cap and the highest incidence
is found in young adults. Pain may be variable, ex-
hibited as a catching, instability; a locking, pop-
ping or crackling; a weakness or swelling in the knee
joint, or tenderness to pressure. Ruling out sudden
trauma, arthritis or an injury related problem,
possible causes that I see in the physical therapy
clinic are as follows: postural faults in standing
and walking, as with hyperextended knees; wearing
earth shoes with a negative heel or heavy hiking
boots; weak muscles and ligaments surrounding the
knee joint which allows the knee cap to move freely;
participation in a sport or strenuous activity for
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which the unconditioned pOrtiOn Iii unprepared. Ail
of the above reasons may cause undue, stress on t. he

knee cap, forcing It hack into the joint, allowing in-
creased mobility without support and consquently
Irritating the under surface of the patella (knee
cap). This induces wear and Lear on the cartilage
material within the joint. IL has already been
stated that synchronized swimmers are occasionally
confronted with this irritation, resulting from
forceful knee extension in various figures without
the benefit of adequate strength In the quadricep
and hamstring muscles. This Is the reason why weight
training and progre,slve resistance exercise programs
are so impootant for strength development and avoid-
ance of injury.

In order to correct o ehondromalacia irritation
with the presence of "back kaee," I recommend walking
and standing with a slight bend in the knees, avoid-
ing the "snapping back" action. Also important, is
the avoidance of negative heel (earth shoes and
heavy hiking boots which tend to inc12.asepressure
on the knee cap as the heel strikes Lhe ground in
walkiv:g, by 'forcing it further into the joint and
producing irritation. Any knee bending tape exercises
or activities, such as stair climbing, are traumatic
to the joint ,Lod should be avoided until '.he pain has
subsided. The basic strength building program that
is us-d with a high incidence of .success is straight
leg raises with graded weights, 'performed in three'
positions: sitting, sidelying, and on the stomach.
Exercises are to be done 10 times each (slowly),
2-3 time,: a day. App-'cation of ice to the knee
is done ':,afore and/or after exercise if swelling or
irritation ar' present. Since bending (flexing) the
knee joint ;.end'. to cause irritation, avoid this act-
ion in the ezefcise regime.

Knee straio or sprains are also encountered in
our sport. As explained in the basic anatomy term -
inoloy, sprains may vary from a complete tear of a
ligaffient to a minor tear of a few fibers wiLhout the
loLs of ligament stability. Strain may bv! considered
a physical force on the tissues exceeding normV,Istress,
but not causing deformity damage. The knee "joint
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suptains A sprain whoa a force is exerted that ex-
ceeds normal range of motion of the joint. Abnor-
mal motion includes abduction (outward) or adduction,
(Inward) of the extended knees, excessive rotation,
hyperextenlion or hyperfiexion or any cOmbination of
the above.

A contributing factor to knee strain in synchron-
ized swimming is the eggbeater or alternating whip
kick which Is used in routines or in a varied form
in the breast stroke. Injury is usually to the tib-
ial collateral ligament, part of the medial collater-
al ligament located on the inner surface of the knee.
The action of holding the hip and the knee in the
flexed position, knee pointed forward to outward
with the constant inward rotating whip of the lower
-leg, produces a constant build-up of tension on the
joint and can be the cause of eventual strain. The
area on the inner surface of the knee is usually
sore, with point tenderness evident %Men palpated.

Treatment for this type of strain and other liga-
ment strains usually consists of ice, pressure-wraps
and elevation when out of the water. Ultrasound,
when ordered by the physician, has also proven valu-
able in relieving the symptoms. Cortisone injection
only plays a minor role and is used as a last resort.
The kick itself can be modified so that there is less
strain on the inner surface of the knee and occasion-
ally, total rest may be necessary for a persistant
problem.4

In addition to the previously mentioned straight
leg raises, isometrics and short arc exercises are
also used in a strength building program. Quad Sets
(tightening the quadricep muscles): With leg straight
try to flatten knee and tighten the muscle in front
of the thigh. Hold 5 counts; relax. Hamstring Sets:
With the leg straight, push heel down into floor and
tighten muscle in back of the thigh. Hold 5 counts;
relax.

Short Arc Quad - Large towel rolled under knee; keep-
ing back of knee on roll, try and lift heel until
leg is as straight as possible. Hold 5 counts; relax.
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Short Arc. HamiltrLng, OR s.Lomach with pillow under hips
slowly bond knee, bring in heel toward buttock, approx-
imately one-half way. Hold 5 counts; relax.

All exercises are to he done slowly, 10 repetit-
ions each, 2 -i times per'day.

SHOULDER PAIN

The action of sculling, specifically support
sculling, can he a major source of shoulder pain and
discomfort in our swimmers. The motions of external
and internal rotation at the shoulder joint in the
pushing away-pulling action of the support scull,
can cause undue stress on a joint and its surrounding
musculature which has not been properly stretched and
strengthened to withstand these forces. In analyzing
the support scull action, the shoulder joint performs
the "unnatural" type movement that can place an un-
believable amount of strain on the tendons of the
joint. "Pain can result in any of three conditions:
1. abnormal strain on a normal joint, 2. normal
strain on an abnormal joint, or 3. normal stress
upon a normal joint when the joint is unprepared and
graded for that particular activity."2 The third
condition aptly applies to synchronized swimmers who
have not adequately prepared themselves through
strength and flexibility training.

Tendinitis is defined as an inflammation of'the
tendon sheath, the tapering end of a muscle belly
which attaches itself to a bony prominence. This af-
fectation is responsible for 90% of shoulder pain
and disabilities.2 It is often classified in other
terms as bursitis, capsulitis or frozen shoulder.
Inflammation of the biceps tendon seems to be the one
most prone to strain in the support sculling action,
and to a lesser degree, the external rotator and
deltoid muscles are affected. The first symptom is
pain which can vary in intensity. This is usually
followed by some limitation in shoulder motion. Rest
and treatment at this stage may reduce pain and allow
the return of pain-free motion, although it may not
be necessary to completely eliminate activity. Ice
is the preferred treatment to decrease irritation
during the acute phase, usually 2-3 days. This can
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he followed later by moist heat. Somellmesia HlIng
is used to Immobilize the loInt,.but this should not
he prolonged as the shoulder joint will "tIghten up"
causing further problems. Active range of mutton
exercises can be instituted within 4 dayH and the
most successful ficcm to be Codman's pendulum exer-
cises. These are basically arm swinging exercises
performed in a gravity-assist position (bending
forward at waist) with 3-5 lbs. of weight In the hand.
1. Swing arm forward and back. 2. Swing arm from
side to side across body. 3. Swing arm in a circle;
reverse direction of circle. These are done at 10
repetitions each, 2-3 times daily. in more severe
cases, analgesics such as muscle relaxants and ster-
lod injections are employed by the physician.

'['he hest method of avoiding shoulder strain and
discomfort is an intensive shoulder and arm strength-
ening program coupled with flexibility exercises.
Increasing the strength and endurance of the bicep
and tricep muscles and deltoid and rotator muscles of
the shoulder joint can aid in preventing injury and
improving the sculling power of our swimmers.

SWIMMER'S SHOULDER

Since our synchronized swimmers participate in
heavy swimming workouts in the early season and con-
tinue them to some degree throughout the year, they
are also susceptible to a condition called "Swimmer's
Shoulder." The medical definition of the affection
is impingement of the humeral head and the rotator
cuff musculature on the gcromion process during ab-
duction of the shoulder.'

In the freestyle stroke, abduction of the
shoulder occurs during the recovery phase when the
arm is up or out of the water. At this time the'
shoulder joint is also in external rotation and
elbow flexion. During the pulling phase of the stroke
the arm comes down into the water in adduction, in-
ternal rotation and elbow flexion. In addition to
these two phases, 90-100 degrees of body roll occurs,
with the swimmer rolling into the stroke, to get more
reach and power on the pull. Competitive speed
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swimmers average I') strolkos por yards with 10,000
yards per day. This can moan .!I,h00 strokes per week
with 10,H00 por arm. 111Kly percent ol those
laps are mulnly I roost y lo or hn morlly vinyl< ouI ti,

r I 11 r HIV d d IrIII 1..<1 r I y m 1 /1- oww (In on 1 1y,

there are tremendous forces on tho shoulder loin!
and Its surrounding musculaturv.h

The shoulder pain that can result is usually
anterior and Is most common in Freestyle and the
butterfly competitors. It Is rare in breast. strokers
and swimmers less than 10 years old. liackstrokers
may have posterior as well as anterior pain which can
he' caused from subtuxation of the shoulder olnt. At
the Olympic training camps, the occurrence was 507
in men and 607 in women, and with the national team,
547 in.men and 687 In women. The women do Lake more
strokes per length than men and in most_ cases, do not
have the muscular strength and development of the
male swimmers.

Swimmer's shoulder mainly occurs during heavy
workouts or exercise' and in some cases can be re-
lated to weight training. This is why it is so
important to learn the proper technique when using
any kind of weights. The treatment regime usually
consists of warm-up (flexibility) exercises before
activity and ice after activity. Ultrasound is
often successful, but when the condition becomes too
painful, decreased yardage, rest, anti-inflammatory
medications, and injections are employed with surgery
as a last resort.
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losing of gAinIng weight.

ror purposes It) sImplicitv, the body mdy he
rogdvded 41'1 heIng composed ol hAsically two tractions:
(I) body 1a1 And (!) lat tree weight (lean body
weight).

Tho 1)0.11 1),1(1V 1,11 0)(11:; In 11,411 haste storage
Hies, The !list is dellned as essential lat, and
is timnd In hone, liver, spleen, spinal cord and
brain, rssentlal la( can he used tor energy and for
the storage of lat solnahle vitamins (A,D,E,K).
!Horage lat, the other major component, con:;ists of

the Iatly tIsHuos that protect tho various Internal
organs, as well as the snhentancous fat beneath the
skin.

The percentage value lOr average male is
15-I/X and female 21-25Z. 'I'i Ines for storage
tat between males and females about the same, 12
and 15% respectively. However, ,,ssential fat repre-
sents only about 3% of the average mate, whereas
essential fat is approximately 12% of the reference
female. The larger quantity of essential fat in
females pr,.Kcnt predominantly in the mammary glands,
hones, A:1A otiwr tissues. Most likely, it is related
to child-L 11 tug and hormonal functions.

Among athletes, regardless of the sport prefer-
ence, the body fat is generally lower, with the per-
centages again differing on the basis of sex.
Extensive studies of many different athletes have
shown the following percent body fat to be represent-
ative of various female athletes: runners 13-14%,
gymnasts 14-15%, basketball 20%, swimmer 23%, and
tennis 24%. Female distance runners are exceptionally
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When the weight ol hod tat is stihtia.Ied ttom
the total body weight, the tomaining weIghl Is le

!erred to body wel),,h1 (1,111,/) ou leAn body
MAq; (1,11M). loan body mass ineludos muscle, hone,
kin, nervous ti!;!;t1e, etc. The target the percent

tat free weigh( an athlete has the larger their
muscle mass and thus the greater lorce potential.
In synchronied swimming considerable debate Is now
surfacing as to what Is the Ideal percent tat and
lean body mdaa for the awimmer. The more loan body
maaa (mtiarle), the atronger the moyomenta and fig-
urea; the more body 1;11 the eaaler it la for the
athlete to float. Thia queation will he further de-
bated later in the chapter.

The fat and lean components of the human body
can be determined by several procedures. One pro-
cedure measures body composition by hydrostatic
weighing and the other by simply circumferences or
skinfold measurements.

It is common knowledge that fat people float
better than thin people, and this is because fat
tissue is Less dense than other tissues. Consequent-
ly, hydrostatic weighing, which provides measures
of body density and specific gravity, can also pro-
vide reasonably accurate estimates of the proportions
of percent body fat and lean body mass.

this procedure the athl.-:.tP is completely
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In order to make accurate mo;L:urerient:; It 1.!;

important to use calipers which have the pressure
built rota the instrument Itself. Practice and
standardized procedure should be used when taking
any skinfold measurement. the following procedures
should he followed on tamale:

1. A full told at tat should he pinched up from
underlying tisue by the thumb and forefinger
of one hand.
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2. While the fold is held firmly between the
fingers, the calipers should be applied to
the fold beneath the fingers.

3. Take recordings to the nearest half millimeter.

4. Duplicate the measurements two consecu-
tive measurements agree wit:.in one millimeter.

5. In young women, the best prediction comes
from a vertical skinfold over the iliac
crest in the midaxillary line and from a
vertical skinfold on the hack of the arm
halfway between the shoulder and elbow
measured with the elbow extended.4

6. Computation of density:

Density = 1.07943 - 0.00220 (tricep skinfold)
+ 0.0045 (suprailiac skinfold)

Computation of percent body fat:
Z body fat = 100 x 4.570 -4.142

density
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BODY COMPOSIT1ONCHARACTERS

Site and Group Number Age Ht
(cm)

Wt
(kg)

Density LBW
Fat (kg)

Squaw Valley 8 20.1 166 52.7 1.051 20.1 42.0
1977 National (1.55) (8.32) (6.41) (.007) (2.95) (4.2)
Champions

Squaw Valley 64 15.5 164 54.2 1.047 22.4 42.1
1978 intermediate (1.97) (7.56) (6.97) (4.27)
Camp

Squaw Valley 36 16.3 164 54.5 1.047 22.1 41.5
1978 Elite Camp (1.92) (5.08) (5.11) (3.98)

Ohio State 92 17.7 52.8 1.050 20.5 43.5
1979 AAU National (2.16) (.008) (2.0) (1.9)
Top 10 Teams
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BODY FAT OF SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMERS

WIth.the testing performed at the Olympic Train-
ing Center, Squaw Valley, Ca., and at the AAU Nation-
als at Ohio State University a profile of total body
fat and lean body weight in national class synchroni-
zed swimmers is now available to the elite as well as
novice swimmer and coach.

Table I reports the results of the underwater
weighing completed at the various site's. Mean and
standard deviation are recorded. Height is recorded
in centimeters (1 inch = 2.54 centimeters) and total
Weight and lean weight are in kilograms (2.2 pounds =
1 kilogram).

These results point out that the top synchronized
swimmers are from 20 to 22% body fat. But, is 20 to
227 body fat the most ideal percent body fat for a
synchronized swimmer? This question is now being
raised by many coaches. Should the girls remain at
this percentage and assume the fat adds in buoyancy
or would a decrease in percent fat and increase in
lean body mass (muscle) increase strength and execu-
tion of figures. These questions need to be answer-
ed by further research. Of course, it should b re-
membered that a routine requires a fair degree of
aerobic fitness and a high percent body fat may have
a negative influence, on performance. At the present
time it is safe to assume that the percent body fat
of the girls should not be much above 227.

Losing Weight

If you suspect that a particular athlete is over-
weight, only three alternative methods are available
for reduction of weight: 1. increased energy.ex-
penditure and constant food intake, 2. decreased
food intake and constant energy expenditure, 3. a

combination of methods 1 and 2.

In most cases, energy balance is altered to
create a negative caloric balance of approximately
1,000 kilocalories/day. Each week the athlete would
lose approximately 2 pounds of fat (3,500 kilocalories
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= 1 lb. fat). The caloric in,.ke can be reduced by
500 to 800 kilocalories a day, and the hard training
athlete, should never consume less than 2,000 kilo-
calories a day. Lesser intakes of energy will result
in Increasing utilization of muscle mass as an energy
source. Less than 2,000 kilocalories a day and
swimmer will begin to feel sluggish, be more
to over-stress symptoms, and be susceptable to ill-
ness. "Fasting" diets should have no place in their
program.

In addition the swimmer should increase their
energy expenditure by 250 to 500 kilocalories a day.
Increasing the calories deficit through exercise is
essential if weight is to be lost at a desired rate
and as fat, while taking a 2,000 kilocalorie diet'.5

The dieting athlete should observe the following
suggestions:

1. Eat a well balanced diet.
2. Eat smaller, but more frequent meals.
3. Chew food slowly and thoroughly.
4. Avoid fasting and fad diets.
S. Replace water loss.
6. Reduce carbohydrate intake.
7. Decrease intake of solid fats.
8. Keep protein intake up.
9. Use unsaturated fats and oils.
10. Emphasize intake of fresh fruits and

vegetables.
11. Snacks should be nutritious; no junk food.
12. Supplement diet with a multiple vitamin and

mineral tablet.

Gaining Weight

For the synchronized swimmer who desires to gaid
weight, the increased mass should preferably repre-
sent muscles rather than fat. Simply adding body
weight will not be to the swimmers advantage, unless
the tissue can be utilized for increased performance.
Thus the athlete should be encouraged to initiate a
weight training program (if one is not already used)
in conjunction with increased caloric intake.
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A realistic schedule is important in any weight
gaining program. An excess of 2500 calories is need-
ed to gain one pound of lean body mass by the active
swimmer. If she IA already consuming 3000 calories
a day, she can gain approximately two to three pounds
each week if she is able to ingest 4000 calories a
day. It is important that they do not exceed more
than an extra 1000 to 1500 calories a day, if accumu-
lation of excess fat is to be avoided. The high cal-
oric diet should take, place only on days of vigorous
training.

Below are listed some guidelines to follow in a
.weight gaining program:

1. Check the general composition of the food
they eat. Protein should average 15 to
20% of the diet. These levels will provide
abundant protein to provide the amino acid
building blocks for new lean body mass.

2. Check their living habits; are they getting
enough rest and sleep.

3. Evaluate the diet in order to determine the
caloric intake. The reason for underweight
may be that the current caloric intake does
not meet their daily needs.

4. Protein supplements are not needed if the
athlete is consuming a balanced diet.

5. There are several high caloric food supple-
ments on the market. For example, Ensure
Plus (Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio)
contains 355 calories in an 8 oz. can, which
is composed of 14% protein, 31.5% fat, and
54.5% carbohydrate. A can with each meal,
along with the normal dietary intake, would
be an effective means tb-increase both cal-
oric and protein intake.

6. In recent years the use of synthetic anabolic
agents (steroids) has received much publicity.
The scientific literature is still not in
agreement as to its positive effects of in-
creasing muscle mass which will be of bene-
fit to the athlete. Wha is known is that
any female who takes them for as long as a
few weeks may develop acne, deepening of the
voice, excessive body hair, and enlargement
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of the breasts (because some of the hormones
are converted to the female hormone, estrogen).

It is obvious that the use of these hormones has
no place in any athletics and will be detrimental to
the swimmer in the.long run.
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NUTRITION GLOSSARY

CARBOHYDRATE - An energy yielding nutrient of plant
and animal origin composed of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen; simple sugars and starches are the
forms of carbohydrate found in foods.

FAT - A nutrient of plant and animal origin that is
composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen; fat is
the most concentrated source of energy of the
three energy yielding nutrients.

GLYCOGEN - The storage form of carbohydrate found in
liver and muscle; used as a source of energy fir
muscular work.

GLYCOGEN LOADING A two phase training technique in-
volving diet and physical exercise that initially
depletes the muscles of glycogen and then repletes
glycogen stores to a greater level than had
originally been maintained; for use by athletes
participating in long endurance sports.

KILOCALORIE - The unit of measure for the energy that
is supplied when food is oxidized in the body;
kilocalorie is the amount of heat necessary to
raise 4.2 cups of water one degree centigrade.

MINERALS - Elements which are found in the earth's
crust and are essential for normal growth and
maintenance of life; minerals are subdivided into
macro- and micro- categories depending on the
quantity required by the body.

PROTEIN - The energy yielding nutrient of plant and
animal origin that is primarily composed of
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen; approx-
imately 20 amino acids may be combined in diff-
erent patterns to form many different food pro-
teins.

VITAMINS - Organic compounds needed in very small
amounts to promote growth and maintain life;
vitamins are classified as water soluble or fat
soluble.
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NUTRITION

A Part of the Winning Combination

Lorri Pdrcello, PhD

The influence of diet upon athletic performance
. was first studied and recorded by the Greek civili-
zation in approximately the fifth century B.C. Prior
to this time, the typical diet of athletes was pri-
marily vegetarian and consisted of barley or wheat .

porridge, fruits, vegetables and goat's milk. In
450 B.C., a trainer named Dromeris of Stymphalus was
the first to introduce the meat diet. He reasoned
that muscle was extensively used in athletic activity
and, therefore, athletes needed to replenish this mus-
cle by eating large quantities of meat. This philo-
sophy became widespread and persisted without question
until 1866 when it was proven that physical exercise
does not influence an athlete's protein requirement.
Today many athletes still consume diets that are high
in meat, even though scientific evidence has shown
that thi's particular practice will not improve athletic
performance.

JuSt as the philosophy of the high meat diet is
based upon tradition, many other current dietary prac-
tices are founded on misinformation. Some coaches
exclude milk from pregame meals because of unfounded
beliefs that it hampers endurance performance and in-
creases respiratory mucus secretions. Fried foods and
pork are often restricted because they are believed
to be difficult to digest. In addition, bulky vege-
tables and cereals are often avoided because they are
also thought to be poorly tolerated. Certainly a few
spices can be irritating for specific individuals;
however, bulky vegetables and cereals are necessary
for normal fecal elimination.

%letary selection of athletes has been governed
oo long on the basis of tradition or supersti-

tion. \Factors that need to be used in the planning
of prcyier nutrition for the athlete include the nu-
triticnal requirements of the individual. These re-
quirements are based on age and sex, additional needs
imposed by the type and amoult of activity performed
and the effect of dietary supplementation on athletic
performance. Parents and coaches should assume the
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responsibility of providing sound nutrition advice to
athletes so that dietary practices may help rather
than hinder the athlete's attempts to improve per-
formance.

BASIC NUTRITION PRINCIPLES FOR ATHLETES

Within the last 10 years the American public has
become aware of the contribution that sound dietary
practice makes to physical and emotional well-being.
The proper diet is certainly necessary for the health
of all people. This fact is especially true for in-
fants, children and adolesc'nts who\re still growing
and require nutrients to support the vital growth
process. When an individual participates in rigorous
physical activity, nutritional demands increase even
further. So, the nutrient needs of children and ado-
lescents involved in athletic competition are compound-
ed by the on-going growth process and the increase level
of physical activity. These children ald',teenagers
have, perhaps, the greatest nutritional needs of any
specific age group in the population. To help meet
those requirements, the athlete must start with know-
ledge of the basic principles of nutrition andapply
this knowledge in selecting a good diet.

Protein

Protein is the nutrient that is probably most \
misunderstood by athletes. Proteins are large, comple,x
molecules of plant and animal origin which are 'prim- \
arily made of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen.
Each protein is a combination,of subunits called amino
acids which are linked together to form one large
molecule. There are approximately 20,major amino acids
that may be combined in different patterns to form
the many different food proteins.

When protein is digested, it is broken down into
individual amino acids and absorbed for the body's
use in this form. Thus, it is easily understood that
the body really requires amino acids for maintenance
of life rather than the large, complex protein-mole-
cules, even though food proteins are the sources of
amino acids in the diet. Of the 20 major acids, nine
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are known to be essential and the remainder are called
non-essential. An amino acid is considered to be
essential when the body is incapable of synthesizing
that amino acid and it must be provided in the diet.
Non-essential amino acids may be made by the body from
carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen atoms and, there-
fore, do not need to be supplied In the diet. An
important point to remember is that all amino acids
are needed by the body but some (essential) must be
provided in the diet and others (non-essential) can
be made by the body.

Protein performs three primary functions. All
of the cells that make up bodily tissues and organs
have protein as an integral part of the cellular
structure. Other compounds in the body are also
proteins such as enzymes and hormones which help to
regulate the bodily processes that are crucial to life.
Finally, proteins may provide energy when sufficient
amounts of other energy-yielding nutrients are not
present in the diet.

It is surprising to most athletes to find that
they do not need more protein than an inactive individ-
ual of comparable size and age. Muscular work does
not significantly influence protein metabolism, so
participating in athletic competition does not in-
crease a person's need for protein. Athletes do,
however, require more food energy or kilocalories to
support the increased physical activity. If insuffi-
cient food energy is provided in the diet, protein
will be used as an energy source rather than for
growth and repair of tissue. Consequently, athletes
do not need to eat great quantities of protein, but
do need to eat enough Nod energy to allow protein
to be used for growth and repair of tissues.

Carbohydrate

Carbohydrates are molecules of plant origin that
contain carbon, oxygen and hydrogen and are smaller
than protein molecules. The diet supplies two types
of carbohydrate including the simple sugars and the
complex carbohydrates. Sucrose or common table sugar,
glucose and fructose are examples of the simple sugars.
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Complex carbohydrates include the starches found in
breads, cereals, potatoes, pasta and rice.

All carbohydrates are digested and absorbed in
the form of monosaccharides, which are the subunits
of the complex molecules. The function of this
nutrient is to supply energy for the body and this
is accomplished by sending glucose, a monosaccharide,
into the bloodstream. The tissues may then receive
and use glucose as a source of energy. Dietary glu-
cose is absorbed into the bloodstream from the digest-
ive tract and remains intact as an energy source for the
tissues. Other monosaccharides, such as fructose,
.must be converted to glucose in the liver after they
have been absorbed. The glucose is then released
from the liver into the bloodstream to be used by the
tissues.

It is recommended that all people, including ath-
letes, consume 50 percent of their food energy or kilc-
calories in the form of carbohydrates. This nutrient
is not stored in large quantities in the body; how-
ever, the liver and muscles contain a small amount of
stored carbohydrate. Glycogen is the animal storage
form of the nutrient just as starch is the plant stor-
age form. Starch and glycogen are large molecule
containing many monosaccharides. If too much carbo-
hydrate and total food energy is consumed, the carbo-
hydrate is converted to fat and deposited under the
skin and around body organs.

Fat

The last of the three energy yielding nutrients
to be discussed is fat. A fat molecule contains
carbon, oxygen and hydrogen and is primarily composed
of three fatty acids. Fatty acids are the subunits
of fat just as amino acids and monosaccharides are
the subunits ',for protein and carbohydrate. Fats of
vegetable origin are mainly unsaturated, while animal
fats are generally saturated. Fatty acids that
will not accept additional hydrogen atoms are called
saturated because the molecule is completely satur-
ated with hydrogen. Similarly, unsaturated fats are
so named because they will accept additional hydrogen
atoms.
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There are three reasons why fat is needed in the
diet. Fat-soluable vitamins which must he supplied
by the diet are found in fats of vegetable and animal
origin, so that fats act as carriers of these nutri-
ents. Second, one fatty acid is considered to be
essential and that is linoleic acid. Remember that
the term essential signifies that the compound cannot
be made in the body and, therefore, must he provided
in food. Most fatty acids can be synthesized from
carbon, oxygen and hydrogen within the body. The
consumption of one to two te:ispoons of corn or other
vegetable oil per day will p ide an adequate amount
of linoleic acid in the diet. Third, fat is a 'very
concentrated source of energy. it provides two and a
half times the amount of food energy or kilocalories
as do protein and carbohydrate on an equal weight
basis. Ten grams of protein and carbohydrate provide
40 kilocalories each, while 10 grams of fat provides
90 kilocalories.

In the United States, 40 to 45 percent of the ki-
localories in the average diet are supplied by fat.
Many health professionals have expressed concern that
this level of fat intake will contribute to the
onset and incidence of heart disease and recommend
that only 30 percent of food energy be provided by
fat. Table 1 provides information concerning dietary
sources of fat, as well as protein and carbohydrate.

TABLE 1 - ENERGY PROVIDING NUTRIENTS

Nutrient

Protein

Carbohydrate

Fats

Common Food Sources

Meat fish, poultry, eggs, cheese,
peanut butter, nuts, dried peas
and beans, milk.

Breads, cereals, pasta, rice,
potatoes, sugars.

Butter, shortening, margerine,
vegetable oils, cream, salad
dressing.
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Vitamins

Vitamins are organic compounds that are needed
in small amounts to re7,ulate chemical reactions that
are necessary for growth and the maintenance of
The known essential vitamins may be divided into two
categories. Vitamin C and the B- complex vitamins
ire called water solubl.i and are not stored in very
large quantity in the body. The fat soluble vitamins
include A, D, E, and K and are stored in greater
quantities than the wate-.- soluble vitamins. The speci-
fic functions of the majcr vitamins are provided in
Table 2. Not that vitamns are not an integral part
of the cellular structure, nor are they a source of
food energy. Therefore, athletes do not require
greater quantities of vitamins than sedentary individ-
uals. The one excepi.ion to this statement is thiamin,
which is part of the B- complex. The Food and Nutri-
tion Board of the National Research Council-National
Academy of Sciences recommends that thiamin intake
be increased as food energy intake increases. Ath-
letes consuming greater quantities of food than sed-
entary individuals will, therefore, require a higher
level of thiamin in the diet. Fortunately, thiamin
is found in a variety of foods including pork, peas,
beans, nuts, breads, and cereals, so that the athlete
eating a varied diet will receive more thiamin as
food intake increases.

Many athletes have adopted the practice of taking
vitamin supplements. There is currontly no justifi-
cation for this practice and there is in fact a po-
tent.i..zard. As previously stated, the fat soluble
vitamins ire stored in the body and consumption of
large quan sties of supplemuts can lead to toxic
reaction. his problem is of particular concern with
vitamins A a d D. [Consequently, the recommendation
for athletes \iNs to eat a--varioty of foods and vitamin
requirements wiA....11be met without complications.

TABLE 2 - FUNCTIONS OF VTTAMTNS

Vitamin. Function

A Essential for vision in dim light.
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Necessary for maintenance of healthy
epithelial cells in skin and mucus se-
creting epithelial cells of the respira-
tory., gastrointestinal ,7.nd genito urinary
tract.

P Promotes calcification of hones avid teeth.

Exact function of vitamJn E is still
unknown. This vitamin -ay help in pro-

:-

Neting the fats in the body from being
(1\troyed.

Ass sis in the normal blood clotting
pro es.

PerOts the formation of healthy colla-
gen/I which is responsible for binding
ceps together. Assists in the absorp-
yon of Iron and calcium.

Thiamin YF.sential for the conversion of food to
a form ef energy that the body ;:-..an use.
Necessary for the normal functioning of
the nervous system.

Riboflavin
(B2)

Niacin

Pyridoxine
(B6)

Folacin

Cobalamin

(B12)

Contributes to the process of converting
food to energy for the body's use.

Necessary for conversion of food to en-
ergy. Involved in the synthesis of fat,
protein and specific carbohydrates in e

body.

Essential for the metabolism of protein
in the body. Needed for normal function-
ng of the central nervous system.

Contributes to the formation of red blood
cells and proteins.

Necessary for normal growth. Assists in
the maintenance of healthy nervous
tissue. Essential for normal blood
formation.
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Minerals

Minerals vgani,: substances which are
found In the ea! rust, some of which arc con-
sidered to he es!;Iiilal to man. This category of
nutrients can be divided Into two sub - categories on
the basis of amounts Considered to be necessary for
maintenance of health. The major or macro minerals
are sodiuM. potassium, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium,
sulfur and chlorine. These minerals are needed.in
quantities greater than 100 milligrams per day.
Micro or trace minerals are needed in quantities less
than this amount and include iron, copper, iodine,
fluorine, zinc, chromium, cobalt, manganese, moly-
bdenum and selenium.

The functions of minerals are three fold. They
serve as integral components of specific tissues, for
example the deposition of calcium and phosphorus in
hones and teeth. Minerals are also incorporated into
enzymes and hormones which help to regulate chemical
reactions in the body. Lastly, minerals play an
important role in regulating body processes that are
not controlled by enzymes 'or hormones. Description
of the individual functions of the majority of min-
erals is provided in Table 3.

Athletes consuming a varied diet including dairy
products will receive adequate amounts of,minerals .

to promote health and outstanding athletic perform-
ance. The only mineral that may be provided in sub-
optimal quantities is iron, if care is not taken to
incorporate iron rich foods in the diet. All teenage
and mature women experience an increase in the need
for iron as a result of the onset of menarche. In
addition, a condition known as sports anemia may fur-
ther compound the iron requirement of female adoles-
cents. :;ports anemia is iron deficiency anemia and
results primarily from loss of iron in sweat. The
athlete 1.3rticipating in long endurance sports, is the
main candidate for this condition, although athletes
competing in other types of sports have encountered
the problem. Careful inclusion of iron rich foods in
the diet, such as liver, egg yolk, spinach and dried
fruit will usually act as a preventative measure or
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remedy the situation if it is present. In extreme
cases, a physician may be consulted to prescribe an
iron supplement.

TABLE 3 - FUNCTIONS OF MINERALS

Mineral Functions

Calcium Contributes to the structure of bones and
teeth. Permits normal blood clotting.
Essential for muscular contraction.
Needed for normal neural transmissions.

Phosphorus Contributes to the structure of bones and
teeth. Necessary for the controlled re-
lease of energy from protein, carbohy-
drate and fat.

Magnesium Ne,:.essary for all reactions in the body
that require the use of energy. Essent-
ial for muscular relaxation. Permits
normal neural transmission.

Sodium Maintains normal water balance. Needed
for normal transmission of nerve impulses.

Potassium Maintains normal water balance. Needed
for normal Transmission ;-)f nerve impulses.
Eissential for muscular relaxation.

Iron Combilzes with compounds in the red blood
cells to carry oxygen from the lungs to
other tissues in the body.

*1,

Iodine Regulates bodily growth and development.
Regulates the rate of metabolism.

Zinc

Water

Necessary for normal growth and gonadal
development. Needed for normal taste
acquity.

The final nutrient of the six categories of
essential nutrients is water. Fifty to 60 percent
of the body weight of most individuals is water and
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this nutrient has many important_ functions to perform.
Water Is considered to be a structural component of
blood, it. is the medium in which all the chemical re-
tclions in the body take place and it contrihutes to
the: regulation of body temperature. This last role
of water is particularly crucial to the athlete par-
ticipating in rigorous activity in a warm environment.

Desirable water Intake is ahout 2.5 quarts of
water per clay for an adult of normal body temperature
living in a temperate climate. This water is supplied
by foods and beverages, as well as drinking water.
When a person is in water balance the 2.5 quarts of
water consumed are offset with an equal loss of water
through urine, feces, perspiration and exhaled air.

This balance of water and output is desirable
and problems arise for the athlete who cl,,cones it:hy-
drated. Fatigue and loss of strength ar^
symptoms of mild dehydration and orpo:le ail of the
positive efforts the athlete has made or increa.;ing
strength and stamina. in more Fevore ca:, ,s of dtay-
dratton, heat stroke and death nay occ..n. These
problems are unnecessary and em?ha,i.ze the need for
replacing water loss on an hour:), basis as The athl.ete
trains and competes. It should he noted that thirst
may not alway,=, bf> relied upon indicate to the
athlete that water replacement nece-sary.
point is particularly true foe at±:etes competing in
long endurance sports in very wain and dry climates,
where water requirements may he 1H_gh as 10 quarts per
day.

Food EnerLy

The energy yielding autrien.s include pr -)tern,
carbohydrate. and fat. The body miit -ow:art Cra ford
to a form of energy that it can use to -.,ipoort rho
growth process, physical activity and met-,bolic -

cess that maintain life. Another enFrgy
substance that may also be .included in the dint is
alcohol. Approximately 70 kilccalories f'od
energy are supplied by 10 grams of
provides little else besides food cr.orgv I,. the -'et.
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lhc food energy iii nt: Hi moderately active
females of varyinv age:. ,11,' found , Table 4. The
unit of measure for food energy is th,

and is a unit of heat which express chi.. energy

content of food. One 1<lloca1orle Lhe,,amount of

hoat that. Is necessary to raise 4.2 cups of water one
degree centigrade.

A person weighing 150 pounds requites 11 kilo-
calories per minute or 660 kilocalories per hour for
the activity of swimming. Body weight influences the
energy requirement for activity, so that a person
weighing 1.2.0 pounds will require less energy to do
the same activity than a 150 pound individual. Degree
of muscular work also influences energy requirements.

j ff two girls of equal weight swim for one hour, with
one swimming two miles per hour and the other. lf our
miles per hour, the latter will require more energy
to support that activity than the former.

Athletes participating in strenuous events will
obviously require more food energy than the amounts
which are suggest In Table 4. One simple recommend-
ation is for athletes to eat until their appetites
are satiated. This does not imply that they should
stuff themselves with food until emotional satisfac-
tion is .attained, rather the absence of physical
hunger should be the cue for ce,-.,:tion of eating.
If body weight is not mailtain; .ithir several
poundS, the athlete may need t ,nke a concerted
effort to consume more foods that are concentrated
sources of fool energy.

TABLE_4 - RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES FOR FEMALES
OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS1

Nutrients Age Groups (years)
15-18 19-227-10 11-14

Energy (kcal.) 2400 2400 2100 2100

Protein (g) 44 48 46

Vitamin A (I.U.) 3300 4000 4000 4000
Vitamin D (I.U.) 400 400 400 400

Vitamin E (T.U.) 10 12 12 12

Vitamin C (mg) 40 45 45 45

Folacin (ug) 300 400 400 400
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Nutrients

Niacin (mg)

Age (1rutill!'

7-I0
16

(years)
11-14

16

1-1.8
14

1977 2.
14

RiboflavIn (mg) 1.2 i.1 1.4 1.4

Thiamin (mg) 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1
Vitamin 0,. (mg) 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.0
Vitamin hi., (ug) 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Calcium (mg) 800 1200 1200 800
Phosphorus (mg) 800 1200 1200 800
Iodine (ug) 110 115 115 100
iron (mg) 10 18 18 18

Magnesium (mg) 250 300 300 300
Zinc (mg) 10 l5 15 1.5

'Information for Table 4 was obtained from National
Academy of Science, 1974, Eighth Edition. Recommended
Dietary Allowances. Printing and Publishing Office,
Washington, D.C.

Selecting the Diet

Now that the basic principles of nutrition have
been discussed, they need to be applied to the selec-
tion of the diet. One method for selecting an ade-
quate diet is to use the Recommended Dietary Allow-
ances (RDA) proposed by the Food and Nutrition Board
of the National Research Council-National Academy of
Sciences. The RDA are levels of intake of essential
nutrients considered to be adequate to meet the known
nutritional needs of almost all healthy persons.
Essential nutrient allowances for females of various
age groups are provided in Table 4.

The RDA are intended for use with groups of peo-
ple to ensure that a nutritionally sound diet is being
provided. Nutritionists and dietitians do, however,
ise this tool in evaluating the nutritional content
of individual diets. T'tis method of evaluation is
,rattier complex. In addition to the RDA, a food com-
nsition book must be employed, so that the intake

of. each nutrient may be calculated for the day.

A more feasible approach to dietary s_:lection is
the utilization of the Daily Food Guide. Foods of
sinilar nutrient value are categorized into four groups
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Food Culde Is provided III T,thIe When the appro
priate I! Vial!! r ol couomed from a variety
of lood., within the lood r,Ionp!;, approximdtely
kilocatorie will he uuppliod. The remaluer of the
food tie t requirement may he provided hy additional
terviny,H from the food r,rouw; !;aticeu, }'mule!:, hotter,
mardrioe, leIlle!; and other uweet:i. The athlete who
wieu the Daily rood tHilde and !wlectn tirvIiig i trom
a variety of fooda will be conutiming a diet that will
contribute to optimum athletic performance.

TABLE li A DAILY FOOD

ro,,d Croup and ;;OFV),I1V,

Milk:
cup milk

1 cup yomnr1
11; oz. cheee

Num!), or ;;,rvih6s
Child Adult

4 2

Meat: 2 2

2-1 oz. cooked meat,
poult-y

4 thHp. peanut butter
2 eggs
1 cup dried beans

Fruit-Vegetable:
cup juice
cup fruit, vegetable

4

Bread-Cereal:
I slice bread
1 c. cold cereal

c. cooked cereal, noodles, rice
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UlktAltY CONCr.kr1 Iii' THE ATI11.1:14,

At I; I- e n are al 5.1 rly1 ii o I milt .,ve I he I r

petloimanco by physical conditIonlwg, mental d.!,cl
plino or "psyching" and dietary praettee. Three
spocille dietary practices that may he of Interest
to the athlete are glycogen loading, weight gain of
loss and (he use of liquid dietary supplements.

ClyCOL,,en

As V(111 may recall, glycogen I,. th- torage form
of carbohydrate toned In liver and uteri le and is used
as a source of energy during physical act ivIty. A

training technique known an C;111)011101VAte loading or
givcen loading 1:1obles the athlete lo increase
glycogen by more than twice the amount (hat Is ,

normally i d 'h muscle. 'MIL; Increased quantity
of stored 1..cogen then allows the athlete to parti-
cipate in enaulince sports lot longer periods, of
time whit stamina.

hielary clection and exercise must
hot. Ii he tIter, ' to increase glv,u)gen stores. One
week prior I..(1 competition, the athlete engages in
sty-emu's exercise and consumes a diet that_ fs very
high in protein and fat and limited in carhohydrate
content. This pt,cedure Is continued for three days
and causes a dep.ct on of glycogen from muscle. On
days four, five and six the diet is changed to include
a largL amount of carbohydrate and exercise is re-
stricted to a light work out. This nhase of the pro-
cedure causes replettoa of glycogen in muscle that
exceeds the quantity that would normally be present.
On the day of competition or the seventh day of gly-
cogen loading, the athlete may eat a well-balanced
diet.

The advantag,2 in Utilizing this fr,l'Ai,o teHini-
que is that performance :n an endurance el,cuL m-- he
prolonged; however, three is also a (1dvantage.
Extra water is deposited and stored in muscle as a
result of the increased storage of glycogen. This
extra water found in muscles may cause a feeling of
stiffness and a loss of flexibility for the athlete.
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Mention ban been ma e 40 p,IVCII014 114Adillp, III this
I'll aplet prlmar I I v III t. el fri fleat ion ol the procedure,
because many .11 101 er nt nundor:iI And and ml rune I he

tec0llnlclu vnm htonli..ed swimmers perform rouflurs
that are approimalely live minutes In duration and,
thereloro, would not reirive any I,I the beset its Ill

glycogen loadlit. Thla procedure is beneficial only
to athletes participating in events that require At
least 15 continnow; minutes of physical exert ion and
shonld be nsrd only two or three times a year tor
s pc c 101 c ()Hipp t it Ions .

Weight Gain And lamts

Many athletes are concerned with attaining a
body weight that is compatible with it high level or
strength and endurance. Body ,iright is changed by
simply altering energy balance, so that weight is lost
bv expending more ener.,,,y than is consumed and weight
is gained hy consuming mot' food energy than is ex-
pended. Coining or weight should be A gradual
procedure with a maximum gain of one to tY,, pounds it

week.

One pound of body tat is equal to '1,500 kl'
calories of food energy. An athlet, wishing to 1441-4P

two pounds in one week must expend 000 kilocle-ies
of energy more than is eonsumed or 1,000 Filocaloris
per day. The level of exercise may be increased to
account for an additional expenditure of 300 kilo-
calories and the remaining 700 kilocalories may he
omitted from the diet. A teenage female athlete
requiring about 2,800 kilocalories of food energy
may then :assume 2,100 kilocalories. This amount of
food intake is sufficient to llow for the appro-
priate number of virago sugg aced in the Food
Guide (1,200 kilocalories), ,s oti11 as for some fats
and other condiments. IF care ,s taken in selectiti
foods from the Daily Food Guide the diet will sup'ly
adequate amounts of protein, vitamins and ,aitterat; co
support optimum physical performance.

Weight gain in an athlete should be in the form
of muscle and an additional 2,500 kilocalories of
food energy must he consumed along with rigorous
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1WHIld ol hody to he grilled.
Add I nr, Hull) I.. I I tier 1..1 i 01 I ood eneigv to I he diet
por weel, or about /on I, I loc,llorles por dry will rliow
for r grin of two polind!I of muscle II the Athlete Is
training ilgotously. lite additional rood -uergy may
be supplied by extra servings lrom Ihe Daily Food
IlIiIde And I I he ra I usage of fate, (Ind I men and
dense r1 The phyti pr.))',I.AM 111;11

Incldc,. with the vgIvil food intake should always he
supervised by th. trainer or coach.

Liquid Dietary llupplements

Liquid supplements designed specifically for
at rre (nrrently on the Istrket and usually in-
clude protein, carbohydrate, fat., vitamin; and min-
er., These products may he useful in a variety of
s Ions.

fhe athlete attempting t- thete: body weiOli
may find that a dietary supplement is an easy wav
to Increase food energy intake. Consumption of
IIgitld supplements has also been found to be helpful
In preventing weight loss in athletes who have a
difficult time maintaining body weight during the
competitive season. Liquid dietary supplements may
occasionally he use 1 in place of a meal, if time does
not permit the prep,tiation And consumption of food.
Finally, many coaches have chosen to replace the
traditio.,a1 pregame meal with liquid dietary supple-
ments. Poe of these products before competition has
been shown to relieve the nausea that many athletes
experience just prior to and during the event.

An important point to remember is that thM. l!luid
;tipploments do not impart special nutrients that will
improve athletic performance. These products are
simply convenient substitutes for focd when the
athlete wishes to increase food clergy intake or when
time does not permit the consumption of a regular
meal.

FACTS AND FALLACIES

Unfortunately, misinformation and superstition
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Fallacy 111 n r,1 1 1.11 "qn1c1, onergv" loods such as
candy It HU honey ho eaten Immedialoly before
partIcipat 110,, in ports HI II.I I I duration such as syn-
chronized .mJimming.
Fact Fotok must he digested and ahsorhod belore
!hey provide oneigy lor physical activity. The honey
that is eaten before competition simply sits in the
stomach during the event and becomes uselnl to the
athlete 111 the form or blood glucose only two to
three hours after ingestion. Thus, consumption el
quick ehrgv" foods before short duration sports is

a worthl..s ptActice. It may alter blood plasma vol-
ume and hl,,od potassium, and actually decrease muscle
function.

FalLncy //' ,\ big pre-event meal should be oaten
two or three hours prior to competition.
I act - Dtgestton of a traditional meal containing
protein, carbohydrate and fat usually occurs wtthin
three to four hours of ingestion. However, when an
athlete becomes excited and anxious in anticipation
of competition, the digestive process is slowed down.
Consequently, a large pre-event meat should be eaten
five to six hours bcforo competition do that the
athlete's stomach is relatively empty and nausea is
not experienced. Or,e alternative to this pre-event
strategy is to provide a light, high carbohydrate
meal to the competitor three !IoLm before the event.
Carbohydrate is digested more quickly than protein and
fat, and will not remain in the stomach as long a time.

Fallacy #3 - One or two meals a day is adequate for
an athlete, if body weight is maintained.
Fact - Blood glucose Is a fuel that athletes use to
supply a source of energy for muscular work. The diet
is a pri:lry .-oct..-lbutor of glucose for the bloodstream
and meats shodid be eaten frequently to ensure an ade-
quate supply of blood glucose is available for physical
activity. Food intake should optimally be divided into
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cnorw,), (MCI: the nood!i 11 1 the hody have liven
met. iite11 is a good sontee It protein; however,'
theie nolhing magical ahout !his lood that will
Improve an athlete's poriormance. rish, poultry, pork,
oggs, peanut Hitter and even beans ave also good
sciirces °I paotein that might he included In an ath-
lete' diet.

/ Protein and amino acid supplements
should hl' consumed h'4' athletes who wish to build up
thoir MW;CIe!i.
Fact Protein and amino acid supplements are not
neci"isalv to supply pro I I it for r, rtic h ul new I

I/ 4'1.1 11 ';1' 1111101 Allier I cmw;111114' dIe1 !; 11 it are ye r y
Amp I III llrulrIt. t;upplemiIIr are a 11 I.! X it n ri V t' e a 11 ;1

of Incorporating a small amolmIt of protein in the diet.

Fallacy H, Candies, sweets, fats and fried foods
should not ho eaten when an athlete is in training.
1' 1, ivochronized swimmers may have food energy
requirement of 2,800 kil-valories or more per day
depending lio-n age and the level of activity. As

previously disussed, selection of foods according
to the 0ally Food Guide supplies approximately 1,200

herefore, it is necessary for athletes
a eat some foods that contain sugars and fats tO

consume the additional food energy that is required
to support the Increased level of physical activity.
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Necessary for maintenance of healthy
epithelial cells in skin and mucus se-
creting epithelial cells of the respira-
tory, gastrointestinal ,7.nd genito urinary
tract.,.

P Promotes calcification of hones and teeth.

Exact function of vitamin E is still
unknown. This vitamin -ay help in pro-
Ncting the fats in the body from being
ditroyed.

Asst ;L!-; in the normal blood clotting
pro ess.

Per,its the formation of healthy colla-
gen/ which is responsible for binding
ce/1s together. Assists in the absorp-
you of Iron and calcium.

Thiamin (B ) fential for the conversion of food to
a form cf energy that the body can use.
Necessary for the normal functioning of
the nervous system.

Riboflavin
(112)

Niacin

Pyridoxine
(116)

Folacin

Cobalamin

(BI2)

Contributes to the process of converting
food to energy for the body's use.

Necessary for conversion of food to en-
ergy. Involved in the synthesis of fat,
protein and specific carbohydrates in e

body.

Essential for the metabolism of protein
in the body. Needed for normal function -
ng of the central nervous system.

Contributes to the formation of red blood
cells and proteins.

Necessary for normal growth. Assists in
the maintenance of healthy nervous
tissue. Essential for normal blood
formation.
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Minerals

Minerals vgani,: substances which are
found In the ea! rust, some of which arc con-
sidered to he es Llal to man. This category of
nutrients can be divided Into two sub - categories on
the basis of amounts Considered to be necessary for
maintenance of health. The major or macro minerals
are soditi-M. potassium, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium,
sulfur and chlorine. These minerals are neeaed.in
quantities greater than 100 milligrams per day.
Micro or trace minerals are needed in quantities less
than this amount and include iron, copper, iodine,
fluorine, zinc, chromium, cobalt, manganese, moly-
bdenum and selenium.

The functions of minerals are three fold. They
serve as integral components of specific tissues, for
example the deposition of calcium and phosphorus in
hones and teeth. Minerals are also incorporated into
enzymes and hormones which help to regulate chemical
reactions in the body. Lastly, minerals play an
important role in regulating body processes that are
not controlled by enzymes 'or hormones. Description
of the individual functions of the majority of min-
erals is provided in Table 3.

Athletes consuming a varied diet including dairy
products will receive adequate amounts of,minerals .

to promote health and outstanding athletic perform-
ance. The only mineral that may be provided in sub-
optimal quantities is iron, if care is not taken to
incorporate iron rich foods in the diet. All teenage
and mature women experience an increase in the need
for iron as a result of the onset of menarche. In
addition, a condition known as sports anemia may fur-
ther compound the iron requirement of female adoles-
cents. :;ports anemia is iron deficiency anemia and
results primarily from loss of iron in sweat. The
athlete 1.3rticipating in long endurance sports, is the
main candidate for this condition, although athletes
competing in other types of sports have encountered
the problem. Careful inclusion of iron rich foods in
the diet, such as liver, egg yolk, spinach and dried
fruit will usually act as a preventative measure or
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remedy the situation if it Is present. In extreme
cases, a physician may be consulted to prescribe an
iron supplement.

TABLE 3 - FUNCTIONS OF MINERALS

Mineral Functions

Calcium Contributes to the structure of bones and
teeth. Permits normal blood clotting.
Essential for muscular contraction.
Needed for normal neural transmissions.

Phosphorus Contributes to the structure of bones and
teeth. Necessary for the controlled re-
lease of energy from protein, carbohy-
drate and fat.

Magnesium Ne,:.essary for all reactions in the body
that require the use of energy. Essent-
ial for muscular relaxation. Permits
normal neural transmission.

Sodium Maintains normal water balance. Needed
for normal transmission of nerve impulses.

Potassium Maintains normal water balance. Needed
for normal transmission of nerve impulses.
Eissential for muscular relaxation.

Iron Combines with compounds in the red blood
cells to carry oxygen from the lungs to
other tissues in the body.

*1,

Iodine Regulates bodily growth and development.
Regulates the rate of metabolism.

Zinc

Water

Necessary for normal growth and gonadal
development. Needed for normal taste
acquity.

The final nutrient of the six categories of
essential nutrients is water. Fifty to 60 percent
of the body weight of most individuals is water and
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this nutrient has many important_ functions to perform.
Water Is considered to be a structural component of
blood, it. is the medium in which all the chemical re-
tclions in the body Lake place and it contrihutes to
the: regulation of body temperature. This last role
of water is particularly crucial to the athlete par-
ticipating in rigorous activity in a warm environment.

Desirable water Intake is ahout 2.5 quarts of
water per clay for an adult of normal body temperature
living in a temperate climate. This water is supplied
by foods and beverages, as well as drinking water.
When a person is in water balance the 2.5 quarts of
water consumed are offset with an equal loss of water
through urine, feces, perspiration and exhaled air.

This balance of water and output is desirable
and problems arise for the athlete who cl,,cones it:hy-
drated. Fatigue and loss of strength ar^
symptoms of mild dehydration and orpo:le ail of the
positive efforts the athlete has made or increa.;ing
strength and stamina. in more Fevore ca:, ,s of dtay-
dratton, heat stroke and death nay occ..11. These
problems are unnecessary and em?ha,ize the need for
replacing water loss on an hour:), basis as The athl.ete
trains and competes. It should he noted that thirst
may not alway,=, bf> relied upon indicate to the
athlete that water replacement nece-sary.
point is particularly true foe at±:etes competing in
long endurance sports in very wain and dry climates,
where water requirements may he 1H_gh as 10 quarts per
day.

Food EnerLy

The energy yielding autrien.s include pr -)tern,
carbohydrate. and fat. The body mat -ow:art Cra ford
to a form of energy that it can use to -.,ipoort ;he
growth process, physical activity and met-,bolic -

cess that maintain life. Another enFrgy
substance that may also be .included in diat is
alcohol. Approximately 70 kilccalories f,-sod

energy are supplied by 10 grams of
provides little else besides food cr.orgv I,. the -'et.
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lhc food cucrw; ,11( id: HI moderately active
females of vary Iii' age:. ,11,, found , Table 4. The
unit of measure for food energy in LI', "Hlocalorte
mid is a unit of heat which exprens,-: the energy
content of food. One 1<ilocaloric Lhe,,amount of

heat that. Is neceary to ralse 4.2 cups of water one
degree centigrade.

A person weighing 150 pounds requites 11 kilo-
calories per minute or 660 kilocalories per hour for
the activity of swimming. Body weight influences the
energy requirement for activity, so that a person
weighing 120 pounds will require less energy to do
the same activity than a 150 pound individual. Degree
of muscular work also influences energy requirements.

j If two girls of equal weight swim for one hour, with
one swimming two miles per hour and the other. lf our
miles per hour, the latter will require more energy
to support that activity than the former.

Athletes participating in strenuous events will
obviously require more food energy than the amounts
which are suggest in Table 4. One simple recommend-
ation is for athletes to eat until their appetites
are satiated. This does not imply that they should
stuff themselves with food until emotional satisfac-
tion is .attained, rather the absence of physical
hunger should be the cue for ce,-,:tion of eating.
If body weight is not mailtain; .ithir several
poundS, the athlete may need t ,nke a concerted
effort to consume more foods that are concentrated
sources of fool energy.

TABLE 4 - RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES FOR
OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS1

Nutrients Age Groups (years)

FEMALES

19-22
Energy (kcal.)

7-10 11-14 15-18
2400 2400 2100 2100

Protein (g) 44 48 46

Vitamin A (I.U.) 3300 4000 4000 4000
Vitamin D (I .11.) 400 400 400 400

Vitamin E (T.U.) 10 12 12 12

Vitamin C (mg) 40 45 45 45

Folacin (ug) 300 400 400 400
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Nutrients

Niacin (mg)

Age Croups
/-I0

16

(years)
11-14

16

I-18
14

"722.
14

RiboflavIn (mg) 1.2 l.1 1.4 1.4

Thiamin (mg) 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1

Vitamin 0,. (mg) 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.0
Vitamin hi., (ug) 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Calcium (mg) 800 1200 1200 800
Phosphorus (mg) 800 1200 1200 800
Iodine (ug) 110 115 115 100
iron (mg) 10 18 18 18

Magnesium (mg) 250 300 300 300
Zinc (mg) 1.0 l5 15 1.5

'Information for Table 4 was obtained from National
Academy of Science, 1974, Eighth Edition. Recommended
Dietary Allowances. Printing and Publishing Office,
Washington, D.C.

Selecting the Diet

Now that the basic principles of nutrition have
been discussed, they need to be applied to the selec-
tion of the diet. One method for selecting an ade-
quate diet is to use the Recommended Dietary Allow-
ances (RDA) proposed by the Food and Nutrition Board
of the National Research Council-National Academy of
Sciences. The RDA are levels of intake of essential
nutrients considered to be adequate to meet the known
nutritional needs of almost all healthy persons.
Essential nutrient allowances for females of various
age groups are provided in Table 4.

The RDA are intended for use with groups of peo-
ple to ensure that a nutritionally sound diet is being
provided. Nutritionists and dietitians do, however,
ise this tool in evaluating the nutritional content
of individual diets. T'tis method of evaluation is
rattier complex. In addition to the RDA, a food com-
nsition book must be employed, so that the intake

of. each nutrient may be calculated for the day.

A more feasible approach to dietary s_:lection is
the utilization of the Daily Food Guide. Foods of
similar nutrient value are categorized into four groups
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Food Culde is provided In Tdhlo When Iii npprn
prlato H111116, r Ill !trivia).* consumed from a variety
of moll. within the lood gloops, approximdtely 1200
kilocalories wl11 he supplied. The remaluor of the
food energy requirement may he provided by additional
servings from the food groups sauces, gravies, butter,
margdritte, tellies and other sweets. The athlete who
uses the Daily 1,1,11,1 culde and selects servings from
a variety of foods wIll he consuming a diet that will
contribute to optimum athletic performance.

TABU 5 A DAILY roop CUIDE

Croup and Serving Size

Milk:
cup milk

1 cup yogurt
11; oz. cheese

Nclnlber or Servings
Child Teenager Adult

4 2

Meat: 2 2

2-1 oz. cooked me;.t., :ish,
poutty

4 tbsp. peanut butter
2 eggs
I cup dried beans

Fruit-Vegetable:
cup juice
cup fruit, vegetable

Bread-Cereal:
1 slice bread
I c. cold cereal

c. cooked cereal, noodles, rice
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PAkricklA UlktAltY CONCr.kr1 Iii' THE ATIllkft,

At hie (e n are al wr V, t rly1 ii o I milt ,,ve I he I r

petloimanco by physical conditIonlwg, mental d.!,cl
plino or "psyching" and dietary praetiee. Three
spocitic dietary practices that may he ol Interest
to the athlete are glycogen lording, weight grin 4,1

loss and (he use of liquid dietary supplements.

ClyCOL.,en

As V(111 may recall, glycogen I th- torage form
of carbohydrate tound In liver and mu.;ele and is used
as a source of energy during physical act ivItv. A

training technique known an C;111)011101VAte loading or
givc..eu loading i:nables the athlete lo increase
glycogen .,!. , by more than twice the amount (hat Is ,

normally i d 'h muscle. Thili Increased quantity
of stored 1..cogen then allows the athlete to parti-
cipate in enaulince sports lo; longer periods, of
time whit stamina.

Dietary .clection and exercise must
hot. It he .1IterLd to increase glv.u)gen stores. One
week prior I..(1 competition, the athlete engages in
sty-emu's exercise and consumes a Cifet that_ fs very
high in protein and fat and limited in carhohydrate
content. This ptu.edure Is continued for three days
and causes a dep.ct on of glycogen from muscle. On
days four, five and six the diet is changed to include
a largL amount of carbohydrate and exercise is re-
stricted to a light work out. This nhase of the pro-
cedure causes replettoa of glycogen in muscle that
exceeds the quantity that would normally be present.
On the day of competition or the seventh day of gly-
cogen loading, the athlete may eat a well-balanced
diet.

The advantag.2 in Utilizing this tr,1,-ii,o; teHini-
que is that performance :n an endurance el,cuL m-- he
prolonged; however, thcce is also a (1dvantage.
Extra water is deposited and stored in muscle as a
result of the increased storage of glycogen. This
extra water found in muscles may cause a feeling of
stiffness and a loss of flexibility for the athlete.
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Mention ban boon ma 0 40 p,IVCII14 114Adill, III !his
I'll aplet prlmar 1 lv lor el tri f leal fon of the proceduve,
because many .11 101 undo I And and m I nuno I he

technique. ,;,,mmhtonli..ed swimmers perform routinrs
that arc approimalely live mlnules In duration and,
therelore, would no1 rtmeive any I,i the bevel ifs III

glycogen loadiu. Thla procedure is beneficial only
to athletes participating in events that require at
least 15 continnow; minutes of physical exert ion and
shonld be nsrd only two or three times a year tor
s pc c 101 e ()Hipp t .

"g" Cain and L""

Many athletes are concerned with attaining a
body weight that is compatible with it high level or
strength and endurance. Body ,veight is changed by
simply altering energy balance, so that weight Is lost
bv expending more ener.,,,y than is consumed and weight
is gained hy consuming mot, food energy than is ex-
pended. Coining or weight should be A gradual
procedure with a maximum gain of one to 1 pounds it

week.

One pound of body tat is equal to '1,500 kl'
calories of food energy. An athlet, wishing to 1441-4P

two pounds in one week must expend tf00 kilocale-ies
of energy more than is eonsumed or 1,000 kilocaloris
per day. The level of exercise may be increased to
account for an additional expenditure of 300 kilo-
calories and the remaining 700 kilocalories may he
omitted from the diet. A teenage female athlete
requiring about 2,800 kilocalories of food energy
may then :assume 2,100 kilocalories. This amount of
food intake is sufficient to How for the appro-
prJate number of virago sugg aced in the Food
Guide (1,200 kiloalories), ,s welt as for some fats
and other condiments. IF care ,s taken in selectiti
foods from the Daily Food Guide the diet will sup'ly
adequate amounts of protein, vitamins and ,ainerat,; co
support optimum physical performance.

Weight gain in an athlete should be in the form
of muscle and an additional 2,500 kilocalories of
food energy must he consumed along with rigorous
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Fallacy I/1 n eallcd "quick energy" loods such as
candy It HU honey ho eaten Immediately before
participat 110,, 111 spoats HI sholi duration such as syn-
chronized .;oimming.
Fact Fookk must he digested and ahsorbod belore
!hey provide oneigy lor physical activity. The honey
that is eaten before competition simply slts In the
stomach during the event and becomes usetul to the
athlete 111 the form or blood glucose only two to
three hours after ingestion. Thus, consumption of
"quick ehrgv" foods before short duration sports is

a worthl..,; ptActIce. It may alter blood plasma vol-
ume and hl,,od potassium, and actually decrease muscle
function.

FalLncy //' ,\ big pre-event meal should he oaten
two or three hours prior to competition.
I act - Dtgestton of a traditional meal containing
protein, carbohydrate and fat usually occurs wtthin
three to four hours of ingestion. However, when an
athlete becomes excited and anxious In anttcipation
of competition, the digestive process is slowed down.
Consequently, a large pre-event meat should be eaten
five to six hours bcfor:, competition do that the
athlete's stomach is relatively empty and nausea is
not experienced. Or,e alternative to this pre-event
strategy is to provide a light, high carbohydrate
meal to the competitor three !IoLm before the event.
Carbohydrate is digested more quickly than protein and
fat, and will not remain in the stomach as long a time.

U) - One or two meals a day is adequate for
an athlete, if body weight is maintained.
Fact - Blood glucose Is a fuel that athletes use to
supply a source of energy for muscular work. The diet
is a pri:lry .-oet..-ibutor of glucose for the bloodstream
and meats shoald be eaten frequently to ensure an ade-
quate supply of blood glucose is available for physical
activity. Food intake should optimally be divided into
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cnorw,), (MCI: the nood!i 11 1 the hody have been
met. llteal, a good soutee ol protein; however,'
their nolhing magleal ahout !his lottd that will
Improve an athlete's porlormance. Fish, poultry, pork,
eggs, peanut Hitter and even beans ave also good
sv,rces III paotein that mIghl he included in an ath-
lete' diet.

I;IIIac1 -'1 Protein and amino actd supplements
should h consumed III' athletes whu wi;11 lo III( III up
!holt MW;Cir!i.
Fact Protein and amino acid supploments are not
nec,";sa ry to s u pp I v p rl,l ein I or growl h ul new I 1st; Ile

1/4'1..111!;1' 1111 Allie r ican,, consume dIe1 !; 11 it are very
Amp I t, 111 IlruleIti !.;tipp I t e "; 1' 0 a 11 e X it t' ;; V t ' 111V a 11 ;1

of Incorporating a small amount of protein in the diet.

Fallacy H, Candies, sweets, fats and fried foods
should not eaten when an athlete is in training.
Fact llynchronized swimmers may have food energy
requirement of 2,800 kil-valories or more per day
depending Incn age and the level o1 activity. As

previow:lv discussed, selection of foods according
to the 0allv Food Guide supplies approximately 1,200

herefore, it is necessary for athletes
a eat some foods thot contain sugars and fats tO
consume the additional food energy that is required
to support the Increased level of physical activity.
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WEIGHT TRATNINCALOSSAY

AEROBIC,- In the presence. of oxygen.,
AN4 'ROBIC To the absence of oxygen.
FLE - Range of motion of a joint.
INTERVAL TRAINING - Is short but reppAted bouts of

exercise with adequate relief periods.'
CONTRACTION Muscular., effort that is

maximal over trle -entire range of motion.
ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION - Muscular effort which does

not result in joint movement; the farbe does
not move the resistance. h

ISOTONIC CONTRACTION - Muscular effort that results
in joint movement due to the shortening of the
contracting muscle tissue.

MAXIMUM STRENGTH t.Amount of force that an individual
can produce i \one contraction.

OXYGEN DEBT --Amount1'of oxygen consumed during
recovery in excess of that during a normal

. rest interval.
RELIEF PERIOD - There:-should be a minimum of 24

hours and a maximum of 48 hours between work-
outs.-

-:.. 'WEIGHT TRAINING FREQUENCY Maximal is three times
per week,,minimal is twice per week.

WORKOUT WEIGHT'- Maximum lift times 70%.
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WEIGHT TRAINING FOR.THE SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMEli'

Mary Jo Ruggieri, PhD
June Hart, 115, CAT

Training techniques for the aynehroniied swimmer
have become very.progresalve in recent yearn. For an
athlete to become one of the heat In her sport, she
must be trained better than the bust in her field.
Muscular strength is one of the more important vnri-
,ab.les in a well balanced program.

Strength training is very demanding and requires
self - discipline. Superifision of the lifting is im-
portant for motivation, for safety and for working
the athleteto'her maximum. Whether the athlete
works with Iree weights, unlversal gym or nautilus,
all of the concepts that will be stressed in this
article will apply to each area.

There are many reasons why a female should work
on muscular strength. Primarily, it provides the

.power needed in baic movements by improving the dia-
meter of the muscle, fibers and the size of connective
tissue. This concept also plays an important part in

the prevention of injuries that might no'mally occur
if the athlete werejlot properly trained. Weight
training will also improve endurance so that -'the mu's-

'cles camwork longer without' fatigue setting in 'so

rapidly. Another factor is that flexiliility improves
with the pre-stretching prior to working on the

weights. Accordingly, im strength training by.in-
creasing the mil,scle fiber size the percentage of body
fat will' decrease. The advantages Of weight training
have become .so importadt to most athletes that.many
coaches feel it is the most necessary part to any
program next o skill techniques.

Fox and Matthews report that the strength of a
muscle thatresults' from weight training is due to
an increase in the cross-sectional area'of the fn- '4

divrdual muscle fibers.1 This is further suppOrted
by M. Ikai and T. Fukunoga who demonstrated the re-
lationship between cross-sectional area and the stren-
gth of a muscle.2 As the belly of the muscle increase-
es so does the'eendon which attach it to the bone.
The increase in tendon size helps to-prevent oculsions,
of the bone on a strong contraction. The muscle
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strength and'Inereased London Hi4O aid in supporting
joints to give more stability. This was demonstrated
with two Ohio State flyneronfilod Swimmers on the
1970-79 squad. With previous histories of ligament-
Oliti sprain and patellar dislocation the two swimmers
concentiulted efforts on strengthening the quadriceps
and hamstrings. Vow knee problems resulted after ten
weeks of weight training. (Hart, iluggiert) in
essence, ligameiv.s and tendons become stronger with
weight training which provides a greater degree of
protection to the Joints,

Hotly composition changes following a weight
training program will consist. of 1, little or no
change in total body weight; 2, significant losses
of relative and 'absolute body fat; and 3, a signifi-
cant gain in lean body weight. Throughout the six
month strength training program of the Women's Syn-
chronized Swim Team 'at The Ohio State University,
four underwater weighings were done to determine
the percent of body fat.

Tha pounds of fat, lean body mass, percent of
body fat, density in relation to water and under.-
water weight.were charted and correlated with the
individual weight training charts. There is an in-
dication, according to these particular team results,
that as the strength gains increase the percentage
of body fat decreases (Hart, Ruggieri)..

Basic misconceptions of girls and women weight
trainingneed to be discussed. Since the female does
not have the testosterone level of the male, it is not
possible to develop the big, buldging muscles often'
associated with lifting weights.

,.The development of the muscles do change due to
hypertrophy. As the muscle groups hypertrophy the
fatty tissue is replaced with firm muscle tissue.
The female will actually lose inches on a weight
training program. The statistics kept on the Ohio
State squad, demonstrated that the upper torso and
waist decreased from one to three inches throughout
a six month-period. The athletes noted body changes
of soft areas firming and the shape of theirfigure
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improving,

neneral concepts of weight training for..girls and

women need to he established, The program shtmld he
designed specifically for, the sport and then fox the

individual athletes, Training on weights may begin
at apprOximately twelve years of age if supervised,H
properly,

The principle of overloading im a primary concepeN\
that must he practiced at all times, The principle
stated simply in the strength, endurance and hyper.,i

trophy of a muscle will increase only when the muscle
performs for a given period of time at its maximal
strength and anduraned capacity,3 This must he pro-
gressive in nature and the work of the muscle must he
increased throughout the program. The system of pro-
gressive resistive exercise will show increases in
strength after three weeks. Due to the overloading
principle, muscles must be giVen root on a planned

schedule. For an example, lifting could occur-three
days per week for three weeks and than take one week

off. This is not for the purpose of eliminating mtS-
cle soreness but to rest the muscles and give them a
chance to build tissue. It is also to the advantage
of the athlete to have one to two days between lifds
so that fatigue doesn't set in.

Designing the weight program specifically for the

sport' is very important. The muscle groups must be
evaluated to determine their relative function to the
skills involved in the sport. This gives added stri-s-

gth to the skill performance when muscles >ire isolated

and strength training applied. For an example, sup-
port sculling requires primary muscles of the fore-
arm and wrists to perform efficiently. When these
muscles are worked, the strength in support sculling

shows improvement. Included in the appendix of this
article is an analysis of muscle actions as used on
the universal gym and applied to synchronized swimming
skills. ,If the athlete is using free weights some of
the movements are exactly the same. Any athlete or
coach should know what muscle groups are being used
at which stations when lifting, therefore, if a
swimmer has a weak area, she can be guided to work
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morn on that apootflo prohtom, Individual programa
should ho dnoignod to al -tow for difforonoom, t ,,n atron
gth and onduranPo, All of tho otioratatla povformod
for tho wholo holy aro tho MAMP to any wolght train-
ing program, but ti0111P APIPM may roquIo morn work
on momo mwtmmorm, Whun thta 000urm, tho program
ahoutd ho modtflod to allow tho athloto to ovoroomo
hor wooknomoom ftrmt and thou AVOPLOPAtO tho total
program lator,

To dotorino tho typo of woight training pro-
gram that should ho not up for tho synchronieod
oW(MMOv oo Apoutfk! dtqAllo Mint 141 diaoummod,
0oftntng tho four LIVOM or usclo contractions will.
,holp to dooiding tho typo of program noodud for tho
athloto,

Isotopic tho umola mhortonm wIth va-rytng tonmion
-WYTIOTTfttng a constant load, An example would be
free weights and Uni'versaL gym.

An Isotopic program is progressive resistive
exercile. It involl(es determining the maximum that
can he' liftod and 70% oetbat'maximum tit 8-12

+1r Wrepetitions r orking three'sets of ton with pet
one nt 5 M4ximum,10:4 two rit3/4maximum. The met-
hdd caught by thi4\author Is to work 70% of maximum
at 8-12 repotitiond.,L '(Tea' find AXIMUM the athlete
1-Pirls, on oath statiiin.;,,as ^Inch as she can handle to
Dc able to complete one cy( w.) The rule applied.
here "is. a low repetitions and high loads build the
desired strength. Thin type of contraction works
through the range of motion to develop strength in
all degrees of ,musclo contraction.

Isometric w develops tension in the muscle but there
is no Change in the length of.the mscle. An ex-
ample would be pushing an arm against th" doorway
holdin3, 6 seconds, relax and repeat.

An Isometric-program doeg build'strength but
only at the angle the muscle is worked. An isometric
contraction with the pow flexed to,90 strengthens
the muscles only at 90 and at no Otbct point is the
muscle strengthened. If the skill requires a fixed
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point of pontraPtion thia program in very good, 'Pilo

nynobront4pn awtmmor Pould AMP 1MOMPI:r1PH AP port Cif

their total progrnm pnpoPlaily if rho?, aro lining
Eton wolghtm and havp not up work mtottonm, Onp
oonntruotivo point about doing iMOMPI;VIAM im that
the athipto uhould alvoym plthoto whilo doing the APtP,
Thin will help avoid building too midi tPtrnthoroolp
pronnuros A typtpat 04 for on inomotrto would hp
(4=10) h upoond pontraotionn with a 15 m000nd rout
hotwoon thorn,

yxpontrip - rho muovio longthonu whilo pontrapting
dovoloping tonplon, An oxamplp would he oonoontrat-
ing on loworing of tho weight niter the lifting,

An ocoontric contraotion program IN not unod
very oftovin the ovor-alV program, it doon uhow
ntrongth gainN but It to not AM popular, At thin
time It In unod moot in rohnhIliaattng athloton
following injury,

tflokinotic - the '.ension developed by the muscle ,

while shortening is maximal over the entire movement
or through the full range, of motion of the movement.
An example would be Nautilus, mini gym and cybex.

isokinetic contraction will develop the greatest
increase in muscle strength. More muscle bundles are
brought in to use in this type of contraction which
develops more over all strength. This also allows
for more overload than the three previous mentioned
programs. Another factor involved in isokinetic is
that these machines can duplicate many of the move-
ments used in the water to give maximum benefit to
the dry land training program. Not all teams have
access to this type of equipment, therefore, a solid I

program using free weights or universal gym plus con-
trolled stretching before and after lifting would be
a good program.

Below are twelve specific rules that should
apply to any weight training program used by the
synchronized swimmer: (Universal Gym)



Piftoon minutoo of gonorol otrotching oxor-
P[HOH pr000do 000h workout,
Bo ouro pin to opouroty footonod in movhinot
Doo o ilft oodonoo of DO 1, 4 ond Down
;1, ), 4, Patton at tho top of tho lift to
000uru wolght,
Do ouro von 41'0 in rho oorroot body pooltion
mod tho (1011rtriut holy oiignmont for otioh lift,
Thlo wi I I Inouro shot you oro noing tho pro-
por milooloo ond holp to proyont injurfoo.

5, hift hotwoon roporttlono on 000h
movhino oxoopt whoro indiootod, If YOU ono
do metro than go up ono pinto, Porform
a minimnm of B ropotitiono,

6, lomoh oxoroioo unsold ho porformod to phyot-
coi oxlinuorfon, Whom you think you con't
go ono morn push youroolf o littio hordor,
Oyortoad prinolpio meat ho uood!

7. Broothing: Blow out on the life "oo if

you Aro blowing the wotght up."
B. Work on tho mochtoco accordtng to muunlo

groupol lot logo, 2nd otomach, 3rd back,
4th ohouldcro. Work largo muticlo groups
(trot,

9. Don't lift with a cold or congootton.
Romombor broathing to important.

10. Lift 2-3 timuo per week (throo io boot)
24-48 hours root.betweon lifto. lilt for

, three weekH and root one week.
11. Do weights for an entire Ronson.
12. Always make sure you are supervised properly

when, first starting the season. A buddy
system is best for all lifting. Keep an
accurate record of all lifts daily!

Any weight raining program can be adapted to the
seasonal progression in the sport. The first two
weeks should,be,spent working the athletes through
the stations without' weights to check form and tech-

'nique. During this time maximum lift should be test-
ed on each station and recorded on a chart'. Keeping
a:log helps the athlete and the coach know the weight
'that is being lifted at any particular day and how
many repetitions,_are being completed. After the
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M441-MIM It is tested, 7i1 of tat Is thO woight to
hogin worouto with, Thp 70X is Pontinuod through
tho pre- season roollopkIng mAiitum every trop wooks,
Whou the taiirtY OMPPriH-Vta sueson hig11104 of
maiitmum is used to further doyolop HIP strength:
Four to siN wooks hpforo NAtionAls the itfttng is
lossonod, It is FPPOOPIWPd to rodu61 to 50W, of
mANimum And work two sots of ti-J) ropotitions, Thp
wpok before NAtionts the woights should hp stoppod
to Altow for oomploto rest,

In von lusion, A well- orgAntApd weight training
progrAm 011 bonoftt the synohroutiiod swtmor,
Strongth training Is very demanding but the bonotits
will outwoigh the tio trd pffort, Thu primAry
benefit In that the program will provido thoJoisoutAr
power noodod to OINVPOMO the strenuous water training
the synohrontgod mwtmor must go through, The body
sompostUton shsngos that result from weight trAining,
Also onhAnoo the toned took of the swimmer, It must
be romomborod tst s good program is suporvLood, snd
well dosumontsd. Tito trAintug, to ho supoossfuli
must ho dons from pro-sonson to tho tspsr ho fors
Nationals,
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;10VESA ON AtiW'Sfs
FoR s1'NoiKov.0 svmteRs

OAc4k4 L1.4. E:;:tcilsio;1

BoilY PtiO1'4 SiVti46 PoliitiO4) lianas 6OPpuri
at Oils; felt 444!-td 4100. P446

MiWOV,NV 14!e, =4;.*2.4O4t 44 40, 14 ko
VOP44P 4444riots 1)§

04E1111:MO 0-I4
r h4/144 1PO F4410.6.; .*14;11.10i14

414.1f aIrongIn

42 MAOIINE = 011-

BODY POSITION - 1,4V 44 tiN11040i4 4444§ oipport
h4§ hea, ho4 hoola nndor pada,

MOVEMENI Etrt woighia Op Ii0J4K4 444
TO1P40=,

HiltiChr,4 04D 7: 114r.iirt4Oti
REPETITIONS = 0=12
PURPOSE = halloi log movomonia, Ankto alrongih

#1 MACHINE Eog Pro44
BODY POSITION - Sitting poattion, hand§ anoprCod

motor hIpa
MoVEMENT = Eaton lofts to atrAight h t nnloAod

pattion And roloa4o
MUSCLES 118ED - Damatring4 And ()nada
REPETITIONS - 0-12
PURPOSE - hAllot log movomonta, ankh otrongth,

It oxtonaton

#4 MACHINE - Slant hoard, hont kno ait ups
BODY POSITION = Lily on hack, knooa bent, t04

nndor pad, hana bohind hood
MOVEMENT - Sit up to vortioal, down
MUSCLES USED - Abdominal group, roeto4 abominto,

oxtornal and internal obliquo,
REPETITIONS - 0-12
PURPOSE = ThrnatIng, unrolling and lifting movo-

monta, oubto ballot lofts,
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115 MACHINE - Slant Board-, straight leg raises
BODY POSITION ....On:.backi--head up, hands hOld

rungs abbvehead, legs straight
MOVEMENT - Lift le s sitraight upNt,o- 90° and downs
MUSCLES USED - Abd minals -
REPETITIONS - 8-12
PURPOSE - Thrusting unrolling and lifting move-
. ments, daubil ballet leg

.
#6 MACHINE - Hip Flexors, Beni knee

SODifPOSIT\ON - Vertice/Position,
weight on arms 90 /angle, legs
arms against pfd. /.

MOVEMENT.- Li-ft legs LP' to bent
and down

MUSCLE USED - Pso.as illiacus,
f REPETITIONS - 8-12 :*

.

PURPOSE - Vertical, tuck bAnt knee,'pike position
.f rearm strength'for support SCulling.

support.
strarght,_

knee to chest;

rectus feirtorus

117 MACHINE.-,Hip Flexors, Straight
BODY POSITION - Same" as #6 .

MOVEMENT -:'Straight lift, legs
"5 counts and down

MUSCLES. USED'- Illibpsoas, rectus femorus,
REPETITIONS 4-,S lifts for 5 second counts
PURPOSE Shme as 116 - Isometric

leg

900 and hold

.118 MACHINE - Hip Flexors Pike,
/BODY POSITION - S'ame as 116

/ MOVEMENT - Tuck, pik& , tuck, down
MUSCLES USED - Same as 117

REPETITIONS- 8 -12
PURPOSE Same as #6 = Isometiic

119.' MACHINE - Hip Flexors Crane
BODY POSITION Same as'#61 ' 1

MOVEMENT - Bentkneeto crane to bent knee
vertical,

MUSCLES USED/- Sameas
REPETIFIO6S 812
PU.RPOSfE - Same as #6 - Isometric

t

11,7

.S.
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/110 MACHINE - Back Hyperextension
BODY POSITION - Sitting position, toes hooked

under pads, hands at side
MOVEMENT - Hands move to back of head, back arches

to back bend position
MUSCLES USED - Deep posterior group
REPETITIONS - 8-12
PURPOSE - Arch movements - swordfish, walkovers

etc., split. positions

111 MACHINE - Lower Back Extension
BODY POSITION - On stomach, legs straight-ou,t

behind hands-on pads
MOVEMENT - a. leg,up and 'other leg up

b. both legs up
MUSCLES USED - Hamstrings
REPETITIONS - a. 12 times, b. 12 times
PURPOSE Arch movements, tip up movements

1112 MACHINE - Chest,Press
BODY POSITION - On back knees bent on board,

hands in middle on bars
MOVEMENT Lift and extend arms, do not lock

elbows
MUS.CLES,US.ED - Ant, deltoid, triceps
REPETITIONS - 8-12
PURPOSE, - All sculling strength, vertical position

#13 MACHINE - Shoulder Tress
BODY,POSITION - Sit facing out, line,,up shoulders

'under bar,,hands on middle of bar
.MOVEMENT - Extend arms up and straight, do no

lock elbows
MUSCLES USED Same as 1112
REPETITIONS - 8-12
PURPOSE,-'Sculling, twists and spins, vertical

posTtion.
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#14 MACHINE - Lat Pulldown Standing
BODY POSITION Standing position, arms straight

out, hands grasp handles
MOVEMENT - Pull arms straight down as far as

possible and release up
MUSCLES USED - Latissimus vs. Dorsi Teres pect.

maj.
REPETITIONS - 8-12 -----
PURPOSE ---S-C-blling,'scull downs, spins, unrolling

movement

1115 MACHINE - Lat Pulldown Sitting
, BODY POSITION - Sitting on stool, face machine,

Alands grasp handles
MOVEMENT - Same as #14
MUSCLES USED - Latissimus, Dorsi Teres Maj,Pec.

maj.
`REPETITIONS - 8-12-
PURPOSE - Same as #14

#16 MACHINE - Reverse Lat Pulldown
BODY POSITION - :Sitting on stool, face out,

grasp handles behind,back
MOVEMENT - Pull down behind back and release up
MUSCLES USED - Pect. maj.; Teres maj., Latissimus

Dorsi
REPETITIONS - 8-12
_PURPOSE - Same as #14

#17 MACHINE - Biceps Curl Up
BODY POSITION - Standing arms straight; handi

facing up on bar'
MOVEMENT = Pull bar tb chest and release
MUSCLES'USED - Biceps
REPETITIONS - 8-12
PURPOSE 7. Any arm action, support sculling

1118 MACHINE 7 Tricep Cbrl Up
BODY POSITION--Standfng arms straight, hands'

facing dowil on bar
MOVEMENT - Lift bar up to chin, elbows out

. MUSCLES USED Tri Deltoid anterior
REPETITIONS - 8-12 with each action
PURPOSE - Same. as... -.1117
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#19 MACHINE - Leg Swing
BODY POSITION - Ankle cuff on, ankle side

machine, hand grasps bar on machine
MOVEMENT - Swing leg across body' and back (12

times) same leg, other side to maonine and
repeat; repeat with other leg

MUSCLES USED - All inward leg muscles
REPETITIONS - 8-12 with each action
PURPOSE - Ankle strength, split position, walkouts

#20 MACHINE - Chinning (Hands Over)
BODY POSITION - Hang, legs straight, hands over
Q handles
MOVEMENT - Chin up as far as possible
MUSCLES USED - Tiiceps, Terpes major
REPETITIONS - 12
PURPOSE - Sculling, back strength for unrolls

#21 MACHINE - Chinning (Hands Under)
BODY POSIT3ON - Hang, legs straight, hands under

handles
MOVEMENT - Chin up as far as possible
MUSCLES USED - Biceps
REPETITIONS - 12
PURPOSE -"Sculling, back strength

1122 _MACHINE - Dipping
BODY POSITION - Hang, legs straight, a uds face

down, arms straight
MOVEMENT ..-.Lower 'weight slowly down and push mp
MUSCLES USED - TricepS
REPETITIONS 12
PURPOSE - Sculling, back strength; upper body

position strength,.
,

#23 MACHINE - Wrist Roller Flexion Extension .

BODY POSITION - Standing hands over roller, face,
doWn

MOVEMENT - Turn,roller fOrward as far as possible
MUSCLES USED - FlexciT carpi, radialis,.ulnaris
,REPETITIONS'- 12 turns '
PURPOSE-- Support sustained max. height
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24 MACHINE, - Wrist Roller Abduction
BODY_ROSITION - Standing, hands on ends of roller
MOVEMENT - Turn roller towards 'you as far as

Possible
MUSCLES USED - Flexor cardi, radialis and ulnaris
REPETITIONS - 12 turns
PURPOSE - Same as #23

25 MACHINE - Wrist Roller Provation
BODY POSITION - Standing, one hand on end of

roller, face back of hand
MOVEMENT'- Tu-rn hand to right. 12 turns, then to

left 12 turns, repeat with other hand
MUSCLES USED - Supinator
REPETITIONS - 12 turns
PURPOSE - Same as 1123

26 MACHINE - Handgripper
BODY POSITION - Standing, hands over grip
MOVEMENT - Press with right hand, then left hand .

MUSCLES USED - Flexor wrist and extensors
REPETITIONS - 12 presies (1 right, 1 left = 1 press) ,
PURPOSE - Same as 1123

27 MACHINE - Handgripper (Underhand). ,

BODY,POSITIO - Standing, hands under grip
MOVEMENT - Press with right hand, then left hand
MUSCLES USED Same as #26
REPETITIONS presses,. l right,' 1 leff= 1 press)
PURPOSE - game as #23

284MACHINE = Neck Pull
BODY POSITION -,tanding-face machine, put brace

on bead, handi'grasp, maChibe:4oles
, MOVEMENT - Extend head .back.;, elease;tuck chin

in on, pull back .

MUSCLES USED Stienocle-domastoin erector spinae
group, semispin'alis

REPETITIONS. 8-12
,PURPOSE - Vertical posit:ion., unrolling head

.movement
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#29 MACHINE - TOE" RAISES
BODY POSITION - Sitting position, hands supported

under hips
MOVEMENT - Extend legs to straight point, toes

relax, repeat
MUSCLES USED - Ankle extensors
REPETITIONS - 8-12
PURPOSE - Ballet leg, ankle extension
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SAMPLE CHART NAUTILUS

e

Date

EXERCISE WT REPS WT REPS

1. a. Leg
Extension

b. Leg Press

c. Leg Curl

d. Hip and Back

2. a. Pullover

b. Torso/Arm

a. Pectoral
,

b. Bench Press
]

4. a. Lateral Raise

b. Behind-Neck
Press

5. Rowing

6. Biceps .

7. Writ

8. Sit-ups
.-,

9.. Sit-ups Legs

10. Other:



CIRCUIT STRENGTH 1RAINING PROGRAM
FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMERS

Mary Jo Ruggieri, PhD
Mary Raipa

Weight training programs are becoming an integral
part of the conditioning regimes for our girl and
women athletes. Teams and individuals that have
access to the Universal and Nautilus weight (strength)
training equipment are able to incorporate functional
strength building exercises into their daily schedules.
But what about those athletes who do not have access
to such elaborate and expensive machines? With a
minimum of equipment and a little creativity athletes
and coaches can devise their own strength training
programs.

Below are some strength building exercises that
were designed specifically for the elite synchronized
swimmer at the Olympic Training 'Center (Squaw Valley)
Fall,'1979. There are twelve, different stations in
the circuit training program requiring a minimum
amount of equipment. The circuit training program
may be run using a set time limit at each station
or by having the athletes perform a certain number
Of repetitions at each station. It is strongly
recommended that athletes keep an accurate record of
their own progress.. This log can play a vital part
in analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of each.
individual.

UPPER BODY EXERCISES.'

#1 Support .ScUll Action
EqU/iPment 2 free weights,(S,lba and up)
Position -.Stariding or sitting, .

ACtion - Hold one weight in each hand, hands,
/' .

start in front- of.che.st with palms Up
scull out to straight arm position, bend
arms to 90°, bring. hands straight above.
head, reverse action'. .(Figure-A)



Figure (A)

90 8*

#2 "Bubble Press" 'Scull
Equipment - 2 free weights (51bs and up)
Position - Standing or sitting
Action - Hold flat weights with palms facing

up in front .of chest, scull out to side,
"bubble press" (Figure B, steps 3 and 4)
sculling up to straight arm position,
rotate hands inward until fingertips
touch, reverse entire action. (Figure B)

7
5

6
Reverse Motion

Figure (B)

e ep 1..*
so

,
/13 a3 Finger.andWrit Strengtheners

Reverse Motion
.

Equipment - 2 free weights (51bs and up)
Pos,ition -r Sitting, elbows resting on .upper

legs. .. ..

.

Action '..- HOld weights in extended fingers,
curl weights up with fingers to closed
list;- complete action by curling weights
with forearms, ,reverse action,'

. .



#4 Shoulder and Upper Back Strengthener (2 Variations)
Equipment -\Straight bar with weight varia-

tions.
Position - Standing
Action - (Figure C) Bar held in position

behind head, extend arms and bar
straight up, reverse action.

Figure (C)

Reverse Motion

Action - (Figure D) Bar held behind head,
upper body twists from left to.right.

Twist Upper

Figure (D) BWy

5 *.
Reverse Motion

115 Shoulder -Chest Press :(2 Variations)
Equip.inent,- Straight bar with weight varia-

tion6.
Position Lay on back, knees bent (on benCh)
Action - (Figure E) Bar held across chest

with arms bent, extend bar straight up,
reverse action.

'Action - (Figure F) Bar held-with- straight
arms behind head, bring bar foxWard
over head, reverse action. (Be careful
'to

-
g. ht -o not use too we4.).,)

1.09



Figure (E)

1

Figure (F) 3

2

Reverse Motion

-5*,

3 f Reverse Motion

#6 Free Swimming Strengthener (2 Variations)-
Equipment - Exergenie, attach to a stable

pole.
Position.- Standing, with hands in stirrups
Action 1 Face..exergenie-, pull through .

with freestyle action using right-.hand,-
wleft hand releases, pull through with

left hand, right harid releases, repeat
action -.2 sets of 30 repetitions.

Action 2 - 'Backside to exergenie, lay on
bench with bent knees, repeat above
adtionIexcept using:,backstroke action.

A

#7 Butterfly. Action.
Equipment.- Rollerboard and exergenie
Position - Lay 'on stomach on sliding board;- ,

hands in stirrups with palms dOWn
Action - Using both hands, press stirrups

back towards hips pulling body.up,;
control the reverse action..(Figure



Figure (G)

#8 Arm Lifts
Equipment - 2 free weights (51bs and up)
Position - Sitting, one weight in each hand

1/4 Action - Starting with weights on lap, lift
straight up in front of chest and over
head, reverse action. (Figure H)

ABDOMINAL STRENGTHENER

Equipment - Slant board with weights (nibs and
up)

Position - Lay on back with. bent knees
,Action.- Place weight on chest with Lary folded

over weight, curl at hips.to a 45° angle
(partial sit up), curl down until middle of
back touches board, repeat action - 2 sets

:10 .repetitions. (Use any sit up,variation
using weights.)



LEG EXERCISES

#1 Jump Rope
Equipment - Standard sized jump rope
Action - Start with a warm-up of 1-2 minutes

of jumping, do speed jumping with only
one jump between each swing of the rope
1 minute jumps with 20 seconds rest for
8-10 repetitions; use exercise at inter-
vals during middle of season or endurance
at start of season. (Try to jump on soft
surface.)

#2 Ankle-Toe Lifts
Equipment - Bench, place so upper body is

supported
Position - Stand on bench with heels off

bench
Action - Let. heels dip down, extend toes

and raise up

#3 Toe Points
Equipment - Towel
Position - Sit with bare feet
Action - Place feet on towel, curl up

towel using toes only
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SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING TRAININCTECHNIQUES

Mary J6 Ruggieri PhD

The concept of training girls and women athletes
has taken on new dimensions in the past decade. No .

longer are we advocating that the training programs
should not be as,rigorous for females as they'are 'for
males. And that females are not capable of reaching
the physical and mental peaks that. we have pushed our
males to reach. The challenge of training our'female
athletes is quickly becoming a science tomany.coac
es. It isn't enough for women who currently are
coaching Ito just have a complete grasp, of the tech-
niques ofd their,sport, they must alsohave a.thorough
background on training theories to give their athletes
the environment to reach their potentials.

Synchronized Swimming is quickly becoming one of
the more sophisticated of the 'sports for women due
to its recent gains in training theories. In the
past several years, a great deal of phySiOlogical
studies have taken place at theHOlympic Training
Camps and several universities. A Sports Medicine
Committee has been set up by the National AAU Syn-
zhronized Swimming Committee whiAl.specifically deals
in data collection and analysis to help promote
'better training techniques. The National Synchro
'Swimming Coaches Academy (NAGWS) has developed a
research committee that is collecting data on train-
ing methods to b,e used to train high school and
college synchron t ed swimmers.

The general areas of conditioning and training
.that. are ,currently being covered in_most eompe.titive
"synchro" programs are:

1. General'competitive swimmini conditioning
2.; Specific synchro swim conditioning
3.. Weight, training , .

Flexibility and dry-land conditioning
5. :Routine Choreography training
6. Figure training
7.. Nutrition and diet control
8. Sports ychology training

In the generdl competitivesswimming conditioning
most experts feel that the synchro swimmer's program
,ahould be similar to that of the middle distance
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swimmer, Most routine events are between three to
five. minuteassluration which physiologically places
the emphasis on the aeorbic system. Several methods
of conditioning the synchro swimmers have been succ-
essfully used. The following sample program has been
used for several years at The Ohio State University:'*

Pre-Season - A great deal of over-distance swim-
ming is used to progressively over'-load the swim-
mers. All four competitive swim strokes along
with many synchro stroke variations are used
during this phase of the training. A typical
over-distance workout will include anywhere from
two to four miles of swimming four to five days
a week for four to six weeks. This over-:distance
workout can be handled several ways; the follow-
ing is a sample workout:

1. Warm-up 800 easy free
Z. Pulls - 400 individual medley

Kick - 400 individual medley
Swim - 400 individual medley

3. Sdulling - 4 x 200 using different strokes
,4. Kicking Drills 3 x 400 vary kicks
5. Synchro Drills
6. Swim Down 800 back alternate

Swim Down 80 free in ballet legs every 200

The concept of over-distance swimming works well
in the early part of the season to help athletes
over-load systematically and'slowly enough to
prepare th6M for more resistance types of training
later in the program.

Fartlek or Speedplay - In' synchronized swimming
fartlek type of training can be very successful,

1 during the first 25-30% of the season. The
essence of this type of training utilizes varying
the 'speeds of swimming to accelerate the heart
rate on a gradual basis allowing for a pacino
recovery'period. Synchro coaches can adapt this'
system interspersing sculling techniques or
ballet leg drills between the fartlek swims.

*Ed. note: other sample workouts are found in
Synchro magazine.
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Sample workout:

- 1. Warm up 400 individual medley
2. 800 free-pace first 100-increase speed second

100-time swim third 100 increases speed-re-
turn to pace last 100 and repeat 8 times.

3. 500-alternate 1 lap ballet leg-2 laps timed
free-1 lap pace free

4". Synch drills
5. 30 minute fartlek swim continuous swim no

break repeat the following:
400 breast 50% sprint-1 and 3 laps
100 hard free
400 back 50% sprint-1 and 3 laps
100 hard free
400 fly 50% sprint-3 lap
200 easy free
continue to repeat series add head up free-
style and breast stroke for variations.

Any combinations of fartlek or speedplay drills
can be used. A great deal of stroke technique
and kickinsg drills can be done via this system.

Long Intervals - During the middle of the season
a program ofvcontrolling the time and the distance
the swimmers go and holding the heart recovery
time-to a certain rest interval is needed to
generally get into aeortic types of training. A"
minimum of 20-30 minutes of controlled long inter-
val training 4-5 times a week seems advisable
along with all the technique drills and routine
swimming. A coach can accurately assess her
swimmers progress by taking heart rates before,
during and after the hard sessions of the inter-
val swim. A general rule to follow when using
this method is to try and work the heart rate up
to between 160-180 and hold it there for at least
3 minutes, recover to around 140 and then- increase
again. After the set of long intervals have been
completed a heart rate recovery after 1 minute
should be taken. Most athletes as they become
more conditioned will recover to 100 BPM or more
after 1 minute.
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o workout;
go

1. 400 free timed medium pace - rest 2 minutes

2. a x split 75'a pace swim pull 1 lap, kick 1

- .lap, swim 1 lap, rotate strokes rest 2

minutes.
3. 5 x-200 kicks'time each 200 decrease each

time rest interval 30 seconds rest .2 minutes

- check heart rates on 2 minute rests
4. 5 x 200 pull some - test 2 minutes'"
5. 5 x 200 swim eome - rest 2 minutes
6. 2 x 400 I.M. timed heart rates at end

7. Easy 200 breast

A lot of extremely short distance swimming'and
sprinting 50's and 100's is not advisable for
synchronized swimmers because of the need formoye_
aeorhic training,- --------------

Shorter Intervals - Just 'prior to peaking and
tapering for Nationals a shorter program

may be instituted.

Sample workout: Short repeats with 20 second

rest intervals.
1. 4 x 100:free (timed 100)
2. 6 x 100 kicks (vary kicks)
3. 6 x 75 kick one lap-, pull one lap, sprint one

lap

Water conditioning is very important to the syn-,
chronized swimmer and must be consistent throughout

the entire season. Often routines take priority over
all conditioning and a balance should be maintained. ...

Included below is a general list of conditioning
terminology that will be of benefit to the coach.

Types of Training: Fartlek,,Over-distarice,
Interval, Repetition, Sprint.
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Typos of repeats used:.

Straight sets - repeated swims - time and rest
interval constant.

Decreasing distance - distance is decreased with
each set,

Simulators - segmentation of distance with inter -
spersed rests.

Mixed sets - dintance'an rest interval are not
constant.

Progressives - each successive repeat is faster.
Regressives - each successive repeat is slower.
Alternating progressive - regressive - increase

on odd numbered repeats, decrease on even
numbered repeats.

Alternating---slow Cast - hard alternate with
easy repeat.

Broken set - small number of repeats with a short
rest interval. Long rest and then another
set.

Pulse rate rise and recovery used.

Types of dry-land:
Isotonics
Isometrics
Calisthenics
Weights

A general review of the total type of training
program that could be adopted in synchronized swimm-
ing\is included to give the reader an assessment of
what\ an be developed.

GENERAL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR ANY SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING
TEAM

General wi Ming

I. Over Distance (Pre-season) 3-5 weeks
a. 1-2' miles of straight,swimming with Synch

things in between
b. Nbthing less than 500's
c.'., No times - No speed
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2. Fnrtlek Training 3-.5' weeks
a. Shorter distances .but controlled spe.ed

various lengths
b. 400 I.M.. sprint lst'and 3rd length of each 100

3: Long Intervals 5-7 weeks .

a. Time distance of swim and long rent between
sets
3 x 200 free rout 25 sec.

4. Short Intervallast 3-4 weeks'before Nationals
a. Used for peaking
b. Short taste - push swims
c. Ne less tha'n 100 -200 yard swims

Keep track of 411 times so that times can be kept
at a certain pace.

Dry Land Trainink
9.

1. Aerobic Training
a. (5 -8 weeks) running steps (we have long steps

in our Nat about 30-40 step,s ye run up, pace ,

walk down) start 9 min. and:work up to 12-15
b. (3-5 weeks) jumping rope, 1 minute warm up,

3 x 3min sets
e. (3-5 weeks): Harvard step test, step up and

down on 18" bench 5-8 min.
d. ( -5 weeks) run short tteps (up regdlar

'school steps, must do them in certain times)
10 sets

'We take heart rates after each time. We do these
3 times per week.

2. Weight Training
a. Nautilus -,October to April, 3.timea per week

1 day in bettieen
b. Sit ups on, slant board, 3 times
c. Pulley's 2 times (inokind.tic - use the bench

pulleys only)
3. Yoga

a. Do 10-15 minutes of the Yoga Warm-ups,
'times

b. See Yoga exercises



Lynch Trainina

Besides regular.skills and routines, do HOMO of
the following:

1. Power - drilla
n, 10 sots of vertical lobs
b, 10 sets of cranes to vertical lifts with and

without spins n,
c, 10 sets of lifting movements'

2. Movement progressions
a. Inverted tucks to side splits
b. Pike to crane
c. Dolphin to vertical

3. Quick Originals - walkover to open action spin
ups to splits to open

4. Kick Combinations
a. side breast.- side.
b. free - fly - free

5. Coordination Drills
a. Fly arms free kick
b. Free arms - breast kick (head up and down)

SAMPLE WORK OUT

1. Jump rope --1 minute warm up, 3 x 3 min sets,
heart rates after sets and again in 1 min re-

, covery rate.
2. 1/2 mile - Krek pull series back,,breast,,

free
3. Support sculls - power drills
4. Ballet leg series drills (footfirst) 1/2 singles,

straight leg lifts, doubles, doubles to flam-
ingo

5. Support scull- power drills
6. Repeat ballet leg series
7. Kicking combos
8. Power drills
9. Routine work
0. -30 min. fartlek swim

Ladder 1, 2, 3 lengths; pace 4, 5, 6; sprint
7 and 8 length slower. Keep repeating.



An oxsmplo to a opotitivo swimming workout in
givanhelow to assist. Cho oonsh in planning out n
spoutfie routine.

9 and 10 Age Group (L
400 1. 1 x 400
1000 2, 5

of
x 200
each

50 3. 1 x 50
1450

fr. (sprint ovary othor Length)'
TM - sprint 1st and 2nd lengths
streke .

warm down

11 and 12 Age Group (L and 0)
400. 1. 1 x 400 fr. .(sprint every other length-

circles)
1200 2. 3 x 400 TM circles - sprint every other

length each stroke
3. 20 x 25 fr., 10 second rest

'100 4. 1 x 100 fr. warm down
2200

.13 and Over Age Group (L and 0)
500 1. 1 x 500 fr. (sprint every other length

circles)
,1200 2. '3 x 400 IM - circles, sprint everyother

length each stroke
1000 3. 20 x 25 fr. x 2; 10 second rest
100 4. 1 x 100 fr. warm' down
2800

Pressure II. (Moderate)
500 1. 1 x 50p fr. (sprint every 4th lap

,, circles)
2000 2. 5 x 400 IM (circles 1-3-5 reverse)

1. Sprint every other length (1st)
2. It 11 11

" (2nd)
3. Sprint 1st 50 of each stroke
4. Sprint every other length (1st)
5. It It tt It (2nd) .

500 ;, 3. 20'x.25 fr.; 10 second rest (work hard,
keep heart" rate at 120 durin rest)

100 4. -1 x 100 warm.down'
3100



Pressure T (More_Advanee0
TOZ07 --1;--1i-1100fr-(sprtnt every 4th lap

2000 2.

500 3,

100 4,
3600

YOGA WARMUPS

circles)
5 x 400 TM (circles 1-3-5 reverse)
1. Sprint every othur length (1110

(2nd)
3. Sprj.nt 1st 5Vof each stroke
, Sprint every other length (let)
5. 11 11 11 11 (2nd)
20 x 25 fr.; 10 second rent (work hard
keep heart rate at 120 during rest)
1 x 100 warm do4n

2 u n

Eye Exercises - In a sitting popition, focus your
eyes on a specific point. Moving the eyes only, look
up; ,(repeat each movement three times and close and
"rest the eyes after each movement). Look from the
upper right corner to the lower left then from the
upper left corner to the lower right slowly circle
the eyes clockwise, then counter-clockwise. Finish
by palming the eyes - rest palms of hands on closed
eye lids for 30 seconds.

Neck Rolls r Exhale, drop chin forward. Slowly ro-
tate your head clockwise three times, repeat rotating
the he'ad counter-clockwise three times.

Rock N' Rolls - Clasp hands behind kne'es and gently
rock back and forth on 'rounded spire several times
all,.-the way back on the neck. In the beginning, do
not roll too far back on the neck. Variation: clatip
hands around knees.

Head to Toe Stretch - Inhale progressively while.
-raising up on toes and stretching arms high overhead.
Stretch and. tense the body, hold breath; exhale, bend-
ing forward like a rag 'doll and let 'head and. arms
hang loosely. Return to position and repeat.

Chest Expander - Clasp hands behind the back, palms
.down. Inhale gradually as you stretch neck up until



the ohin In pointing to the coiling. Hold, ,

halo an.you bring your hondo up over your hood and
down toward the floor. Hold for the count of five.
Inhale, return to original pooltion. Repeat up Co
three Limon,

Star " Stand in o stride position, inhole bond banks
exhale bond forward touch right foot :inhale up,
bend back, exhale touch left foot, inhnie up, exhale
touch both feet:: inhale bring arms Above hood, atand,
like a.tive pointed s tar, holding the breath rind pose.
Exhale, return arms to side, stand and observe the
body.

Pro - Posterior. Stretch - Stand in a stride position.
Exhaling bend from hips keeping knees unbent and
keeping the chin up. Touch .fingertips to the floor
and take them off four or five times. Back is kept
stretched and head up. Still bent forward, inhale
superficially and exhaling, relax back, shoulders,
neck and head, swing arms and head back and forth
between the spread legs four or five times.

Arm Turns - Extend arms at shoulder level. Bend
elbow and circle lower arm three times in each.dir-
ection,' Circle wrists three times in each direction.
Extend arms and circle the whole arm three times in
each direction.

Trunk Turns - Stand with 'feet in a stride position.
Place hands on waist and rotate the trunk slowly
three times in each direction..

Ankle, Knee and Leg, TLAns - Stand on left foot, ex-
tend right leg, having-knee bent. Circle the ankle
three times in each direction: circle the lower leg
three times in each direction: then.. straighten the
leg and circle the entire leg three times.in each
direction. Repeat with left leg.

Feet Exercises - (a) stand with feet about six inches
apart, hands on hips. Rise on toes: rotate feet to
the outer sides, back on heels to inner sides and
return-to tiptoe position. Repeat ten times. (b)

with feet together and hands on hips, practice
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fitotionary walking, (lowing on the ball of the foot
Otich timo oil arching the Inotop an you move,

.Pump, Lio down and proon onion of book AgAjnt floor
as Clint all movomontm will pr0000d from oontor of
,bock without mtraining otomooh mnfidlofi. 8100Y mina
and lower ono lug at a time m than both logo, Ropoot
throe timom for (loch lug and for both logo, :limo

nount of eight or ton whop rolming and lowering logo
to kuop the mind foouood,

Knot) Press flot on back, Inhalo, bond, right lug,
aloof) it with your hand°, pull knot) to chooti owl bring
your hood to knot): hold fivo to ton mocondo,, Mxhalp
slowly and drop tug bock to floor. Ropont oh other
side, Repeat, pulling up both logo at onto,

Cat Stretch- Knout on hands and kn000 in fitablo
FiTiTTC5707 Inhale, rattle right log and otrdtch it
back as far no it will go; feeling the pull Illong
the opine. Keep head up. While exhaling, bring leg
forward and press_ knee against forehead. Repeat on
the other side. Variation = in table position, flax
the spine: head up no back sags, inhale: head down
as back raises up exhale.

Shoulder Blade - In 0 seated position, arms straight
out at shoulder level, inhale, exhale, draw shoulder
blades together as though pressing a coin between
them. Hold briefly and repeat entire movement several
times.

Pre-Cobra and Pre-Shoulder Stand - Sit on heels;
intertwine fingers'at nape of neck, elbows as far
back as possible. Inhale a deep breath and exhaling,
let head fall to front, elbows.coming close together
as hands press against the back of the neck. Keep
back straight. Inhale, lift-head and straighten
elbows. Repeat five times.

Hip Raise - Sit in diamond pose-(on heels) Jap-'
anese seated posture (curl toes under.and sit on
-heels). Place hands on hips, keeping spine straight
-inhale raise trunk; exhale, lower trunk. Repeat ten
times, action should be felt in front thigh muscles;
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S. Inspection for abnormalities regarding the
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general health of each eye.

Most testing was performed without correction to
simulate actual training and' competition circumstances.
Thesecond aspect of the study was observation at the
poolside on individual swimmers who expressed or
demonstrated visual problems. The third part was
extensive. questioning of swimmers who failed the MCT
without corrective 'lenses. Questions concerned:

1. Awareness of vision difficulties while train=
ing, while competing.

2. Depth perception.problems; specifically
touching the edge of the pool before visual
sight of the edge, swimming into other swim-
mers frequently when the swimmer thought
there was adequate space between the other
swimmer, alignment. problems.

'3. Peripheral field problems, specifically the
inability see or be aware of other swimmers
to .the side.

The fourth procedure for this study entailed conver-
sations with the coaches of the various teams pArti-.
cipating. Specific individual swimmers were analyzed
from the coaches point of view as to-visual problems
they noted.

The results pf the study revealed the following:

1. Out of the sixty -two' swimmers tepted, thir-
teen wore, glasses only, four wore hard con-
tact lenses and /or glasses, one had sof
lenses only, and two had har,d_contact lenses
only. Consequently, twenty out of the sixty
two (32%) required corrective lenses.

2 Another seven with no previous or present
corrective lenses expiessed problems with
their vision. They were referred to their
coahes for extensive visual follow-up.
This brought the total to 45% out of the.
sixty two, swimmers who required visual atten-
tion.

3. Of the twenty with corrective lenses, eight
(40%) expressed problems with depth percep-
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tion and/or poor vision while training. Of
the seven contact lens wearers, four with
hard contact lenses attempted to wear their
hard lenses with swimming goggles during
training. Only one was successful.

4. Peripheral fields tested without corrective
lenses in all swimmers was within normal;

5. Depth perception problems appeared to be the
most common.
a. Of those expressing depth perception in-

adequacies and visual acuities of 20/50
or worse each eye, three had binocular
coordination difficulties, failing the
test at an intermediate distance, the
more appropriate distance for synchronized
swimmers. Of" these three, only one had
significantly reduced vision without
lenses.

b. Of the swimmers who expressed no depth,
perception problems only one was a border-
line pass/fail,according to binocular
coordination criteria. Visual acuities
were only slightly,reduced.

c. Of the swimmers who had no corrective
lenses, two failed the binocular coordin-
ation criterias. Both, however, had vis-
ual acuities of normal range and no com-
plaints of depth perception problems.

A.number of correlations can be obtained from
these resnits.

1. The amount of nearsightedness and binocular
incoordination can attribute to the lack of
depth perception expressed by some of the
athletes.

2. For those swimmers who wore their corrective
lenses all or more than fifty percent of the\
time outside of their swimming, there was
more difficulty in adjusting to the lack of
'acute vision normally accomplished with
corrective lenses,* Therefore depth percep-

..

- tionlwas a moderate to severe concern.
. Compensation to the visual lack of depth
perception was achieved through various
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adapting, i.e. "looking for objects around
to help." The most common method was re-
peated practice of a routine with the aid
of the coach's comments to indicate to the
swimmer when she was not in alignment with
other swimmers. One swimmer had been corr-
ected by her coach so often, she now auto-
matically stayed behind the line-up even
though visually she did not see ..herself in
dine. Repeated instructions from her coach
indicated she must be in line. The other
method of compensating was through the use
of parallax movement, that is moving the
head side to side using the object or ob-
jects of alignment as reference points.
This is a common method for those with re-
duce& depth perception, who tend to use
familiar objects, such as fire hydrants or
lamp posts while parallel parking an auto-
mobile.

3. Those swimmers who utilized corrective lenses
less than fifty percent of the time outside
pool activities adapted easier and faster
without corrective lenses-or were unaware
of the concept. Two of the swimmers who
were amblyopes., using only one visually
good eye since birth and one swimmer who
was strabismic, utilizing only one eye at a
time since birth, had no complaints of depth
perception problems, nor did their coaches.
indicate any alignment difficulties. This
further enhances the possibility of some form
of depth perception as opposed to true depth
perception derived from equal input through
the two eyes to the brain can be a learned
process.

Recommendations based on the preceding results
and cozrelations indicate several alternatives for
those swimmers with moderate nearsightedness and/or
depth perception complaints.

1. For those moderately nearsighted swimmers
starting young, up to approximately age
twelve to fourteen, there is an advantage
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to the coach if no corrective lenses are
utilized while training in the pool. Once
an individual becomes sensitive to the im-
provement in vision with corrective lenses
and prefers to wear their lenses most of the
time outside of the pool axes, it will be
more difficult to train them without their
lenses. This difficulty,is related to both
confidence and skill.

2. Swimmers with moderate to high nearsighted-
ness consistently lacked confidence when
entering the poor without corrective lenses.
"I know my eyes are not as good as the other
swimmers, apd I'm at a disadvantage." Coaches
need to be aware of this confidence level as
it relates to vision problems. Most felt
they "could do it, if they had to," but they
were more comfortable if given the opportunity
to see clearly. It appeared more import t

to the swimmers to see clearly during tra n-
ing, not during competition. Coach Don V
Rossen formerly from University of Oregon
referring to speed swimmers was quotedb.
"I've seen a lot of injuries (such as split'
heels) because of a slight miscalculation.
We find that when our guys are using the masks
(prescriptioned goggles) they attack the turn
more aggressively because they can see better
and their confidence is increased."

3 For those swimmers with high amounts of near-
sightedness, hard contact lenses worn with
goggles appears to be a viable alternative
provided the,fit of the lenses are accurate
and the swimmer is comfortable with this

arrangement. Soft contact lenses are assumed
inappropriate even with goggles since soft
lense materials will absorb the chlorine which
will turn the Tenses a yellow color. There,
is inevitable seepage of water even with
goggles. Hard scleral contact lenses are
very comfortable because they must cover the

whole eye to avoid "popping out." They are
also very expensive and vision is not as good.
Hard contact lenses as an alternative is not
without limitations. The high unsuccess rate
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can be attributed to the following complica-
tions.
a. Redness of the eyes due to the combinatiop

of hard contact lenses and chlorine.
b. Displaced lenses, as the swimmer rotates

her eyes during projections and under-
water movement of the eyes with goggles
on.

c Lenses popping out due to the exaggerated
and constant opening and closing of the
lids during the removal of goggles as the
swimmer's come in andOut of the water.
Most swimmers prefer to remove goggles
while their head is above water for better
vision. Blinking is severe because it
also serve to wash away the unnecessary
water and chlorine.

d. Due to the irritation of the eyes from the
chlorine and the nature of the hard con-
tact lens, there is aforeign body:sensa-
tion which is more severe than usual.

e. The fear by the swimmer of losing her con-
tact lens in the pobl which has happened
to most of the swimmers who attempted this
alternative. Reports of "never" losing'
a contact lens in the water6 must be
viewed with extreme caution. There is
a strong insecurity and therefore a lack'
of confidence in their swimming ability
if they are pre-occupied with losing their
lenses.

4. Because goggles are not allowed during ctu
competition, it is highly recommended the
swimmer wear the hard contact lenses with

1 goggles only'for the training session and
allow at least one to two weeks for training
without the lenses prior to competition. All
swimmersquestioned felt it was a dramatic
transistion to swim their routines Wi-thout
accurate vision if trained with corrective
lenses.,

5. When instructing, swimmers during the training
sessions, 'many of the coaches unaware. of 'the
vision of some of their athletes would indi-
Cate for them to focus on an area within the
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pool setting .when emphasising "projections"
or aligning of the swimmers for. the synchro-

, A Z dr-outine.This study indicates as.high
as 45% of the swilamars needYisual atten-
tion and therefore'may_not be sily

'focus" orflalign." AnalternatiVe,to.this
method of instructing is specific directions,.

"turn your head -45 from the straight
ahead position," versus "turn your head to.

face the clock on the wall," This also aids
to avoid 'squintint" or squeezing of the lids,
by most nearsighted individuals as they.att-
empt. to see the 'clock.., Projecting without
focusing will help to eliminate facial dis-,

tortion, a disadvantage in competitive syn-
chronized swimming.

6.. One of the most common complaints of..coaches

and athletes was.glarafrom inside the pool
lights above and beneath the water and out-
'dooi sun. Goggles appear to help but do,not
completely eliminate the discomfort.. Goggles
need to be tinted darker to ease the circum-
stances during training; however, aincegog-
glen are not allowed during competition for,
this specific swimming event, this problem
may be an unresolvable one.

T. ,Conjunativitisl Is a frequent ocular. problem,
often associated with ear infections.- .Easily
transmittable through water with.an incubation.
period of approximately five to seven days,

symptoms may "vary with associated-pharyngo7
nasal Troblems..Duration may be from one to
two weeks; the conjunctivitis may be monocular
without secretions. Dr. Jastremski reported,
on, the importanae of the acid-base balance of
the water in preventing eye inflammation.2
He notes "for every ten degrees temperature
rise the reactivit}, of the acid or basicity
of the water on the conjunctiva doubles,
therefore'cooler water causes less eye Irrit-.
ation" His recommendation for preventive
and ther4eutic care is rinsing the eyes
thoroughly after a morning practice session
'with normal saline obtainable at a pharmacy.
This may eliminate recurrence of theirrita-
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tion with the afternoon session. He also
recommends washing the eyes often with plain
water. Some coaches and swimmers prefer arti-.
ficial tears to soothe the eyes or ocular de-
congestants to eliminate redness, however,
these Will not alleviate the' conjunctivitis.
Some coaches remove the swimmer temporarily -----
from the pool to prevent more irritation` and/
or the possibility of conjunctivitis spread-
-ing to fl-e---o-tite-tt_e_a members.

All synchronized swimmers.With vision problems
'need to be evaluated routinely. Due to the specific
'nature of theirsport;:depth perception, as'well as
keenness of vision and peripheral vision play impor-
'tant roles in the confidefice and level of competence.
.Normally the'basicpremise.is to-maximize visual
acuity in each eye to enhanCe'binocular coordination,
and thereby:Amprove depth perception. Maximizing
visual acuity in 'Competitive eynchronized swiMming.is
limited. Therefore a general awereness.of vision by
the coaches and an open communication between athletes
and coaches would reveal any insights which may lead
to the improVetent of the skill of the swimmer in
either learning or performing her routines at "a com-
petitive level. Some of the swimmers expressed an
"awkwardness" indiscussing vision. difficulties with
:their coaches because they "didn't!think it was im-
portant-enough." The confidence of athletes with
tlecreased vision should be a concern for coaches who
can then'become more atuned to the. needs of thelr-
swimmer's..
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THE USE OF GROUPS TO IMPROVE ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

David T. Nesvig, EdD

INTRODUCTION'

As part of the Athlete Development Workshop pro-.
giam for A.A.U. synchronized swimming teams sponsored.
by its Sports Medicine Committee, groups were intro-
duced to discuss coach-athlete and athlete-athlete
relationships; It was one component of a psychologi-
cally7based.regimen designed to assist athletes in
coping with the results of/stress in high level com-
petition. Other modules/include application of bio-
feedback, use of relaxation techniques.and autogenic
procedures to improve performance

Conducted in 1977/1978, and 1979, these groups
have been utilized with the top 25 United States
A.A.U. synchronized/swimming teams during week-long
.workshops condueted/at the Olympic Trainirig Center,
Squaw Valley,.CalLiornia, as well as with a speed
'swimming team in /a large metropolitan area.

Era roup consisted of the coach, and. in some
cases, an assts s or her. swimmers. meeting
with the faCilltator, (the, aut or uss concerns
about competition, practice, performance, team go
and mutual' expectations. Usually there were 8-10
swimmers in/each group plus the coach.

/
PURPOSE

Eoui primary go)als and one secondary goal were
deterMiMed for the groups as sub'-goals of the more
'global' one of improving performance levels for all
partieipantd:

/1 To explore the working relationship between
/

coaches and athletes and athletes to one
another in terms of improving the collab6r-
atioh in both directions.

In terms of the group experience, the process
could range frOm simple self-disclosure to
develop a higber,level.of trust, to contract-
'ing for actual behavioral changes or other

*Ed. note: see Wenz & Strong-pp. 153-179



concrete agreements regarding pradtict rou-
tines.

2. To effect a better understanding for coaches
and swimmers of the similarities and differ-
ences of their goals and behavioral operations
in relation to tole distinction and clarifi-
cation.

In the grOup this would necessitate discuss-
ion of commitment to the sport, rewards and
payoffs, the decision-making process, how
conflicts are resolved, etc.

3. To bring hidden feelings, misunderstandings
and personal agendas into the open.

As the group discussion" progresses these
issues normally unfold as mutual collabora-
tion is encouraged by the group facilitator.

4. To integrate learnings from the other psy-
chological components of the workshop pro-
gram (relaxation, autogenic techniques, bio-
feedback procedures) in relation to improved
performance levels.

Particularly when the focus is on collaboration
of swimmers with one ano4her and coaches, an
attem de to brldge the application and
utilization of tec learned in other
components. The emphasis is onc- on
improving practiceS and competitive perform-

°

ances through lowering stress levels.

5. To proVide data for improving the psychologi-
cal components of the program is a secondary,
go.11 of the groups.

This data is collected informally by observa-
tion of_the facilitator and through direct
and indiramt :feedback of group participants.
Since a ramal written evaluation is done at
the end of the workshop, no attempt is made .

formally to structure this in the group.'
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For the purpose of this article, the discussion
/ill center on the first four goals, which are pri-
nary. A signi\ficant section will be devoted to
swimmers' motivation and their reasons for making a
Long-term commitment to the sport. This will be based
)n actual responses by the athletes to questions con-
:erning their level of commitment, the pay-offs and
rewards for them as swimmers.

;ROUP STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

During the late 60's and early 70's when the en-
:ounter group movement flourished, the typical social
!ntree was not "What astrological sign are you?" but
lore relevantly then "What group are you in now?"
'sychologically and growth oriented groups were given
great deal of bad press, much of it deserved.

Anyone who lived through that 'era is likely to have
1 wide range of reactions and images when presented,
'ith the generic term, "group." Unfortunately many
)f the images may be negative, may trigger off mem-
>ries of less than positive experiences with a group
Led by An unprofessional, poorly trained or unethical
Troup facilitator. The term may elicit associations
Like: therapy group, encounter group, confrontation
;coup, rap group, support group, experimental group,
tide -open group, counseling group, "touchy-feelie,"
)r sensitivity training. On the other hand, the word
may have a positive valence, connoting pleasant mem-
>ries of a fruitful group experience resulting in
;rowth or change. These reactions, whether negative
)r pleasant, can result in a perception about groups
/hich has the potential to significantly alter any
!uture group experience. Our expectations are power-
!ul determinants in influencing subsequent exposure
o erceived similar experience.. Because of this,
E made a e era_ attempt to demystify the percep-
:ions about groups in advan eneral meeting
)f coaches. A brief introduction was given
Lnitial orientation meeting for athletes as well.
leavy emphasis was given to the central purpose of
:he group- an opportunity to discuss common concerns,
;oals, worries and experiences related to high-level
:ompetition. Here was a chance also for the team to
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meet under more relaxed conditions without the usual
time pressures of a tight weekly training schedule.

Following this description, they were told what
:he groups are not. They are 'not counseling, therapy
or encounter groups. .All participants were reassured
that embarassing personal questions would not be ask-..A

ed, their family history would not be probed and that
all questions would be answered as direCtly and hcn-
estly as possible. Informal follow-up at meats and
during breaks gave me the opportunity to answer fur-
ther questions of the coaches and athletes. These
contacts resulted in stronger rapport and served to
lower any furt,her resistance to group participation.

'

At the beginning of each group discussion, the
purpose and goals, of the group were once again re-
peated, the structure explained,sand the demystifi-
cation ptocess gone'through. Feedback from'coaches
and swimters indicated that this was not redundant
or overemphasized, rather it was seen as valuable and;
in/some cases,, essential to the group's direction and
success. The'next step in beginning the group 'Was'
for me to make a personal statement which led into
the first phase of discussion. Following is an appro-
ximation of it:

I've been a sports nut most of my life,
as a competitive tennis player, sports writer
and fan and I have to tell you how impressed
I am with the level of commitment I've ob-
served in you synchro swimmers and coaches.
I don't know of a sport with any higher level
of commitment from its athletes, practicing
five-six days a week, seven before meets,
11 months out of the year. I've heard also
that it means often two practices a day,
many times standing around shivering by the
pool or rehearsing in chilly water. So,
I'm really curious to hear from you, what
is it about this sport that makes you will-
ing to go through this?

The responses were informative and enlightening .

to m ando-f-t-em-m re-revealing to the swimmers and
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coaches. Many themes developed which were common to
every group, while others were idiosyncratic. In
analyzing the.answers given to this global question,
27 themes developed. Due to the overlap it might be
more accurate to say there were consistently a dozen
themes which seemed to arise in each group. Some of
the most often mentioned reasons included:

It's an opportunity to travel around the
state, the U.S. and to other countries.

I've made a lot of new friends, many very
close and important to me.

It feels good to excel in something.

I've developed self-esteem and confid-
ence I didn't have before joining the
team.

It's fun performing for an audience.

It keeps me in shape and slim.

I enjoy the challenge of competition.

After this opening-discussion other pre-determined
questions were introduced by the leader to direct the
flow of discussion. The questions were developed to
provide a clear focus for the group and avoid meaning-
less meandering.' In my experience many of the issues
the questions were formulated t'o elicit, for example,
contracting and conflict resolution, arose naturally
from -group members, requiring no prompting.

If the discussion on level of commitment was slow
in beginning, related questions were introduced, such.
as, "What are the rewards and payoffs for you in syn-
chro swimming?" and "Why are you willing to sacrifice
precious time you could spend studying or on other
pleasures ?"
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DEVELOPING GROUND RULES FOR ASSISTING-ONE ANOTHER'

Depc;nding on the issues raised spontaneously in
discussion, this topic would be approached next. The
stimulus question would be similar to this,

How do you help out one another in practice
or before a meet? How about in practice or
before a meet? How about during and after
competition? What have you found helpful
to you and in assisting a team mate?

What is universally generated in discussion of
this topic is an awareness of strong individual pre-
ferences for giving and receiving feedback on perfor-
mance. It was my observation that this was concrete
and specific enough as well as universal to all parti-
cipants' experience, that many areas were tapped. In

fact, if there were no time constraints, this subject
could be explored for the full two hours. Specific
examples of ground rules will be given later. More
attention will also be given to what swimmers say
coaches do or say that is helpful to them.

CONTRACTING BETWEEN COACHES AND ATHLETES AND ATHLETE-
TO-ATHLETE

Contracting-was a topic that did not normally
arise directly, but often indirectly during group
interaction. Since'it is a term not usually used in
verbal interactions, it was introduced when partici-
pants were talking about how discussions are made.
Once the subject was broached, the leader would follow
up with,

How are those decisions made? What chance
are you given to provide input? Is your
voice considered or heard when decisions
are made that affect you?

These and similar leading questions are used by
the facilitator to lead into an exploration of con-
tracting. Principles of contracting and anecdotes
illustrating them will be offered later.
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION

' This can be potentially.the' most explosive sub=
. ject of all those mentioned. Likewise it can result
in healing wounds which have ()severely obstructed com-
munication f.or an entire team.

Many times current unresolved, conflicts are allud-
ed to indirectly or are raised directly, by coach or
athlete in another context, such as decision-making.
Other times past misunderstandings which still are
simmering are brought into the open. Again,. if the,

. subject is not hi-ought up, the leader-Will refer to
some other reference with a statement like;

When you referred to your difference with -
(name) I wondered hoW you handle disagree-

.ments and conflicts on the team?

As the facilitator response indicates, the.
aetempt is to depersonalize the' Conflict, that is,
treat it as,a normal, inevitable occurrence 'on any
team. The message is chat it is a predictable event
and there are effective ways to handle disagreements.

. If it is clearthat an'unresolved conflict exists
that is haying -a present negative effect. on the team-
or individual, it may be briefly used as an example
of a conflict and how it might be dealt with. .In at
least three instances, it was my judgment that more
time was necessary than was available to sufficiently'

explore the issue. In those cases a second session
was arranged for another time during'the workshop:

Each of the preceeding sections which have been
introduced will be given more detailed attention at
another point in this article along with examples and
'anecdotes.

SWIMMERS'AND COACHES' MOTIVATION

Previously, an introduction was Made to this
topic detailing .swimmers responses. Not included in
that section were coaches answers'to'he question of
their.willingness to make such .a significant contri-,
'bution of their energy, time and resources to the ,
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sport. On the one hand their reasons were frequently
similar to the ,swimmers, like the opportunity for
travel, making friends, and the sense of excelling
in,an activity. On the other hand, their role as
coach clearly dictates other-sources of payoff and

rewards for hem, 4

As one might expect there was seldom one compell
ing reason expressed as the major determinent appar
ent in staying with-the sport. Responsesunique to
coaches were: -

The chance to work with good athletes who are
also nice kids. In my experience these girls
are the 'cream of the crop.' .

I enjoy the teaching aspect of coaching'.

It's an .opportgnity to deVelop my teaching
ability.

Developing' a team from a group of basically .

raw, inexperienced swimmers is a, personal
challenge.

To continue the tradition of excellence and
winning that the (team name) have established.

I can see instant, eSults froM my coaching
and teaching. ..'

Coaches in partiCular seemed to yelccime the per
mission given by the group structure to,be more per,
sonal in revealing the complex motivators which keep
them involved despite very low pay and demanding
schedules which complicate their lives. Almost with
out e'xception, .the team members were heating some of
these reasons declared for the first .time by the
coach herself or himself. The impact was sometimes
startling, not only om'the athletes but on the coaches.
as well'.

For the coach, answering the question sometimes.,
led to clarification of priorities "You know, I .*

realize now that I probably would have quit,before.
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now if it weren't for my. compelling desireto see
synchro swimming become an Olympic sport." For the
swimmer, listening to her coach reveal highly personal
revelations led to seeing her coach as a real person,
not.in a narrowly defined role of the coach. "Wow!"
one girl exclaimed' after her coach opened up, "I

didn't know that before about you. I'm glad to know
that." Here was the beginning of the breakdown of the
stereotypes of coach as disciplinarian, administrator,
slave driver, teacher.

Some coaches engaged in a deep level of personal
disclosure as they talked. They talked poignantly of
_coaching filliig a void in their lives left by retire-
ment, relocation, or the death of a loved one. They
spoke of coaching as a release or outlet for frustra-',
tian in their professional careers apart 'from .coaching
as a source of recognition. Others spoke of the, im-
portance to them of the swimmers as their "children." .

As-the coaches displayed varying levels of self-
disclosure and risk-taking, the seeds of ,collaboration
were sown. This modeling by the coaches enco6raged
the athletes to do the same. It also was the beginn-
ing of a new perception of the coach which made him
or, her' more approachable, less formidable or distant.
Other personal agendas were now more likely ,to be
brought into the open. A major goal of'the groups
was now being addressed.

Coaches are certainly not immune to personal am-
-bition.. One coach mused abdut her desire to crack
the top five nationally and make her team eligible
for a seeded position and.international competition.
At the same time, as she talked about her affection
for the girls, she ,displayed ler caring nature in a
direct way never made clear or experiericed by ath-
letes in practice. Again, the group process became,
a vehicle for a previously unattained level of mutual
Understanding.

Other coaches shared the complex demands.on a
coach. SsAmmers heard about their coach as a diplo--
mat and politician who must deal 'with angry or pushy
parents and boards: They heard about the demands of
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)fund raising and endless details of lanning and co-
ordinating meets,thrust upon the coach and assistants.
They learned of coaches. own ego needs, that, to coin
a pun, "Coaches need strokes too."

iThis knowledge was beneficial in relation to the
discipline of practice; knowing in more detail the
demands placed on the coach made ft easier for ath-
letes to accept demands placed upon them by the coach.
They now knew on a more conscious, practical level .
that they were not being singled but for extra work.

Returning to the reward system operating for
swimmers, coaches listening to their proteges discuss
reasons for commitment similarly resulted in the co-
'aches acquiring a deeper level of understanding and a
More tolerant approach to their athletes' needs as
non-swimmers. The factors which contributed to a
swimmer's desire to stay involved ranged from such'
personal ones as faMily expectations ("We're all
swimmers'in our family.") to prosaic, almost negative
factors ("It beats watching TV and.being bored.")

Of special interest o me waswhat girls had to
say who had been competitors in other sports 'at school
including:speed swimming, gymnastics, diving. For
,several of them, the attraction of synchro-swimming
was.an-integration of the elements of balleti gym -
nastics, Swimming, diving in .one unique, esthetically-
pleasing activity.

Without attempting to 'organize them by category,
.other.statements or motives for competing"ran the
gamut of personal recognition, group support, achieve-'
ment needs, peer recognition, team loyalty and the
development.of personal effectiveness. Further specir
fic examples" are:

I need the discipline of daily workouts and
routines.

Being on the team is like being in a family.
As a matter of fact, I spend more time with
-them thn with my own family,.
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I want to make the "A" team.

I want to stay on the "A" team.

like. the appeal of the form and beauty of
:synchro. 'Swimming to beautiful music'inspires
my creativity.

Performing in front of the public is really
neat, having my friends'anfamily see me.

I want to see our team make the top ten.

What's really important to me in staying
with the te'amanother year is beating
(team nettle).

Synchro is a special sport that a lot of
girls in other sports could. never be a
part of you 'have to be able to swim,
dive, be a gymnast.

I get to travel all over. Most girls
my age haven't traveled like I have.

I don't'haVe to go home to my bad family
.situation after school.,

It's'realry neat to 'be a (team name) and
hearother kids' and ewimmerssay, Gee',
are,you a'

I've 'learned a lot about getting along
with people:

I feel much more. Confident than I ever
Aid before' was a competitor. It's
really help'ed me at, school getting along
with others -.

I used to be really shy and, down 'on
myself, but not anymore.- It's easier
for me to make friends away from .the
pool, too.
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I understand myself much batter than before
I became a Being under the pressure
of competition, having to organize my time
better, werking closely with others, devel-
Qping a dense of loyalty, learning discipline
have.been incredibly valuable to me,

This last statement was not an isolated statement,
but rather one that emerged in similar words from
several Members ef each team. So much has been
written and, said about personal development in ath-.-
letics that it has become a cliche that wehave,come
to mistrust'. Without any behavidrat follow up as
ocumentation, it can b'e saisi that at least theself
eport of these athletes is a strong indicator of a
c rry over effect fromjlatticipation in a sport to
life situations. Their reports indicatelhat learn
in g. which occurs as a result of the rigors of prac-
tide and competition generalizes td their daily life

'problems. Personal and interpersonal effectiveness
is enhanced as ''well as self-esteem, in Many dases,_
Given the. limitations of self report and all of the
blades inherent in this method,'neverthelese for this
group of athletes,qhere is a trend which supports
the view that sports activitycan be positively
correlated with behavioral changes which effect non-
sports segments of their livds. In turn, these data
are linked to cont!nuation!.=In the:8Port by the
swimmers.

Developing Ground Rules for Assistance

Fallowing the discussion of commitment and moti-
veion the sut'ject of how athletes helped one another
was introduced; this included daily practice, cOmpet-:
itien,and post;-competition situations. Convcrsation
centered around giving eedbacl- in ,a helpful way as
well as dg the receiving of feedback fromIellow,

'swimmers and ;.,oaches. This subject area, in my ob-
servation, efeems to set' the stage fur the next area'
of eentracting.. There appears to be eflew to ask-
ing 'for feedback to be given in a different manner.:
.or'at a 'particular
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Tat Lite introduction, examples of stimulus quen-
tient! were mentioned. Once the group hegina.talking
about techniciUes and metkpda they find helpful, the
leader utilizes tlist to gdperate ground rules for
giving assiatance. ,

, \ ,

A universal greustcd rule was: Be specific in
describing what you obaerved, either positive or
negative. (Bare a nota..6hould,be made-that while
these prin.ciples My be well understood and effective- ,

ly applied by the coaches and many swimmers, they are
not equally so for all team members, and therefore
worthy of repetition.) It is not much help, as many
persons noted, to say something vague like:. "You
didn't seem to have muchcrispness in your,turns:
You seemed. kind of,lazy and lackadaisical that'tiMe."
The words "lazy," "laCkadaisical" and "crispness" are
'subjective and may have a specific meaning to the
observer, but to the swimmer being corrected, they
may, be too vague to be of asistance.

Amore concrete specific rephasing,of the example
might substitute "It would be better if you would
NI7urn more,quickly by,pshing off with more thrust
from 'the edge of the pool." This example likewise.
illustrates a second principle: Be constructive in
offering criticism.

Members of the groupsconsistently were critical
of statements prefaced with zingers like: "Well you
really blew that one!" or "You certainly have a lousy
attitude today." They were all more'receptive to
opening comments like: "You might try..."_.ior "It
might be better or "How about next-Itime. ...".

These. beginnings make the listener much more open to
the Concrete correction which follows.

Another ground rule growing out'of the first two
is: If possible, demonstrate the change desired.

,r- Many movements in synchro-swimming are.extremely
,:complex'and=difficult to describe, even for themost
articulate observer. Because of individual learning
patteins, modeling the correct technique may be
essential. One person-may be able to- translate the
word to the concrete physical movement designated,'
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while another may need a demonstration to make It
clear.

The next ground rule related to a frequent com-
plaint voiced by swimm'ern toward their own peers, as
well as coaches.- This complaint concerned lack of
positive reinforcement or praise. Swimmers groused
that "you always tell me when I screw up but you
never say anything when I've done well." The ground'
rule became; Give verbal praise when earned or de-
served. The qualifiers earned or deserved were added
because the athletes wished it to be sincere, not
used in a phoney way to give false encourageMent.

These ground rilles'have dealt with giving feed-
back but do not directly address the reciprocal
nature of feedback. The same principles apply to the
receiver of the feedback in acknowledging or hearing
the correction nrpraiee. If the feedback is not
understood; then the listener needs to be specific
and constructive in requesting clarification. Con-
versely, if the feedback has been useful, it assists
the person to .know'' that it was:. This knowledge, makes.
it easier for the person' to know if his or, her feed--
back is on target. If the observer hears, "That
really helped me to improve that drive. I've been
having trouble with that for weeks, and I couldn't
get the entry 'just the way I wanted it," it also
makes it more likely the feedback given will risk
such an observation in the future.

,,This latter point was reinforced through a
quick exercise introduced .by 'the leader. Each per-
son was asked to think of s yerson .who, in his or: -
tier estimation, gives clear, direct, useful feedback,
in short, someone who applies the principles just
developed. A reporting out of these, with examples,
served as illustrations. It also provided''an effec-
tive.sUmmaryof_the ground rules for giving
tance.-

Contracting

The summary also led naturally into an explora7,
tion of contracting. Although seldom referred to as
contracting, the notion was frequently raised in the
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context of decision-making. The prinolplea of giving

I

and revolving feedback werl thon broadened to encem-
parts team histuut, such as practice ETIO011, pi:inning

routines, determining A and II tonm members, solo and
duet partners, and the selection of traVel squads.

i'rinciples of contracting are an extension of
those laid down on giving assistance and feedback.
An InternatIng array of issues was typically raised
for potential contracts from such .seemingly picky
items as how soon before a,competitive meet costumes
should be worn, to more fundamental matters of'how
music, for a routine will be chosen. Before getting
into making actual verbal contracts, group members
were,reminded that the goal of contracts is to im-
prove team and individual performances. An extension
ofthe feedback guidelines applied to contracts would
specify the-contingencies each person consider:

concrete, observable behavior (actions or words),
the specific behavior fo be changed,
state constructively and positively the conditions,
if possible or appropriate, indicate the time
element involved.

One of the first contracts worked out in the
group.dealt with what to a non-swimmer might seem
an..inconsequeatial problem; yet to the swimmer com-,
peting on a highly ranked team, was .cause'for consis-
tent p-re-competition tension on'the team. The ten-
sion oftervresulted in the flaring of tempers and dis-
tractien which, for some, led to a lower level of per-
formance .than the offended individual might attain
under calmer conditions.

The source of irritation was a-habit'one team
member had of not getting her hat and pins in place.
until a few moments befo're the team formally began
competition.- For the rest of the team, the norm was
to have this taken care of 15 or 30 minutes before-.
hand., Nagging by other teammates or coaches resulted
only in more attention'' being paid'to this annoying ;

.habit and less to essential last-minute preparations.
'A standoff had resulted which was the source of much .

unproductive gossip, name-calling,,and accusations-.
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After hot the tdenttfted norm hrenkor and the team
diseuseod the rennona for their positione, n contraat
witti decided upon, benicelly n compromise whleh satin-
fled both eldee in the ltuitio. The contract spoolfiedi

1, The recalcitrant ewimmer agreed to have her
hat and pine in place no Inter than 10 min-
uteri before a meet.

2, Team members agreed in turn to make no men-
tion of the costuming until the 10.minute
deadline.

3. If the deadline was not observed, other team
members would be allowed'to point out her
unrondinese until she complied.

4, If the deadline was met, team members would
thank her for her compliance.

This example illustrates the principles, It
deals with concrete; observable behavior (placing
hat and pins on head), specifies the behavior .to be
changed, (observe the 10- minute'deadline), indicates
what must be done in a positive statement (have hat
and pins on head), rather than what must not be done,
and finally, makes the element clear (10 minutes
before each competitive'meet, not practice).

A more complex,analysis of contracting, including
other principles, conditions, and follow up, did not
eem appropriate for the group. Given the shortness

o time and other priorities for attention it was.
ke t at this level.

Due 'to the uniformly positive evaluation of the
groups, almost 'every team agreed to continue with
follow-up meetings after leaving camp. The only ex-
ceptions were those few teams of the 25 that already
had regularly scheduled team meetings. Final nego-
tiations took the form of a contract which included
time, location, who shall attend (e.g., coaches, A
team, B team, volunteer assistants), frequency and
length of meetings, agenda, and designated leader.
This settlement was similarly used as an illustration
of contracting.
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Confttot Resolution

Et to tnevitabte on any athletic team during the

courme of a oeanon that varying dogr000 of eonfiteL
wIlt artne among to team .membern, (woollen, board
membern and volunteern, named upon thin premtne,
the toptc of conflict runolution in undertaken to the
group, From the otance, that cenfitctlin normal and
unavoidable, It to hoped that n dInpaosionte viow
of conflict runolution can bu rUaced.

If a conflict, either current or pant, is not
rained by n group member, the facilitator will simply
initiate the nubject through questions, reminders or
other allusion to conflict or potential areas of
confltet. Occanipnally a preount or impending con-
flict (ma team was immediately focused upon as in
the previous illustration of contracting (placing
hats and pins on before the meet).

Before zeroing in on particular conflicts, a more
wide-open conversation was encouraged on the negative.
effects of unresolved conflicts. It was my observa-
tion that every team was aware of the consequence in
terms ef morale and performance. What they were un-
aware of was how to begin to resolve the conflict.
In those instances, assistance was pievided in .identi-
Eying and breaking down the sources of conflict.

Once the sources of irritation were identified
they could then be approached. , If the irritant was
a particularly offensive rule or policy, the coach or
a senior member of the team was asked to provide,/an
understanding of the rationale behind it. FreqUently
information alone was sufficient to either reselve
the individual's conflict or reduce it to the/point
of making it livable or acceptable. If the conflict
was interpersonal, however, it often requ4ed more
time than could be justified to devote to it in the

"initial group. If so, a follow-up sessiori was
Scheduled-to continue the attempt at resolution.
This was amicably accepted in three instances and a
private meeting was arranged for the giroup.

No reason was seen as too trivial for
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nonsidoration an tonic an It had 011-1(1100M for any
mombor of Clio foam, 'Wilt' and pottotna nonoorning
practioo, Cravol, drocc\ti coos, room astitgnmonts op
tho road, frog -timo dating, curfow, onting rocitrte-
lions, ornoplay, accoas Co tho pool, and posi=com
potttlon partios all worn problem arona for HOMP,

Tho Coneh Whoovor That TH

Ask 20 athlotoii and you're Ilkoty to got 20
difforent roaponsoa to the quortom "What do you want
moat from a coach?" or "What do you fLnd moat helpful
in a conch?" After mcottng with 25 LOAM!, I have
found that at least synchronized swimmers are expect-
Lng a new brood of conch. Their,oxpoetations are
complex and not envy to catogorizo. Consistent with
a more traditional view of the coach'a role, they
want an organizer, a motivator, a disciplinarian, a
teacher. SwimmOrs In the '70s and '80H, while still

.
valuing those multiple roles, expect -and sometimes
demand- more. They are also looking.for a technician,
a trainer, a collaborator, a problem-solver and,
perhaps, a personal mentor.
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Athlotos of All 4400 440 tOV414 stIffor

the pangs of compotition anlitoty at timos, tiontal

preparation and the Ability to copo with the stress
And Ansioty of performance may wall ha the deciding
fActorn hotw000 personal snoops§ and fatiorop hotwoon
staying In A sport and dropping oat, Additionally,

At: the vary top loyols of skill, physical- difforoncos

Among compotitars docrooso and psychological compon-
ontn oorgo AO icrooningly important, Npocifte

training In the managomont (calf-rogolotion): of por-
sonal pnychology Appoarn to help many athiotos morn
offoctivoly domonstrato their akilks ander pronottro,

This nrticlo will show I) the ratatlonahip hatwuan
stress (psycological and physiological) and porfor-

MAIWO, 2) the typical rol000f anxioty, and 1) ways

of psychological coping that have proven World- to
many nthloton to achloyo the "fine- tuning" affect,

Stress Is the body's response to psychologically

perceived events. Athletes react to many things in
their environment (physical, social, psychological)
called "stressors." These include such things as
watching rivals warm-up, having parents or psycholog-
ically significant persons in the Audience, listening
to scores of other swimmers and reactions to their

own mistakes. Some athletes let such concerns worry

them to the point of interferring with performance;
they often do less well in competition than during

practice. Other swimmers try to ignore such dis-
tractions or may not be bothered by them. A few
swimmers actually use such stressors as motivators

to perform well beyond what would be expected, and
in rare instances, may perform in that super, spine
tingling, unforgettable way. The stress response,
then, is basically a person's psychological and phy-
siological reactions interacting with each other in
either a helpful or harmful way. The typical rela-
tionship between stress and synchronized swimming
performance is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Performance tondo to hereon@
ea strew, increesee to an optimal point.
Performance decreases with too much etrena.

An you can nee, optimal stress is an important
ingredient In performance excellence. A healthy
level of stress heightens alertness and readiness for
phymienl and psychological action, Athletes in thin
state often report n sense of being highly "tuned-in"
and experience feelings of moderate exitement. They
appear to swim in a seemingly relaxed, 'yet 14ghly
responsive, fluid and controlled way, very much in
tune with themselves and the audience.

Anxtety. Too much perceived stress, or poor coping
with stress, however, is often accompanied by an
overwhelming sense of anxiety. Family worries, a
recent "blow-up" between coach and athlete, an ill-
ness of a team member, personal or lamily expectations
poorly handled can create problems for the athlete.
Anxiety responses are learned and may start early in
life. Sometimes anxiety is generalized to the point
where a person feels anxious all the time (trait
anxiety). More often, for athletes, it is specifi-
cally linked to a given competition, particular times
and/or circumstances within the competition sequence,
or to specific worries and 'expectations the athlete
has (state anxiety). It happens to everyone and we
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all react both physiologically and psychologically to

to anxiety arousing situations. What triggers anxi-

ety (negative stressors), however, may differ for

each person facing a similar situation. For example:

0

Two swimmers are vying for the 'one open

spot in the team routine. The choice will

be made following a figure skills competi-
tion.the.next weekend; Swimmer #1 very much

wants to make the team. She fervently hopes

A figure she has trouble with (castle) will
not be drawn at'the meet. Swimmer #2 is

very ambivalent about making the team. She

is. worried that she is not good enough to
swim the team routine and may let her team

members down. Not making the team will be

a. deep personal disappointment to her and

her family.

From this description, each swimmer is likely to

respond anxiously at the meet, but for different

reasons. Figure 2 illustrates what may happen when

severe,anxiety affects the athlete:

Negative stressors
(ambivalence, personal worries,

physical conditions, etc.)

Feelings of Psychological Threat
(something dire may happen)

Internal Mind-Body Tension
(homeostatic imbalance,

psychological disequilibrium)

ANXIETY
Possible

Psychological Responses

fear of'failure
fear of success
selective forgetfulness
low self-esteem
psychosocial withdrawal

ti
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Possible
- Physiological Responses

rapid heartbeat
short and rapid breathing
rapid speech
severe and generalized
muscle tension
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Possible (Cont.) Possible
Psychological Responses - physiological Responses

distractibility
overattention to
irritability
obsessive about 1 for

things
need for interpersonal

support
ambivalence
denial

detail

Figure' 2.

poor peripheralblood
.flow (cald'hands and/
nor feet)

poor sleep patterns
nausea
overeating, no eating,
crying

.

high blood pressure
flushed face
excessive sleep
frequent urination

#. ""
Effects of Negative Stressors

Returning to the example of the two swimmers hoping
to make the team:

Swimmer #1 works hard on her castle during'
practice but it does not seem to get much.
better. She becomes withdravilhas'a hard
time getting to sleep and doe *, ot 'eat welt.
On the day of the meet, she seems pale and
unapproachable. The. castle is drawn as her
last figure before the judges. Her heart
pounds, legs cramp and she is short

onbreath. She gets adequate score's on hec
other figures, but. can't stopa'worrying.
about the castle. She desperately wants
someone to comfort hkr, but cannot toler-
ate the idea of anyoriWZZbnoWing how scared.
she is.

Swimmer #2 becomes increasingly
during practice and experiences 'a number
of dreams. before.the competition. At the
meet, she is hyperactive and frequently.
interrupts those around her. She is bor.h
pleased and worried qat her parents are
in the audience. She frequently visits'
the bathroom and complains of feelitil:
cold. She has a hard time concentrating

,
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and sometimes appears dazed. Hugging
her.favorite stuffed animal is no help.
Oh' the first panel she does the wrong
figure.

Self-Regulation: Mind-Body Feedback. Is it possible
for individual athletes to.nhange responses'to anxiety?
gaily athleles can and do learn to effectively regulate
their responses with training. For'ekample, slowing
down rapid rates of speech and breathing bring a sense
of psychological calm. For some, elevated heart beats.
and muscle tension may be lowered by psychologically
repeating or visualizing particular words or phrases
such as "I. feel relaxed, calm and in-control."
Others may be able to control distractibility and in-:
crease concentration by imaging the ideal or perfect
performance while in a muscularly relaxed, yet alert
state. Many athletes learn to enhance feelings of
confidence and actual. performance through such psy-
Chophysiological fine-tuning. It is not easy and
requires consistent practice outside the competitive
situation just like the learning of any new.skill.
It is the achievement of an integrated mind-body pro-
cess by incorporating both internal and external
awareness and feedback.

.
Synchronized swimmers are very familiar with the

concept of ,feedback. They receive it during every
practice and work-hard to increase performance based
on.the information they receive. Feedback (Figure .3)
usually 'starts at an early stage with trial and
error learning. Feedback is then sought from'signi-
ficant.others, such as coaches and teammates.' The
athlete gains even more detailed and refined Infor-
matio by actually seeing herself in action - on
Videotape, stop-action films, written reports, etc.
The most refined and Often elusive dimension of feed-
back is the awareness of her immediate psychological
and-physiological fenctioning: heart rate; breathing,
muscle tension, hopes and expectations, worries, etc.
The athlete learns to shift from almost sole reli-
ance)tn fnformatiOn from external sources to the in-
clust n of internal mind-body information. The im-
pact of\this'shift may initially, generate its own
form of.,tension.. Nevertheless, it can be self-



A
ALSee oneself in action

A111111111 Feedback from others

A41111111111111-

Internal feedback

Trial and error

Figure 3. Fine-tuning is the increasingly
refined use of different levels and forma
of/feedback.

monitored, controlled and changed, if need be. The
ability to use all forms of feedback in a selective
way/is a significant key to effective self-regulation'
an,d performance excellence.

SELF - REGULATION PROCEDURES

/".. Most:'self-regulation exercises are based on .

achieving deep muscle relaxation, cregulating degrees
of muscle.tension-relaxation in daily life ad,well.
as athletic activities, breathing awareness.; Visual-
ization and imagery, the-use of self-repeated verbal
phrases, and the identification of specific'stressors
related to synchronized swimming competition. These
will be described in deeail later.

Coaches and athletep who have participated in self-
regulation or stress management programs have found
some very clever ways to adapt them to their own
purposes. You may wish to try some of the exercises
before_ involving others. It often helps coaches to
first go through a program with someone who knows the
techniques and who can help them design a program'for

-their home clubs. It needs to be pointed out that '

not all athletes need all procedures, others may not
practice them sufficiently to be able to use them in
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a pressure situation, and some "do not believe in
them " and choose not to participate. My colleagues
and I have worked with.coaches and athletes from age

-

10 -Eo the internationally experienced in several
sports. The results have been most gratifying and
many' participants have- adopted individualized formats
for themselves that have proven very effective:' '

,

A k.eW.cautions need to be noted. Most people
find self- exploration and discovery fun and enjoyable;
a Ver-y few may be too psychologically sensitive to
the procedures. Therefore, no athlete should be
forced to participate. Be sure to seek feedback from
each swimmer about her experiences; some may require
a quiet conference outside any group setting.

Although the benefits are many, athletes taking
prescribed medications should receive, clearance from-
a physician before undertaking-deep relaxation.
Relaxation may change the rate some medications are
metabolized and dosage may needto be monitored.
Interestingly,.the need'for most medications tends
to drop with consistentlycpracticed relaxation.
Another possibility is .that a person becomes'sO pro-
ficient she actually learns to mask pain or other
symptbms that require treatment.' Periodic reminders
to check for symptoms may be necessary.

,Ho.w does one tune, in to internal awareness? How
are habitual responses to stress and anxiety changed?:
These.are-considered for each of the following groups.
of proCedures.

Identifieation. of Stressors. A copy of a .6ompetition
Stress Inventory is attached. This was developed by
Wenz and StrOng (1980) to help swimmers identify the
typical times and specific circumstances of excess
_anxiety.., The athlete is asked to visually recall and.
expeYIenc-eas-closely_as_possible the eVents-of.a
typical, recent or-specific competition. The parti-.
cipant is asked. to rate the degree of stress/anxiety.
for each of the times/settings described. In addi-
tion, each is. asked to identify the form anxiety
takes in physical, ways and the thoughts she has dur-.
ing these periods. Ritualistic behavior (stuffed
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favorite eal:rings, special procedures follow-
ed, eta.), reactions co award ceremonies and pOst-
-compctit:kon feelinss are also described. Several in-
teresting observatus have been noted: waiting is
almost imiversally a pi9blem, nome rituals may actu-
ally increase zath.:!.r than decrease-anxity, sleeping
well is often difricult, the need for "priVate" time
,or additional interpersonal support becomes exagger7
,eted, and many athletes and almost half the 'Coaches
experience significant post-competition bdrn-out and
depression.

Coaches are encouraged to meet with the athlete
and share their impressions about how the athlete
typically responds to the Competition Stress Inventory.
This allows for clarification of differences and faci
litates an.individualized stress management format
for the athlete as well as one for the team as a whole,
to incorporate as many needs as possible.*

Breathing. Breathing is. literally the basis of life,
yet few people breathe properly by taking a full and
deep breath beginning with the diaphragm (lower\rib
cage and upper abdomen rise). The tendency is to fill
either the upper part of the lungs (only shoulders and
chest rise) or the middle chest (only the rib cage
moves); There,are. two purposes for th4s exercise:
awareness of personal breathing patterns and studying
therelationshipbetween breathing responses' and diff-
erent levels of body tension (Stroeber,".1978)-:

#1 Gently close yourseyes.(sittrng or lying down
and quietly pay very close attention to your-
breathing. Feel the air come into the nostrils
'end try to sense the., air moving deeply down into,
the lungs. Place your hand on the upper part of
.the abdomen (diaphragm) and notice if itmoves
up and'down as you inhale and exhale. Do this,
for a few minutes by quietly. and passively
focusing.on breathing,nd relaxation. If you
deepen yodr breathineend take in considerably
more oxygeh.than you are used to, you may feel
a temporary dizziness. If this occurs, simply

*Ed. note:. see Nesvig.PO. 135-152



slow your breathing rate and relax quietly until
the feeling passes (2-5 minutes).

Now pay attention to the slight tension in the
. chest and upper abdomen as you inhale and con7
trast this with the feeling of relaxation as
you exhale. Each time you exhale, relaxmore
and more; Notice the tension as it travels
down and out of your body aachtime you ex-
hale. Keep your breathing deep, slow and
regular. 'During this period, quietly and
passiyelydirect your attention easily and
effortless to various parts of-your body and
release any unnecessary tension (2 minutes),

----Now-T-contrast this.with taking a deep breath,
holding'it for -a-few-seconds_and creating a
high level of muscle tension througliaift-your
body.' Release the tensionlpy relaxing your
jaw as-you exhale and experiencing a "rolling"
muscle relaxation from the'top of your body .

to the tips of your toes.. Quietly. return
to slow regular and deep breathing and noti-
cing the sense of calm and well-being that
comes with it (2 minutes).

Take a few moments to practice breathing properly
before practicing any of the other forms of relaxa-
tion described later (muscle relaxation, use of vei-
bal phrases, imagery/visualization). This will help
deepen the effects of these procedures more qUickly
and fully.

1/2 Pay close attention to a deep, smooth andregu-
lar breathing pattern for a moment or two. -Try
to achievea level of relaxation and quiet.
With practice, this can be done very quickly.
Now visualize yourself in a slightly tense .1

situation, such as getting ready to swim be
fore, judges'. Try to experience this antici-
pation as fully' as possible. Notice how your
breathing pattern. changes as you begin to
feel some anxietY'and body tension. Return
to breathing deeply and quietly.



#3 Now imagine yourself swimming_a diffLcult
routine... every stroke, every figure, every
hybrid. Try-to experience yourself as fully
as possible as actually swimming -to the,
music... and breathe-only when you normally
would during the routine. Since it is im-
possible to breathe normally while swimming
a routine, what is your breathing pattern?.
Do you tend to .gulp.for air? Do\you exhale
before- coming to the surface? Did you no
Lice muscle tension beginning to build up?
How can you change. your'breathing'-technique
while swimming to facilitate deeper intake
of air?

Muscle Relaxation. A"modification of the Jacobson
(193_8) progressive, muscle relaxation exercise is
basic to illustrating the relationship between inner
anxiety and muscle tension. The purpose of this ex-

..
ercise are to:-

demonstrate the'difference between muscle tension
and relaxation, both physically and psychologi-
cally;

identify muscle groups that typically tighten
when experiencing anxiety;

teach differential muscle tension and relaxation
awareness (most 'people tend to tighten more mus-
cles than are needed);

.- reduce lactic aci buildup in the blood- due to
:teither muscle fatigue and/or anxiety.*

Introductory illustrations could include:

Let's see how relax d your jaw is. Relax your
face .as much as osssible, Use one:hand to
open- and-close y ur-jaw. -Does-your hand
meet resistance rom your jaw? Does your
jaw. try to "help", your hand? Can\.youlet
go of the tension in /our jaw so that your
hand can do all t e work, and not the jaw ?.

\*Ed. note: see KirkendaOpp.' 5-15
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Use only the middle finger and forefinger of one
.., hand, let the fingers relax as totally as

possible with no movement.. Tap them with
your other hand and notice how "floppy" they
are when you 'hit them. They are easy to move
and offer little resistance to being moved
(a relaxed, non-responsive state).

... Now move them back and forth (with no assist-
ance from your other hand) as rapidly and
evenly as possible. Notice how responsive
they are.(responsive relaxation).

... Tighten both fingers as much as you can and
then try to-move them as rapidly as you can
(tension). It is very difficult todo.with-
out loosening up the muscles. Athletes often
use more muscle tension than they need.

Deep relaxation facilitates reduction of lactic:
acid buildup due. to. muscle fatigue and anxiety. It
.may also be used to faCilitate restful sleep if prac-
ticed at bedtime-. Responsive relaxation facilitates
motor performance (athletics) and,prevents the ath-
lete from tightening up too much during performance.
Too much inappropriate muscle tension interferes with

-performance and also increases the fatigue level. '

The following exercise is designed to teach deep
'muscle relaxation and will'. take 20-30 minutes to do
properly. You may experience some tingling, a sense
of'floating or sinking, a "loss" of a part of your
body, or a sense of watching yourself at a distance.
These 'are normal and typical experiences and are part
of the effects of deep relaxation. This exercise can
be donelying down with a pillow under the head and/
orknees or sitting in 'a-comfortable chair.

Settle back as comfortably as you can,_Gently-
close your eyes and pay. close attention to
your breathing (see previous exercise)". Notice
how it-begins to slow down and becomes-deeper;
smoother and'more regular. First, direct your
attention to your left hand... clench your left
fist and stud in the hind-and fovarm."
Now let ye_ the hand and arm relax. Note
the difference between the tension-and the re-'
laxation. (10 second pauSe) .Once again, clench'
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your left-hand noticing the tensions in the
hand and forearm. Study those tensions...
and now let go. Note the difference once
again between tension and relaxation.- (10
second pause) REPEAT TWICE EACH WITH RIGHT
HAND AND THEN BOTH HANDS AND FOREARMS.'

.

.

Enjoy the contrast between the tension and

the relaxation. Note the looseness begin-
ning to develop. See ifyou can keep let-
ting go a little bit-further each time you
relax a muscle. Now clench both your hands
into fists and bring them toward your
shoulder to ghten your biceps muscles...
feel the- tensi.n and study it very closely
...and now.rel x. Let your arms drop and
once again notice the difference the ten-
sion that was in 'your biceps and the rela=-
tive.relaxation you now feel. (10 second
pause) (repeat forthe biceps).

Repeat the alternating tension.and relaxation
twice for each of the following muscle groups. Study

the tensionfor each Muscl group and notice,nnd en-

joy the contrasting leen& of-relaxation as you let
go of the tension. Notice, i you tense only the in-

-dividual muscle group while k eping the rest of, the

body relaxed. After every 2-3 muscle groups, return
to checking your breathing patt n.



Muscre''Group-
shoulders

Tensing Instructions
bring the shoulders
upward toward the ears

forehead wrinkling forehead and
lifting eyebrows upward

_forehead

Tension Location
shoulders and lower
part of-the neck

7--
entire forehead,_

frowning and lowering lovers forehead,
eyebrows downward between the eyes

eyes close eyes tightly eyelids

nose & cheeks wrinkle your nose nose & cheeks

jaws tighten jaws Jaws

jaws: stretch. lower jaw back of jaw
ward

tongue press tongue against roof area in and around-
. of mouth tongue

press lips tightly together area around the mouth

press head backward against bac% of neck.and
thechai'r'(floor, bed) back of scalp

laps

neck

neck bend he.ad forward and press
against.chest

1 75

front of neck and
around "jawi



Muscle Group Tensing Instructions
upper back arch back by raising

stomach and chest

chest

stomach

.stomach

thighs

calf
Right only
Left only
Both

lower front legs
Right-only.
Left only
Both

Tension Location
mainly upper back

take deep breath and entire chest area
hold it (5 seconds)

push abdominal muscles entire abdomen
outward _

pull stomach inward entire abdomen

stretch both legs thighs
outward very hard

hold- leg(s) straight out; calf
point toes outward and,down

hold leg(s) straight out
and point toes toward your
head

front of lower leg



Now review each of the individual muscle groups.
As each muscle group is reviewed, notice any
tension in those muscles. If there is, try
to concentrate on those muscles and send mess-
ages to them to relax, to loosen. Relax the
muscles' in your feet, ankles and calves...
shins, knees and thighs relax.., buttocks- and
hips... loosen the muscles of your lower body
... stomach, waist and lower back relax...
upper back, chest and shoulders relax... relax
your upper arms, forearms and hands, right to
the tips of your fingers... let go of the
tenSion, in your throat and neck... face and
jaw relax.., let all the muscles of your body
relax. Let go of all the tension. Now rest
quietly-with your eyes closed. Do nothing
more than that. Just sit quietly with your
eyes closed. (2 minutes)

Now count backward from 5 to 1. When you
.reach the count of 1, open your eyes, stretch
'your entire body, yawn, become wide awake. -

If this exercise is done in a group setting, be
sure to ask participants about their experiences.
Ze_sure to ask thei what muscle groups were easiest
and most difficult to relax, and what it felt pike-
to let go of the tension. Most will-experience some
degree of relaxation. Others. may have a concern
about not being able to relax,.ar may experience more
tension.than usual in such areas as.the neck-and head.
It may help to have them move around'and do some
stretching exercises. It is not unusual to have
many thoughts and ideas .pass through a person's mind
during the initial phases of relaxation training;-
a_faw may express some concern about this. If nec-
essar', help.to meet individually with the person for
a few .minutes or seek consultation if necessary. By
far the most common reaction is a positiye one and
participants. Lend to .feel.more refreshed and rested
.within a short time after this experience. With
practice and-experience, a persdn can achieve deep
muscle relaxation in a very faw minutes._ Significant
relaxation in a standing positioa can be achieved in
a matter of a few seconds.

It". ...I
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Verbal Phrases. We are all familiar with the fact
that the human organism is equipped with automatic
regulating systems, mechanisms and principles; heart
beat, breathing, body temperature, etc. It is possi-
ble to use certain simple phrases to support or re-
inforce the tendency of the organism to maintain
homeostasis or balance amongthe-systems rather than

let stress and anxiety upset them.* Cold hands can
be warmed, heart rate lowered and breathing deepened.
It was not until recently that the western world rec-
ognized that much of the autonomic (automatic) nervous
system could be altered by the person through a diff-
erent kind of psychological focusing than is normally
experienced. IT IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THAT THIS
IS NOT DONE BY FORCE OF WILL, BUT THROUGH THE USE OF
VISUALIZATION AND IMAGINATION DURING RELAXATION. It

is necessary to have a casual, detached attitude,
what might be called a "creatively passive" or ex-
pectant attitude, toward the change being attempted.
Simply use the phrase or word, visualize and feel
that it is happerring, and then simply "let it happen,"
so that we will not interfere.with the body's tend-
ency to cooperate.

It has been found helpful to try to-V-Lsmalize
clearly the part of the body that is to be influenced
before using the phrase relating to it. In this way,
a "contact" appears to be set up with that particular
part of the body. This seems to be important in
starting the chain of psychological events that lead
to the desired physiological changes. These changes
essentially result from the psychophysiological prin-
ciple which affirms that "every., change in the physio-
logical state is. accompanied by an appropriate change
in the mental-emotional state, conscious or unconsci-
ous; which is then accompanied by a further change in

the physiological--S-rtate, etc." This principle, when
coupled with volition, makes possible greater mind-
body cooperation and self-regulation.

*Author's note: Much of the material in this section
is adapted,-from Green, E.F.,'Green, A.N. & Walters,
E.D. Outline of Verbal Procedures in Developing
Control of Internal States in Autogenic Feedback
Training. Topeka, Kansas: Meninger Foundation
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Q
Concentrate on each phrase in whatever way seems

most effective for you, repeating it verbally, or
visualizing it as if you are hearing it spoken; main-
tain a steady flow of the phrhses for the duration
of the exercise. ,The aim is to train certain mental
proceSses to operate in 'such a way that finally a
very brief passive concentration on the phrase will
accomplish the intended physiological change almost
instantly. The use of words and pWtases .also help
'get rid of distractions and help improve concentra-
tion.

The eyes should be gently closed and quiet. Re-
lax the body in the following manner, visualizing and
feeling the relaxation of each part as you proceed.
Repeat each phrase two or three times:.

111 Relaxation Phrases: "I feel quite quiet... I am
beginning to feel quite ,relaxed... My feet feel
heavy and relaxed-... My ankles, my knees and my
hips feel heavy, relaxed, and comfortable... My
solar plexus, and the ,whole central portion of my
body, feel relaxed and. codfortable.... My neck, my
jaws, and my forahead feel relaxed. They feel
comfortable and mooth.... My whole body feels
quiet, heavy, comfortable and crelaxed." Continue
visualizing anal repeating thephrases silently
for a minute or two. Th4g,phrase''"I am letting go
of the tension" maybe

112 Warmth Phrases: While You remain relaxed and
quiet, with your. eyes closed, visuaize your
hands and repeat each of the following phrases.
Concentrate in a passive way, visualize ,the event,
and then just let it happen. "I am !quiet and re-
laxed... My arms and hands are heavtly and warm.:.
I feel quite quiet... My whole body is relaxed
and my hands are warm, relaxed and/warm... My
hands are warm... Warmth is flowing into my hands,
they are warm... warm." Continue Visualizing and'
repeating the warmth phrases silenitly for a.min'ute
or 'two. ,7

(13 Reverie Phrases: While ybu, remelt relaxed and
quiet, with your eyes closed, rep at the following
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phrases. Simply let. ny distracting thoughts pass

through am out o'f your mind. Again, concentrate

in a passive wa,y visualize the event, and 'en
just let it happen. "Mylthole body reels quiet,

'

comfortable, and relaxed... My mi ,
quiet...

I githdraw my thoughts from. the s 'tndings and

I feel serene and still... My thoil,*t.are turn- .

ed inward and Y am at ease... Deefi'withim my mind

I can visualize and experience myself as relaxed,

comfortah' end still... I am alert, but in an

easy, q !nward-turned way... My mind is calm

and qui feel an inward quietness." Cont-

inue us. , 1 phrases for a few minutes allowing
your atte..1.....n, your thoughts, to remain turned

inward.

114 Activation Phrases: The session is now concluded C,..;.'

and the whole body' is reactivated with a stretch
and deep breath and tire phrases: "I feel life
and energy flowing through my legs, hips,'solar

' plexus, chest, arms and hands, neck, head, and .

face... The energy makes me feel light and alive."-

#5 Competition Phrases: Immediately before perform -

ing, take a deep breath and stretch the entire

body. Pay close attention to a deep, smooth and
regular breathing pattern and repeat 014 follc;

ing phrases: "I feel the .energy flowirtkthrough
,

my body: I-feel !energy flowing,through_my legs,

and hips, solar plexus and chest, my arms and
hands, neck, head and face. I feel very light,

/1 alive and alert. I feel my body growing very
` tall, relaxed and confident:" This may be done

in a few seconds as skill is developed.
. ,

Visualization and Imagery. Various forms
)
of visual-

ization and imaging provide an important art of t.h?

fine-tuning process. TWe eyes are gently closed and'

quiet. The body is as relaxed as possiblez Visual
pictUres'fof events or scenes are brought into focus

`' as seen 'through the mind's eye. These scenes are
'experienced as fully as possible. It is again nec-

essary to have a relazted, casual and detached atti-

tude... what might be called "creatively passive,." -

Simply bring the picture into your Mind, feel that
.
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it is really happening and 'let it happen." If
districting thoughts, come to mind, imply let them
pass through and out of your mind, ..Tet them go and
ecturn'to the scene of your focus.

...

0- #1 General Relaxation: (This exercise is designed
.

to reduce muscle and body tension and create a
state of psychological relaxat-ion. It is also
helpful before going to sleep.) Bring to mind a,
very pleasant and relaxilig scene.... something you'
avoreughly enjoy. It may be a mountain or ocean
scene, a favorite activity, something distinctly
pleasurable and relaxing for you.' .Whe_stene may
change, but salways-'to something pleasant and re-
laxing. Notice how relaxed and at ease you feel,,
with a sense 'of calm. and serenity. You feel very
relaxed and at peace with yourself. If a dis-
-tracting thought comes to mind, simply Let it go
and return to yisualiiing something p easant.

r----''Notice any colors, breeze's, texture o .materials
. around you and experi.ence everything to the full-

est. r .

#2 Body Warmth: (This exercise is to develop body
warmth in a cold atmosphere or when. feeling anxi-.

out). fixing to mind something very 'warm and
... pleasant. It may be a fireplace...,;being around

good friends, a sunny and warm:pkace, a sauna.
The'scene May change but always to something ,

warm ancFpleasant. Experience the sensation of
warmth, letting it spread out to your aims and

a'legs; hands and feet. Feel very warm and- plea-
sant,

:

relaxed and serene. Xatr'entire body feels
warm and relaxed. Simply let any distracting
thoughtspass through your mind and return to
expert 'e a sense of warmth, ease and comfert.

. Notice 1,ow...retaxed and warm you feel. Notice any
colors around you and experience everything in
the scene to ..the fullest..

' ,o-

1 #3 Muscle Relaxation: (This can be achieved through
general relaxation imagery,'describecPabove, or
by visualizing 'the various muscle groups as you

"*. go through the tension-relaxa.tfon exercise cres-:
cribed earlier). -
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04 Mc;ntal Rehearsal. (Suin'n (1972) developed the
visuo-motor behavior rehearsal. (VMBR)' form of
visualizatjon to increase motor performance,'
This technique can he used ts) mentally practice

a single figure, a complex routine or to correct

consistent mistakes. important to experi-
ence actually doinA the' movement as much as possi-
ble while in a muscularly relaxed state. There

is 'a tendency to mentally rehearse a perforMance
as if seeing oneself at a distance or on film.
The more the person is able to actually experi-,

ence carrying out the behavior, the greater the
value of the rehearsal. It can be done in, slow

''criotion, especially for learning a new skill or
correcting Mistakes, or at normal speed).

Begin by getting as relaxed as possible'with your
'Ores gently closed. Pay attention to deep, smootl
and regular breathing and ask each muScle group it
your body to relax. As you get ready to mentally
rehearse a specific movement, notice a very slight
surface tension on various_parts of your body.

Instead of feeling very heavy, you begin to feel
relaxed and alert. Since you are "in the water,"
notice the water temperature, the size of the

,pbol, lane markers, pool sides and try to sense

as much as possible actually being in the water.
Now very slowly and carefully go through a figure
(e.g., ballet leg) and sense every single move
your body makes as you go through and complete
each movement. Notice what muscles you are using,
Irow you are using them and the flow of muscle ac-
\i.vity as you go from one

the

to the next.
.Notice how you are using the water to help you,
how you are using your sculling technique to

achieve height and control of the figure. Notice
whether you'are moving through the water orstay-
ing in one spot. Pay,very close attention to
-e-v-ery detail and move within your performance.

The next rehearqal-is,done at normal speed. When
mentally rehearing a routine, the swimmer'should
also try ..6-7)"hear" the music. It is important to
experience the location of, and distance from, every
other swimmer in the water fax duet and team routines;
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As soon as an error Lti noticed d6ring mental rehearsal,
immediately go back, correct it and go on to comptete
the merles of movements. if the error is not Immedi

'ately corrected, try the'eotire sequence agoio. When
the problem becomes repented, develop the proper tech-
nique in the water before returning to mental rehear-
sal.

#5 Building Confidence: (This is similar to the
VMBR described above. The swimmer images herself
swimming an ideal performance ith confidence).
Go through your entire performance from the time
you walk on deck to the finish of the routine.
Pay attention to a feeling of relaxed confidence,
a sense of lightness and free flowing energy..
Notice your reactions to the audience, swimmers,
official's and other around you. Quickly scan
your body for any tension, release.it and return
to the mental rehearsal. Notice anything that
tends to distract you and continue to rele se an
tension that develops.

Biofeedback. Biofeedback monitoring may be used to
objectively measure certain internal psychophysiolog-'
ical functions assoeiated:wjth stress and anxiety
(Brown, 1977). Biofeedback instruments may range
from the simple bathroom scale to highly sophisticated
electroencephalography which measures brain waves.
In other words, these instruments extend all the way
frOm the very common- and praeticalto those requiring
sophisticated technology and knowledge. The more
specialized techniques need to be used and applied
under'very close supervision until the participants
.becOme adept in monitoring and regulating their own
internal'reSponses. Ourfine-tuning model monitors
'muscle activity through lectromyograph (EMG) read-
Invi and the extent of pe\ ripheral blood flow to the
extremities-by measuring finger temperature (Thermal).
Tires' two systems are seen as important 'measures of.
ph7sidlogical components of stress. The underlying'
principle is that a more relaxed autonomic response
allows greater blood flow -to the extremities and that
the level of inhibiting muscle tension can become much
less. I'Istrumentation.aSsists in the demonsteation
that mw.tiie qnd blood flow responses (the autonomic
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nervous system) are amenable to individual control.
Thu athlete prst beComes sensitive to bodily respon-

ses and then, after initial exposure under supervi-
sioo, continues to monitor herself by using simple
monitoring devices.like the hand-held thermometer.
There is often a need to check back with an expert
for maximum utilization. In virtually all instances
FMG readings are, lowered when desired, and in most
'cases hand temperature is readily raised or at.least
preVented from dropping in tense situations. If you

have interest in this facet of fine-tuning, please .

contact a local psychologist or university for re-
sources in your area.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

It is important that athletes participating in

a psychological "fine-tuning" program commit themsel-
ves to a specific and consistent practice schedule
with periodic and timely review of the procedures

,used. The learning process involved requires practice

`and positive reinforcement. It must be individualized
and ultimately established as an integral part of the
athlete's own training program. Once the procedures
most. Nclpful to the individual are learned and become
almost automatic, the less time is needed to make them
work under competitive conditions. The competition
stress inventory can be used to identify :the times
when the athlete must be able to apply theseself-
regulation techniques most effectively. The attached
format for'developing a' personal practice schedule
offers sevral'options and variations in'the frequ-
ency and.time spent: on each activity.

CONCLUSIONS

Most athletes find that they, can quite easily
learn the procedures and are'able to make them a

part of their training program.' Coaches generally
are impressed with the potential of the techniques,
both in actual practice and in athlete performance
levels, and have. shared a number of instances of..in-
creased performance in terms of anecdotal reports;
Those athletes who are able to adopt the. psychological
procedures readily and in a consistent manner obtain'
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the best pyrformance results. There is a clear shift
to focus to the Inciuslon of Internal feedback and a
new sensittvity to internal functioning within the
psychophysiological area. Motivational levels are
raised and expectations of self are clarified and
better understood. One direct benefit that has been
clearly manifested is that sleep patterns are decided-
ly improved the night immediately before competition.
In addition, the objective data gathered from biofeed-
back monitoring for the various groups of athletes
show a decrease in electromyographic levels on mus-
cle tension and an'increase in hand temperature for
peripheral blood flow in nearly all cases.

The model presented here is not without some
limitations, however. Sporadic application by some
athletes will give. only limited results. Others may
experience difficulty in transferring the techniques
to actual competitive conditions. 'Ambivalence over
one's ability and the desire to win may get in the

.
way-and limit performance. Sometimes the Meaning of
self-phrases varies from person to person and, there-
fore, the same stimulus words may not always, work
well for everyone. They often need to be individ-
ualized.

After considerable use, the fine-tuning.Model
pears to have far more positive benefits than the

few' limitations pointed out above. The psychophysio-
logical, effects result in much greater internal mo-
tivation and control that then produce important per-
1:ormance differences for athletes who are relatively
similar in basic capability. There is also an
accompanying development of positive self-esteem in
the psych-..logical realm. Coaches who have partici-
pated with their athletes often indicated a'desire
for further training. It is anticipated that fine-
tunl.ng will continue to have an impact im the- devel-
opment of athletes as they prepare themselves for
competition in the future.
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These xe laea 111,1Y 111401 i No loW11, 11100 all111 Wl +ell 10 climb/no No
or mOro 1'11'11401i WI.' olio °Kurt-111o, rhowto only those letmoia ond Ilmo Ihat
You Intiohl I a prartIre on a, conn kit oni haillt w Iola Int orit,r 1111 Whih III

1, MWICki HLIANATION
0 minutes fwlro o doY
every other daY
of her

10,1AXATI1111 WITH 1,111;11:1,V, HIIAN

Eyoo 1,1111401, (nil at Mill 111111,k I tilt oinlol gron. for any

lewilon, and roloano thus Punt +lull IlntorniiI mlniclo chorl,), ,11,1-01

1 5 ollinawi, 1-4 x daily
1.'1 minute:a, it dally
other (0,g,..,_111 peeonda lieforp IvInu. cor)

I, RELAXAT ION (um, 02) W ITH RREATHINO EX E10:1
2 mina vti of re Illgot lit t. t: Ito hrl to- muscle !Irmo ho In and (feel tuttsioll),

breathe out (feel rule at Ion breathe regularly, :,ti othly and deeply with

it 1 a Kat ion, Repeat f r fui.aI of 5 mlnuron, N1

Min on, 'I x ai I ly

') mime lit, IMCO ally
other 0

4, RELAXATION (lov 02) WITH SELF pugms
intimom orrolaxat ton whit munch, olnwk (al lowoa by 5 or more mlnann of

phrases: my arms are heavy (warm), legs are hoovy (warm), my body Is quiet,

I is "letting go," I foul peaceful, ealm and relaxed,' Stretyy.
10 minutes, twice daily
10 minutes, once daily
nt but'

), RELAXATION Own 02) WITH VISUALIZATION OF SOMF:THING PLEASANT'
2 minutes of reiaxation with muscle check, visuall:u something pleasant.
Stretch,

minutes, 2 or 1 x daily
1-10 minutes, one daily

Defore gpliqi to sleet

RIMALVIUM (see 112) WITH MENTAL REHEARSAL
2 minute. of relaxattod with muscle check; very alowly mentally rehearse some
si,ecll'ic activity or sICIII; mentaliy rehearse at ;near "normal" speed. Stretch,

x at practice, specific activity
2 x at home, before practice
other

IT IS IMPORTANT TO:
,1, Stretch and yawn after each exercise.
2. Try to keep out intrusive or distracting thoughts or images. When this happens,

simply let them pass through your mind and focus on breathing until you are able

to return to the exercise.
1

3. Review your practice program at least every month and make any needed changes.
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PNYCHOWCICAk ASPECTH OF ELITE WOMFN ATIMETEHI
NYNCURONIXED MUMMERS 811119FT DATA

.lorry R, May, PhD; `Tracy Voae, MA;
onlv Daltuy, B8 and George Furman, MD

Hooo1 of Medteat Hotencou,
Utyoratty of Nevada, Reno

PLT!Iontod At rho Aouual American
Orthopedic Soctety for Sport:a Medicine,
to Franetsco, Cattforata, February, 1979

Demo, 'raphIcs of Sample:

N (Number) = 63

Age: Tc. (average) 15.37 years

Range 12-20 years

Years of Competition: x = 4.98 years

Years of Training: x = 5.12 years

Duration of Menstrual Cycle: x = 5.65 days
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rquIAOY AND_ PIACCIffkitE

inpro IltAyrpuno No_Chantlp

(I t ning 10(15,9) 40012,111

Kffect of training on
moustrndllou flew 51 5(9,ICY.) 1)(9,11)

!Moot or Irain1ng OR
oyclo tinration 6(11,11X) 45(80,n)

Krfoci of tratn1ng on
pro-monstrnal lonalon 5/1 9(I(i.7X) 7(1.3X) '38(70,1X)

I:I'I'cat of menairnotIon
on performance 55 0 14(25.5%) 41(74.5%)

Erfect of training on
d9[1.111 holovior 61 5(11.270) 24(39,3Z) 32(52,5%)

Effect of training on
femininity 62 2(3.2%) 10(16.1%) 50(80,6 %)

Erreot of training on
menstrual. cramping 36 5(13.9%) 11(30.6%) 20(55.6%)
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Itt il ', I' I 0 ti" ii ti p 0 0 t Or Nogativ0 - 1 (ll,n)
trainIng, inclifforont- 'fl (15.(1t)

EURO IlllltiI tl I) ti I mount. r11.11 ton on at mot 1,,

p r o r mit not+ I

No ofitiet ',".
40Z

Makom "moody" I/ 10.9Z - nC
Tenslon/irrltotloo 8 14.5Z1- Mood
Down/dcpre""4"1 8 t4.5Z - Change

e,t)NCI,11ti I (+NS

MOHL rorOIA oh111140 in tratnIng during mon-
struovioo.
Most report tiaining ham littlo effect on mon"
laVO01 cv duration, pro-menstrual tension, etc.

I. Mont rkpoll ehan.ge or a slight positive
f feet ,e. decrease) of menstrual crimping

from tr. ;sing.
4. Mont leport menstrual cycle does not influence

performance.
5. Most report no change in dating behavior as a

result of their training. However, a sign41.-
cant number did report a decrease in dating
while training. Most felt this was due to lack
of time rather than an issue of femininity.

6. Most reporttraining did not effect their femin-
inity.

7. Most felt their training did not rause the devel-
opment of masculine looking muscles.

8. If "masculine looking" muscles aid develop, most
werewo-tconcerned and felt positive about their



muscle conditioning.
9. Most exper=ienced some mood 'change with menstrua

tion at times.

General conclusions of the overall study of women
athletes at the Squaw Valley Olympic Training Center
showed that synchronized swimmers were similar in
that:

1. Female athletes are feeling more socially.
accepted as women (who are_feminine) and
athletic.

2. Athletic competition can be a positive
experience in a woman's developmental
process.
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ANATOMY GLOSSARY

ABDUCTION - Movement away from the middle line.
ADDUCTION - Movement of the limb toward the central

axis of the body, or beyond it.
ANTERIOR The front of body or body part.
BURSA - A closed sac lined with a synovial-like mem-

brane and containing fluid. Bursae are found
or formed in areas subject to friction.

CAPSULE - A membranous structure enveloping an organ,
a joint or other part.

CLAVICLE - Collar bone.
DORSIFLEXION - Ankle movement bringing the toe toward

the shin.
EVERSION Turning the sole of the foot outward.
EXTENSION - Straightening at a joint or increasing

the angle between two bones.
FEMUR Thigh bone.
FIBULA - Small bone in lower leg.
FLEXION - Bending of a joint or decreasing the angle

between two bones.
HUMERUS - Upper arm bone.
INVERSION - Turning the sole of the foot inward.
LATERAL - Away from the midline of the body; toward

the sides.
LIGAMENT A band of fibrous tissue connecting two

or more bones.
MEDIAL - Toward the midline of the body.
MENISCUS - Gristle-like padding on or between bones

at the joints (cartilage).
PATELLA - Knee cap.
PLANTARFLEXION - Ankle movement pointing the toe

downward.
POSTERIOR.- The back of body or body part.
PRONATION Turning the palm downward.
SCAPULA - Shoulder blade.
SUPINATION - Turning the palm upward.
SYNOVIAL FLUID A clear fluid the function of which

is to serve as a lubricant in a joint, tendon
or bursa.

TENDON A band of dense, tough tissue forming the
termination of a muscle and attaching the
'muscle to a bone.

TIBIA Large bone of lower leg.
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APPENDIX A

.USEFUL SHOULDER & KNEE ANATOMY

1101
411014141

Linda W. aniel, BS, LPT, CAT

UPPER EXTREMITY ANATOMY

Shoulder Anatomy

The shoulder girdle is composed of two bot,-s:
the clavicle and the scapula. (rig. 1) The humerus
articulates with the shoulder girdle at the glenoid
fossa of the scapula. Four joints are formed when
the clavicle, sr::pula and humerus articulate. These
joints are: the coracoclavicular, the acromioclavi-
cular, the sternoclavicular and the glenohumeral.
(Fi/g. 2) Clavicle Clavicle.

Acromioclavicular Spine of
articulation scapula

...--Coracoid Head of
process humerus

Head of
humerus

Scapula Scapula
Humerus Humerus

Anterior aspect Posterior aspect

Fig. i Bonev Anatomy of the Shoulder
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Corocoaclavicular ligament

Acromiodavicular ligament
Coracoacromial ligament

Subacromial bursa

Capsular ligament

Sterno-clavicular
articulation

Fig. 2 Ligaments and Articulations of the Shoulder

Of the above articulations the glenohumeral joint
is frequently injured while swimming. The remaining
three articulations may be injured while swimming but
much less frequently. Most injuries to those_articu-=
lations occur during contact sports activities.

The glenohumeral joint (Fig. 1) is a ball and
socket joint wherein the head of the humerus fits in-
to the glenoid fossa of the scapula. The glenoid
fossa is shallow and is deepened by a fibrocartila-
ginous rim. Surrounding the joint is an articulating
capsule which helps hold the head of the humerus in
the glenoid fossa. Glenohumeral ligaments also cross
the joint to aid ir. stability.

Though the shoulder has numberous ligaments, the
shoulder has a great freedom of movement. This can
be attributed to many things, one of which is the
shallow glenoid fossa. This shallowness allows the
head of the humerus to move freely and permits a
great range of motion at the shoulder.-

--- Several bursae are located around the shoulder
joint. Bursae are small sacs of fluid. Bursae are
designed to decre"ase friction. The most common in-
jured bursa in the shoulder is the subacromial (sub-
deltoid). (Fig. 2) Bursitis may occur in the.
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shoulder often due to overuse.

The muscles are the site for most shoulder injur-
ies in swimmers. This can be attributed to the great
amounts of work and forces applied to the shoulder
while sculling. The muscles stabilize the shoulder
and compensate for the weakness seen in the bony and
ligamentous arrangement. Common muscle injuries in-
clude muscle strains and tendinitis. Therefore, it
is important to understand the basic muscle arrange-
ment and muscle functions of the shoulder.

The muscle can be grouped in to superficial and
deep muscles. The superficial muscles include the
pectoralis major, deltoid, teres major, and latissi-
mus aorsi. (Fig. 3)

Trapezius Trapezius

Anterior deltoid Middle deltoid

Posterior deltoid.

Introspinatus
Pectoralis major Teres minor

Teres major

Anterior aspect

Biceps Triceps

Latissimus
dorsi

Posterior aspect

Fig.3 Superficial Muscles of the, Shoulder
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The supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor and
subscapularis compose the deep group. (Fig. 4) These
four muscles are often grouped together as the rotat-
or cuff muscles. They are frequently strained due to
the extreme rotation and forces applied to the shoul-
der.

LOWER EXTREMITY ANATOMY

Knee Anatomy

The knee is often injured,in synchronized swimm-,
ing due to the stresses applied to it during the egg-
beater,kick. This kick can traumatize the knee unless
the knee' is strong and proper technique is used.

Coracoid process Acromion procesS
Supraspinalus Supraspinalus

Subscapularis Infraspinalus

Spine of
scapula

Anterior aspect

kres minor
Scapula

Humerus

Posterior aspect

Fig.4 Deep Muscles of the Shoulder
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The knee joint is a hinge joint capable of flexion
and extension. Full range of motion includes full
extension (0 °) and greater than 90

o
flexion. Minimal

amounts of rotation is noted in the knee.

The joint is formed by the distal end of the femur
articulating with the.proximal end of the tibia.
(Fig. 6) The patella (knee cap) sits anterior to this
articulation. The knee cap is located within the .

quadriceps tendon and patellar ligament. The knee
cap functions to protect the knee anteriorly and works
to increase leverage to the knee during extension.
The bony arrangement of the knee joint is very weak.
Muscles and ligaments stabilize the knee and compen-
sate for its bony weaknesses.

Medially and laterally the knee is supported by
collateral ligaments. The medial (tibial) collateral
ligament attaches to the medial femur and medial ti-
bia. (Fig. 6) It is a loa,g, wide band of ligament
which supports the medial aspect of the knee. The
medial collateral ligament is -often sprained while
kicking in synchronized sw$.2ming, The: medial collat-
eral ligament has a1 attr,cht to the medial /nerds-
cus which conn-gcs the twO structures. Often when an

Femur Ante Kix eructate
ngament

Patella

Lateral Collateral Posterior eructate
ligament ligament

Medial Collateral Medial meniscus-
ligame)t Lateral meniscus

Patellar ligament Medial collateral
Lateral collate/12V--

Fibula Fibula

Anterior aspect

--Tibia Tibia

Fig, 6 Bones and Ligaments of the Knee
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athlete injures the medial collateral ligament she
damages the medial meniscus because of the connection
between the two. The lateral (fibular) collateral
ligament attaches to the lateral femur and to the
lateral proximal end_ of_the-fli-bula-and-ribia. (Fig.

Fewer injuries are noted to the lateral collateral
ligament.

There is a small amount of normal gliding anter-
iorly and posteriorly noted by the femur on to the
tibia. The cruciate ligaments are designed to pre-
vent excessive anterior and posterior gliding. The
anterior cruciate ligament prevents posterior gliding
of the femur on the tibia. The anterior cruciate
ligament proceeds superiorly and posteriorly from its
anterior medial tibial attachmentsto attach to the
medial aspect of the lateral femoral condyle and the
posterior cruciate arises from the back of the tibia
and extends forward, upward, and inward to attach to
the medial femoral condyle.* The two ligaments form
and X as they cross to attach to the bones. (Fig. 6)

The menisci are two oval fibrocartilages that
Attach to the superior aspect of the tibia. (Fig. 6)
There is a medial and a lateral menisci in each knee.
They are located between the femur and tibia. They
function to deepen the tibia- superiorly and to abnorb
forces applied through the tibia and femur.

The knee joint is enclosed by a fibrous capsule.
The capsule is lined with a synovial membrane which
secretes synovial fluid. The synovial fluid lubri-
cates the internal structures of the knee joint to
enhance smooth movement. There are more than 18
bursae within the knee joint designed to decrease
friction. Bursitis of the knee is not common in syn-
chronized swimmers.

Extra protection and support is given to the knee
by the muscles surrounding it. (Fig. 7) The anter-
ior muscles are called the quadriceps muscle group.
The four muscles in the quadriceps group are the
rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis,

*Caillet, Rene, MD, Knee Pain and Disability
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and vastus intermedialis. The quadriceps caus,a knee
extension. Three posterior muscles are grouped to
gether as the hamstrings. They are the biceps femoris,
semimembranosis, semitendinosis. The hamstring muscle
group causes knee flexion.

Anterior aspect

Rectus femoris

Vastus lateralis

Vastus medialis

Adductor magnus

Semitendinosus

Gracilis

Semimembranosus-

Tendon of Biceps femoris
rectus femoris

Patellar ligament Gastrocnemius

Fig. 7 Muscles of the Knee
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External rotation
of shoulder

Flexion of
right shoulder

Flexions Extension
of elbow of shoulder

Extension
Flexion of of elbow

right hip

Abduction
of shoulder

Flexion
of knee

Internal rotation
of shoulder

Abduction of
leg and hip

Adduction
of shoulder

Extension
of left hip

Extension
of knee

Doriflexion
of foot

9

Plantar flexion
of foot



FIG. 9 PRIME MOVERS*

UPPER EXTREMITY

-Shoulder

FLEXION - Anterior deltoid, Coracobrachialis
EXTENSION - Posterior deltoid, Latissimus dorsi,

Tere major
ABDUCTION - Middle deltoid, Supraspinatus
ADDUCTION - Pectoralis major, Latissimus dorsi
INTERNAL ROTATION - Subscapularis, Pectoralis major,

Latissimus dorsi, Teres major
EXTERNAL ROTATION - Infraspinatus, Teres minor

Elbow

FLEXION - Brachialis, Biceps
EXTENSION - Triceps
SUPINATION - Biceps, Supinator
PRONATION - Pronator teres, Pronator quadratus

Wrist

FLEXION - Flexor carpi radialis, Flexor carpi ulnaris
EXTENSION - Extensor carpi radialis longus, Extensor

carpi radialis brevis, Extehsor carpi
ulnaris

*Adapted from Hoppenfeld, Stanley. Physical Exam-
ination of the Spine and Extremities. New'York,
Appleton - Century - Crofts, 1976.
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LOWER EXTREMITY

Flip

FLEXION - Iliopsoas
EXTENSION - Gluteus maxim-Is
ABDUCTIpN - Gluteus.medius
ADDUCTION -- Adductor longus
INTERNAL ROTATION - Gluteus medius, Gluteus minimus
EXTERNAL ROTATION - Piriformis, Gemellus superior,

Gemellus inferior, Obturator internus,
Obturator externus, Quadratus femoris

r Knee

FLEXION - Semimembranosis, Semitendinosis, Biceps
femoris

EXTENSION - Rectus femoris,,Vastus \lateralis, Vastus
intermedialis, Vastus medialis
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Aquatics
Publications

41, from
AAHPERD

STROKES AND STROKES: AN INSTRUCTOR'S
MANUAL FOR DEVELOPING SWIM PROGRAMS FOR
STROKE VICTIMS
In this hew AAHPERD publicatibn Jill Heckathorn shares her
personal experience and competence to demonstrate how
swimming, water exercises and other .aquatic activities can
contribute to rehabilitation, recreation andlitness programs for
individuals who have suffered strokes. Filling a void in current
prOfessional literature on the subject, this manual Is designed to
be of practical assistance to individuals in many different dis-,
ciptineS including physical education and adapted physical
education, corrective therapy, recreatio and therapeutic rec-
reation, physical therapy, occupational therapy, rehabilitation,
administration, nursing, medicine and of course aquatics. 1980.

SWIMNASTICS IS FUN
Includes a discussion of swimnastics theluy and recreational
swimming and describes specific swimnastics exercises

(warm-up, shoulder,abdominal, waist, hip and leg, extremity,
head and neck, and breathing), as well as games, c Ontests,
relays, and races. The activities are divided into beginning,
intermediate, andidvanced levels and are marked if especially
appropriate for handicapped ,.geriatric, or other special groups.

1975.

ACTION IN AQUATICS
Proceedings of the CNCA 18th National Aquatic Conference in
Phoenix, Aria., with reports of five workgroup seminars and
thirteen special interest groups. Topics include aquatics for the
handicapped, community swimming pools, programming. for
pre-schoolers, synchronized swimming, kayaking, safety in
camp aquatics, water polo, aquatics exercises, surfing, and
lifesaving. 1974.

NEW HORIZONS IN AQUATICS
Proceedings of the 20th National Conference of the Council for
National Cooperation in Aquatics. Topics covered include pool
design standardi(with emphasis on energy-siving techniques),
aquatics for adults, scuba, life saving and accident manage-

ment, underwater exercises, flotation devices, financial
Management of swimming pools, and swimming for the dis-

abled and handicapped. 1979.

ADAPTING AQUATIC. CIRCUIT: TRAINING FOR
SPECIAL - POPULATIONS 1980

THE NEW-SCIENCE OF SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING
(CNCA)
A standard reference and text for diving instruction, incorporal-
ing the latest developments in both teaching and technology. .4
Contains chapters on physical and swimming ability require-
ments, giving skills, equipinent, first aid, medical and scientific
aspectsrOldiving, environment and marine life. A project of the
Council for National Cooperation in Aquatics, called,by Skin
Diver Magazine "The ultimate in skin diving texts." 4th Rev.
Ed., 1974. .

PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR TEACHING THE MENTALLY,,
RETARDED TO SWIM
Designed to help professionals and volunteers teach the men-
tally retarded to swim or to swim better. Sections deal with the
instructional staff, volunteers and aides, preservice and in-
service training, and community involvement, and Include cre-
ative approaches which have been used successfully in aquatics

programs. 1969.

INDEPENDENT SWIMMING FOR CHILDREN WITH
SEVERE PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT 1979

ADAPTIVE DEVICES FOR AQUATIC ACTIVITIES 1979

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPECIAL
POPULATIONS IN AQUATIC, OUTDOOR, AND
WINTER ACTIVITIES 1976

GIRLS & WOMEN'S SPORTS PUBLICATIONS:

AQUATIC TIPS & TECHNIQUES
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING & DIVING GUIDE
SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING GUIDE

SPORTS MEDICINE MEETS SYNCHRONIZED
SWIMMING
Deals with practical application of recent research studies -lit
synchronized swimming. Covers such topics as training nietit
ods, orthopedic considerations, psychological concerns, midi;
cise physiology, and biomechanical aspects of figures. 1990;

SAFETY IN AQUATIC ACTIVITIES
Chapters are devoted to skin and scuba diving, sPririgtioard
diving; water polo, tower diving, small craft safety, wateksIdliiii,
and surfboardIng. Also covered are dedign of aquatic fadlitlei
and safety considerations in pool operation and administraticiit:.

1977.

For current prices and order information, write
AAFTERD Pdomotion Unit:,1900 AsSociation Drive, Reston, VA 22091



If You're Involved In
AQUATICS, THERAPEUTICS, OR RESEARCH

You Should be a Member of the
AMERICAN ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION,

RECREATION AND DANCE

In addition to other membership services, the Alliande has special
organizational structures with your particular interests in mind:

AQUATIC COUNCIL

The AAHPERD Aquatic Council is at the forefront of aquatic education. The goal of
the council is to establish its philosophy, policies, and standards in school,, com-
munity, and college/university programs parallel to those offered by existing cer-
tification agencies.

Of paramount importance to the council is the implementation of many more
AAHPERD courses in water safety and swimming; to further develop professional
standards in aquatic leadership; to expand research that broadens the available
body of knowledge and to promote cooperation with other aquatic agencies to
exchange information.

THERAPEUTICS COUNCIL

Another council within the Association for Research Administration, Professional
Councils and Societies (ARAPCS) is the Therapeutics Council. This important body
has as its purpose to promote, stimulate, and encourage habilitative and rehabilita-
tive programs through physical activity for special populations. The Council spon-
sors activities_ designed to foster professional growth and to provide a unified base_:
for cooperative interdisciplinary action in providing services for individuals with
special needs.

25'

RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

This structure is designed to serve as the research arm of the Alliance and co-
ordinate its associations' research efforts. In addition to three annual publications of
currentresearch, the Research Consortium is involved in the development of the
Encyclopedia Of Phyfiical Education, Fitness and Sports. Other projects include
research developrneht, position statements and research reporting in a newsletter'
Offered to,,all Consortium members.

For complete information on membership, write: AAHPERD, 1900 Association
Drive, Reston, VA. 2209t Please specify if you would like more detailed information
on one or more of the mentioned councils.


